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1. Introduction. 
The realm of gaseous high temperature molecules is vast and comprises 
presumably most inorganic molecules. While activities in high temperature 
chemistry and physics of gaseous systems vere growing, many revievers 
attempted to define the concept of high temperature molecule in an abstract 
way, relating the term to physical-chemical quantities of the molecule. Kost 
of these attempts are summarized in (THO 66, GOL 67, THO 71). We consider in 
this thesis high temperature molecules as molecular species which are not 
present in measurable amounts under equilibrium conditions at or near room 
temperature, but which exist under static conditions at elevated temperatures. 
At room temperature one is accustomed to the idea that each element has 
characteristic valence states and compounds. For instance, the element bis­
muth is tri- or five-valent and definitely not monovalent. Until quite re­
cently also the concepts of structures of the simplest molecules seemed well 
established. On basis of information on the molecules of volatile compounds 
it was assumed that only definite types of molecular structures are possible 
and no intermediate structures exist. Symmetrical triatomic molecules of the 
AX type, for example, feature angular structures in which the valence 
angles vary from 90 to 130 or linear structures (TOL 73). 
In gaseous high temperature systems molecules are found with features 
differing from the molecules of volatile compounds. It is shown in this 
thesis that at 500 С high concentrations of stable diatomic bismuth-halogen 
molecules can be formed. The element bismuth is then apparently in the 1+ 
valence state. Although the temperature required is not high, these molecules 
may be regarded as typical high temperature molecules. In recent years also 
polyatomic high temperature molecules became accessible for spectroscopic 
research thanks to the progress in high temperature experimentation, es-
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pecially by electron diffraction and matrix isolation techniques. Unusual 
structures were found like symmetrical molecules of the AX type with bond 
angles X-A-X within the range l60o-l80O (TOL 73). 
From the variety of methods in current use to reveal the structure and 
properties of high temperature molecules microwave spectroscopy is undoubted-
ly the most thorough but unfortunately simultaneously also the least general-
ly applicable method. For various groups of diatomic molecules, however, the 
chemical and technical difficulties could be overcome and high temperature 
microwave spectroscopy has yielded an abundance of information. Absorption, 
in closed cells and by molecular beams, and molecular beam electric resonance 
(MEER) are the most frequently applied techniques. In Table 1 a historical 
survey of progress is given. For a detailed review of literature we refer to 
LOV 71 and LOV 71*· Nearly all molecular interactions which are accessible for 
microwave spectroscopy have been studied by now and many properties of these 
molecules are well established: rotational, vibrational and potential con-
stants, the electric dipole moment, and, if present, hyperfine interaction 
constants. The total number of publications which appeared is in the order of 
500. 
With exception of LiO all these molecules have a E-ground state in 
common and high temperature free radicals remained undetectable. Tl-e ob-
served gaseous molecules were produced mostly by simple vaporization, some-
times a mixture of substances was used to produce the desired molecules. 
Particularly worth mentioning in the field of absorption studies is the 
pioneering work at the Columbia University by Townes and coworkers and the 
work done in Berlin by Koeft, Tieraann and Törring. In the latter laboratory 
A free radical is defined as a molecule whose ground state is not a 
1
Σ state. 
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Table 1. Review of families of diatomic molecules observed in high tempera­
ture microwave spectroscopy. For each family the first MBER and 
absorption study reported has been listed. In addition to these 
groups also the molecules LiO (FRF 72) and PN (RAY 71, HOE 72, 
WYS 72) have been measured. Except LiO all molecules have a Ζ 
ground state. 
Family 
IA-VIIA a ) 
IIIA-VIIA Ъ' 
с) 
ΙΙΑ-VIA ; 
IVA-VIA d ) 
IB-VIIA e ) 
First 
CsF 
KCl 
T1C1 
T1C1 
BaO 
BaO 
PbS, 
SiO 
AgCl 
Observation 
PbO 
191*8 
1952 
1951 
1952 
1962 
I97O 
I96U 
1970 
1966 
Method 
MBER 
Absorption 
MBER 
Absorption 
MBER 
Absorption 
Absorption 
MBER 
Absorption 
Reference 
TRI 
STI 
CAR 
STI 
WHA 
HOE 
HOE 
RAY 
KP I 
kB 
52 
51 
52 
62 
70 
61*, TOR 6' 
70 
66, PEA 6( 
Footnotes to Table 1 
a) All members of this family have been extensively studied by numerous 
laboratories in absorption and beam experiments. 
b) BC1, BBr, BI have not yet been observed. 
c) From this group only BaO, BaS and SrO have been observed. The required 
high temperatures and tendency to dissociation make progress difficult. 
d) Absorption studies on all members of this family have been reported. 
e) The Ag and Cu compounds have been measured in absorption. The Au com­
pounds remained undetectable up to the present. 
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systematic studies of a larpe number of diatomics were performed ar.d great 
progress in high temperature microwave spectroscopic technioues was accom-
plished. 
Efforts to extend the high temperature microwave measurements to larger 
molecules have met only a very limited success. Aside from soire incidental 
studies the only family of which members could be detected thus far, is the 
group of the alkali hydroxides, but the progress since the observation of 
the first triatomic molecule CsOH in 19^7 by Lide and Kuczkowski (LID 6?) 
has been slow. The development in the field of polyatomic high temperature 
molecules is impeded by the very high sensitivity of the spectrometer that 
is required. The large number of low-lying vibrational states which are 
populated by thermal excitation greatly reduce the absorption coefficient 
for an individual line. 
The main goal of the present investigation was to penetrate deeper into 
the realm of high temperature molecules and to open new possibilities for 
microwave spectroscopic research. To this end a method has been introduced 
which makes new types of diatomic molecules accessible for microwave spec-
troscopic investigation. Tharks to this so-called double-oven method high 
temperature free radicals could be observed. The results presented in this 
thesis prove clearly the feasibility of this technique in beam and absorp-
tion experiments (Paper 3). It is expected that with this technique various 
new families of diatomic molecules can be produced in sufficient concentra-
tion for high temperature spectroscopic methods. 
In the present investigation also definite progress has been made in the 
field of triatomic high temperature molecules. The results show that the 
very weak spectral lines of these molecules yet can be detected. It gives 
credence that in principle sufficient sensitivity can be reached for syste-
matic microwave studies of high temperature triatomics. 
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It should be noted that until now the molecules studied in this thesis 
could not, or only very poorly, be investigated by other spectroscopic 
techniques. Microwave spectroscopy is obviously a powerful tool in studying 
high temperature molecules. 
All molecules which are studied in this investigation differ from the 
molecules observed in the past in microwave spectroscopy by unusual types 
of structure and molecular interactions. Especially in the case of tri-
atomics this is, in writer's opinion, a characteristic feature of high 
temperature molecules. It is not possible to describe the vibration-rotation 
interaction in the triatomics observed in this thesis adequately in terms 
of conventional expressions. In the case of KCK (Paper 12) the interpreta-
tion tends to a peculiar new type of molecular structure called polytopic 
bond. Henceforth, also from theoretical standpoint, progress in the high 
temperature field is desirable. 
Aside from the basic interest we have in studying molecular structure 
and properties, we think that the present results are of interest for astro-
physics (e.g. PEA 73) or for chemical synthesis of new solid substances, 
especially subhalides (via the double-oven method). 
Application of the microwave absorption technique seems to us most 
appropriate. At high frequencies it beats the electric resonance technique 
in sensitivity. Furthermore application of MBEH, especially to heavy mole-
cules, is somewhat restricted because of the detection and state selection 
problems. 
Since not much information was available from other spectroscopic me-
thods, for most molecules large frequency regions had to be scanned before 
finding the first spectral line. The saturation effect modulation technique 
recently developed by Törring (TOR 73), was applied. It combines high sen-
sitivity with possibility of rapid scanning. 
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For reasons exposed in Section U hiph temperature microwave absorption 
studies require utmost sensitivity of the spectrometer. The fraction of the 
molecules which absorbs the nicrovave radiation, increases with increasing 
frequency. So higher sensitivity can be achieved for transitions at higher 
frequencies. Unfortunately rather high power (in the order of a few milli-
watts) is required for the saturation modulation technique, is high power 
sources are either not available or very expensive (careinotrons) above 
110 GHz, saturation modulation is rot practicable beyond this freauency. 
The frequency range (55-110 GHz) in which our spectrometer is operational, 
permits observation of a number of rotational transitions from one J-state 
to the next higher (J + 1)-state in any sufficiently populated vitrational 
state. The results of this thesis show that a large variety of information 
on the molecular structure and molecular properties can be extracted from 
the spectra in this frequency range. 
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2. Outline of results. 
2.1. Diatomic molecules (Paper 1-6). 
In order to measure the absorption spectrum the substance under inves-
tigation must be present in the gas phase in a reasonable concentration at 
pressures betveen 10 and 10 Torr. In the past high temperature mole-
cules have usually been obtained by vaporization. However, at the time the 
present studies began, further progress in the field of diatomics using 
this production method could only be expected at very high temperatures, 
1500-2000 C. The lack of other production methods seemed to prohibit fur-
ther progress. The production of high temperature molecules by non-equili-
brium reaction techniques is impeded by the unpredictability of the optimum 
reaction conditions. Furthermore the expected concentrations are in general 
too low to allow microwave spectroscopic investigation. It is expected that 
by means of the double-oven technique new diatomic molecules become access-
ible for microwave studies at moderate temperatures. By this method the 
molecules are produced under equilibrium conditions. Consequently thermo-
dynamic theory can be applied to predict the optimum conditions and yield. 
The method and its applications have beer, described in KUI 73 and in Paper 3 
of this thesis. An outline of its principle is given below. 
In conventional evaporation there is only one temperature which can be 
regulated for the maximum yield of the desired molecule. The vapour compo-
sition is determined by the properties of the condensed substances present 
in the system. For example, let us assume that we wish to produce gaseous 
BiF in our absorption cell. Stable BiF in the condensed state is known not to 
exist (Bi is tri- or five-valent). Vaporizing the stable BiF,-compound, or 
any mixture of Bi and BiF_, yields only BiF -molecules in the vapour and it 
is not possible to produce BiF in this one-temperature system. In a double-
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oven system BiF is readily produced. The double-oven production process is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. Temperatures Τ and Τ (ΐ < Τ ) can Ъе re­
gulated independently in order to determine the concentration of molecules 
©. to detection 
system 
Fig. 1. The double-oven production process. 
A and В participating in the eauiiibrium reaction A + В -» .. . . The 
molecules A and В are formed by evaporation. The molecules are in eauili-
brium and thermodynamic theory can be applied to predict the optimum con­
ditions and yield for a specific molecule. With A = BiF and В = Pi the 
_2 
partial pressures of A and В are atout 10 Torr at temperatures Τ = 
l»50OC and T D = 700
CC yielding gaseous BiF according to FiF + Bi •* BiF 
(Paper h). 
In KUI 73 double-oven production schemes for several diatomic mc'.ecules 
are given. The bismuth ir.onohalides vere found as most favourable for first 
application of the double-oven technique. Indeed large amounts of Fil, EiBr 
BiCl and BiF molecules could be obtained in equilibrium in the absorption 
cell. A temperature T„ of only 5C0-700oC was sufficient. 
Before the present work optical studies had yielded some information 
about electronic energy levels in the bismuth halides, but if at all, only 
very incomplete information on ground state structure and properties was 
available. 
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The Ei halides are free radicals. The ground state is Σ in the Hund's 
case (b) nomenclature applied for the free radicals observed so far in 
microwave spectroscopy. However, the bismuth compounds are much heavier and 
spin-orbit interaction may be expected to be so strong that the electronic 
orbital (L) and the spin (S^ angular momenta are decoupled from the mole­
cular axis and are coupled together to a resultant total electronic angu­
lar momentum J^ (Fig. 2). This is Hund's case (c) coupling, where only the 
Fig. 2. Vector diagram of coupling for Hund's case (c), 
projection Ώ of J on the internuclear axis is a good auantum number descri­
bing the electronic state. Ώ_ adds vectorially to the angular momentum 0^  of 
the end-over-end rotation to form the total angular momentum (excluding 
nuclear spin) J. For the Bi halides the states with Ω = 0 , 1 and 1 corre­
late with the (Hund's case (b)) Σ state, the 0 -substate being lowest. The 
1-levels have approximately the same energy. The observations in our experi­
ments provide evidence that this coupling model indeed holds for the Bi 
halides. The electronic energy of the 1-levels is too high to be observed 
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and rotational transitions were measured only in the 0 -substate. It is 
shown in Paper 1 that these rotational spectra can be analysed with the 
usual formulae for Γ molecules. In the case of BiBr ( 'Br and Br) and 
BiCl ( C l and Cl) interaction between 0 - and 1 -levels can be derived 
via the isotopie relations (Paper 5)· 
The analysis of the observed spectra yields rotational, vibrational, 
potential, and in the case of BiCl and BiF, also electric quadrupoie and 
spin-rotation constants (Paper l-'i). From these constants we have deduced 
information about chemical bond properties (Paper 3). Furthermore, the con­
ditions under which the spectra are observable, yield information on the 
thermodynamic properties of the bismuth compounds, especially in the case 
of BiF (Paper 6). 
2.2. Triatomic molecules (Paper 7-12). 
The sensitivity of the spectrometer is the crucial element in the in­
vestigation of triatomic molecules. In general the population of th" vi­
brational levels at high temperatures is almost equal over a large number 
of states due to the low-frequency modes which are common in triatomic high 
temperature molecules. The fraction of molecules in a certain vibrational 
level and in consequence the absorption coefficient for an individual line 
is then very low. In the alkali hydroxides the vibrational frequencies are 
still relatively high in comparison with other triatomic high temperature 
molecules thanks to the presence of the (light) Η-atom. However, the very 
aggressive chemical behaviour of the hydroxides and their tendency to poly­
merization makes observations difficult. 
At the start of the present studies some spectral lines in the microwave 
region had been observed for all alkali hydroxides. However, the data were 
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very poor, especially in the case of KOH, NaOH and LiOH, for which the pre­
sence of large concentrations of dimers and the decomposition of the sub­
stance in contact with the hot cell walls cause severe difficulties. Except 
for LiOH to which the MBER-technique was applied in combination with spe­
cial production scheme (FRE TO), the spectra have been obtained in absorp­
tion by heating the corresponding solid substance. Temperatures in the 
order of 50O-8OO С were required for observations. For CsOH and RbOH Lide 
and coworkers succeeded in a satisfactory analysis of the observed low-fre­
quency rotational lines (LID 67, MAT 69). 
From microwave studies usually the rotational constants and their 
variation with vibrational and rotational state is obtained. Such informa­
tion, if reasonably complete, can be used to determine the potential 
function of the molecule. The alkali hydroxides showed spectra with 
features of the bending vibrational mode (quantum numbers ν and l) which 
had not yet been observed for any molecule before. On basis of the experi­
mentally found variation of the rotational constant with ν and 1 in the 
microwave spectra of CsOH and RbOH, the nature of these effects could be 
interpreted in terms of unusually strong vibration-rotation effects for the 
bending vibration originating in the large amplitudes of the bending motion 
(LID 69, HOU 70). Although a slightly bent (quasi-linear) configuration 
could not be completely ruled out, a linear equilibrium configuration was 
concluded as the most probable one. 
Our interest was centered first on KOH (Paper 7) and NaOH (Paper Θ) 
where vibration-rotation interaction had not yet been investigated. The 
gross features of the vibrational satellite spectra were similar to those 
in the heavier alkali hydroxides, but the theory applicable to CsOH and 
RbOH was found insufficient to explain our frequency data within the expe­
rimental accuracy. For KOH we introduced higher order and mixing terms in 
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the quantuir. numbers ν , ν and 1 for explanation and better fit. For NaOH 
only an approximative analysis could be made yielding rough values of 
vibration-rotation interaction constants. 
The fact that the formalism used for EbOH and CsOH, failed to describe 
our KOH- and NaOH-data, has prompted us to investigate the heavy alkali 
hydroxides further (Paper 10-11). We found also for these molecules a very 
complicated spectrum that could not be described adequately in terms of 
clear-cut expressions. Many features of the vibration-rotation interaction 
were very similar to those in KOH, e.p. interaction between stretching and 
bending vibrational modes, but the dependence of the rotational energy on 1 
was much more anomalous than in KOH. It should be noted in this context 
that, at least for KOH (PEA 76) and RbOH (Paper 10), strong perturbing 
(Fermi or Coriolis) interactions can be excluded. 
Not much is known about the vibrational spectra of the alkali hydroxides. 
Infrared studies have yielded only values for separations between the ground 
and first excited vibrational states. It is not known if the spacings be­
tween the successive vibrational states are linear or not. This has given 
rise to speculations about the structure of the alkali hydroxides (e.g. 
YAM 76). The energies of the vibrational states can be determined, in prin­
ciple, also from microwave spectra by measuring relative intensities, but 
in general the accuracy is rather poor. Measurements for CsOH (Paper 11) 
are in agreement with linear equilibrium structure and certainly do not con­
firm possibility of super-linear CsOH-molecule suggested in YAK l6. Further 
information about the vibrational spectrum of KOH, RbOH and CsOH has been 
obtained in Paper 9 (Σ-Δ sublevel spacings). In that Paper also an eqQ-value 
of KOH is reported which confirms the strongly pseudo fluoride character of 
the alkali hydroxides. 
With experience gained in the studies on KOH and NaOH, the attempt was 
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made to observe the KCN-spectrum. In spite of efforts by various laborato­
ries the KCN-spectrum was yet undetected. The KCK-molecule is in focus of 
interest in view of the theoretically predicted possibility of a polytopic 
bond, i.e. a structure with the К -ion rotating almost freely around the 
remaining (CN)" part of the molecule (CLE 73, ВАК 75). The spectrum we 
observed was very weak (Paper 12). Because of lack of a good theoretical 
frame work we could only establish that the structure indeed tends to a 
polytopic one with the (CN) part acting like a pseudo halogen ion. However, 
we hope that the present results will stimulate further theoretical work on 
this interesting class of molecules. Furthermore, our experimental results 
may serve as a guide line for future experimental investigations. 
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3. The experimental method. 
3.1. The spectrometer. 
The basic components of an absorption microvave spectroireter are a 
source of microwave power, an absorption cell and a detector with ampli­
fying system. Kicrowave absorption ir. gases in the cell is thrn detected 
by measuring the transmission as a function of the source frequency. This 
method is suitable for the detection of the strongest molecular absorptions, 
but in general frequency-sensitive variations in transmission due to re­
flections and thermal noise generated in the detector mask the resonant 
absorptions. 
Considerable improvement in signal-to-roise ratio and elimination of 
spurious line features in recorded spectra can be obtained by application 
of modulation techniques. Modulation of the microwave frequency of the 
source is the most simple one, tut the poor suppression of spurious signals 
limits its application. 
This difficulty can be overcome by modulating the absorption coefficient 
a(v). According to TOR 73 a(v) can be expressed as 
a(v) = r-^ , (1) 
where v. stands for molecular transition frequency, Δν. for pressure in-
2 2 2 
duced linewidth and γ = Cu E for saturation parameter (TOW 55); F repre­
sents the amplitude of microwave field and u is the dipole moment; A and С 
is a parameter which may be assumed constant for the present purpose. 
The Stark modulation technique based on the Stark effect of molecular 
energy levels is well known. If the molecules in the cell are subjected to 
an alternating electric field, the transition frequency v. is modulated by 
the splitting of the transition into its Stark components. 
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Instead of v. also the saturation parameter γ can be modulated. This 
type of modulation has been developed by Törring (TOB 73) and is called 
saturation effect modulation. Technical problems in high temperature micro-
wave spectroscopy gave rise to the development of this technique. The re-
quirement of a well insulated electrode makes application of Stark modula-
tion more difficult with increasing temperature. Advantageously saturation 
modulation does not depend on the rotational state of the molecules and is, 
unlike Stark modulation, not restricted to low-J transitions. It requires, 
however, a microwave power of several milliwatts and is therefore limited 
to frequency regions where strong power sources axe available. 
Theoretical treatment of saturation effect modulation is given in the 
2 
original paper (TOR 73). Since the parameter γ is proportional to the 
2 
square of the amplitude E of the microwave field, modulation of γ can be 
accomplished by modulating the microwave power. For technical reasons ex­
posed in TOR 73 a double frequency modulation technique is used instead of 
straightforward amplitude modulation of the microwave power. 
The diagram of the microwave spectrometer and modulation system is 
given in Fig. 3 omitting details of the modulator. The microwave source is 
frequency modulated with two frequencies simultaneously, generated by quartz 
oscillators. These modulation frequencies Ω and Ω are h.99 and 5.01 MHz in 
our device in accordance with the conditions Ω = (Ω + Ω )/2 >> Δν. and 
Ω - Ω << Δν. (TOR 73). The Fourier spectrum of this double frequency mo­
dulated source consists of a strong carrier frequency ω and two pairs of 
closely spaced sidebands at frequencies ω +_ [ Ω +_ (Ω - Π )/2] . By the 
nonlinearity of the power absorption new sidebands in addition to the ori­
ginal sidebands are created at frequencies ω + Ω + η(Ω - Ω )/2. In the 
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Fig. 3. Microwave absorption spectrometer with saturation effect 
modulation. 
detector these sidebands are mixed with the carrier frequency ω giving a 
signal frequency Ω +^  η(Ω - Ω )/2. In our experiment the η = 5 signal is 
further amplified. The amplified signal is mixed with the reference fre­
quency П , generated in the modulator, giving an output signal at 
η(Ω - Ü )/2 (50 kHz) which is demodulated by a lock-in technique. The D.C. 
output of the lock-in amplifier is fed to a recorder. 
The sensitivity of the saturation effect spectrometer is comparable to 
that of a Stark effect spectrometer. The amplitude of the detector output 
signal is in our device reduced compared to a Stark spectrometer, at least 
by a factor of O.k, but the lower noise level (owing to high signal fre-
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quency at the detector output 1/f-noise is negligible) and better detector 
conversion gain (microwave power of the carrier frequency is only a few 
milliwatts) compensate for the lower signal level. 
An example of recording with saturation effect modulation is shown in 
Fig. h. Kach absorption line appears twice with a separation of approxi-
CsOH 
I = 9 - a
-
( D , l 1 . 0 ) l . 
/λ
^^*Λ* / l 
,ν/Ύλ. 
i Ü I I \—/¿-J I L #-98622 6 9 62Э0 96623 1 96632 6 96633 0 996331. 
Irequcncy [MHz] 
Fig, h. Example of line recording with saturation effect modulation. 
mately 10 KHz. The mean value of these sidebands gives the experimental 
transition frequency. The experimental linewidth is narrower than with 
Stark modulation. In the absence of broadening by hyperfine interactions, 
a full linewidth of 200 kHz can be achieved at 100 GHz and 1000OK. The gas 
-3 -2 pressure in the cell is then 10 -10 Torr. 
2 . 2 2 
The quantity γ in Eq. (1) is proportional to y E . Since for most high 
temperature molecules the dipole moment is at least in the order of a few 
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Debye, a microwave power of a few milliwatts yields saturation. The output 
power of a klystron amounts usually to several hundreds of milliwatts. The 
microwave power entering the cell can be adjusted by suitable attenuators. 
The klystron is locked to a frequency synthesizer (^TO-IOOO ΝΉζ) via an 
intermediate klystron (10 GHz). The circuit for stabilizing and measuring 
the frequency is given in the thesis of van Dijk (DIJ 7 0 · The frequency 
range of the spectrometer extends from 55 to 105 GHz. The region is covered 
by several klystrons, each with a range of 7-10 GHz. 
The most crucial element for high sensitivity of the spectrometer in 
the millimeter wave region is the detector. In all experiments point con­
tact diodes were used mounted in a structure similar to that of the harmo­
nic generators and mixers described in the thesis of Huiszoon (HUI 66) and 
of van Dijk (DIJ 71). The properties of various types of crystals and 
whiskers were investigated empirically in order to obtain the highest 
possible detection sensitivity. The best results were obtained with a 
gallium arsenide crystal in combination with a whisker made of an AuCu alloy 
(75% Au). A D.C. bias was applied to shift the operating point to the re­
verse breakdown of the crystal characteristics. 
3.2. The high temperature cell. 
When employing heated absorption cells the design and material problems 
are severe. The construction is complicated by the fact that the cell has 
both to sustain high temperatures and to have good transmission properties 
over a wide frequency range. The difficulties which arise in designing 
mount with increasing temperature. Loss of strength and rigidity of solid 
materials as the temperature is raised, increase in chemical activity of 
all substances in the cell and loss in transmission annoy the experimenter. 
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The design should allow free expansion of the hot part of the vaveguide. 
When employing Stark modulation, the materials used to support the Stark 
electrode often become poor insulators at high temperatures. Furthermore 
the desired molecular species should not decompose too rapidly on contact 
with the hot cell walls. 
Various designs have been reported in literature to overcome these 
difficulties. For reviews we refer to HOL· 71, LOT 71. The usefulness of 
many designs is limited to some specific molecules only. In the present 
investigation, thanks to the used saturation effect modulation method (no 
Stark electrodes) and the moderate temperature range required (T < 1000 C ) , 
a relatively simple cell with universal applicability and good transmission 
properties could be constructed. A schematic view of the cell is shown in 
Fig. 5-
receiving horn 
to detector 
HEATED 
REGION 
t t t l . . . I 
molecules 
absorption cet[ 
transmitting horji 
1 
microwaves 
Fig. 5· Schematic view of absorption cell with horns. The molecules enter 
the cell through a slit in the bottom (indicated by arrows). 
The absorption cell is split into two parts in order to facilitate the 
cleaning. The cross-sectional dimensions of the oversized rectangular wave­
guide cell are 15 x 15 шт. There is a it mm wide slit in the bottom of the 
absorption cell over the whole length along the no-current line, through 
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which molecules enter the cell. The wide slit permits rapid pumping of un­
wanted volatile species which can be easily formed in high temperature pro­
cesses. For molecules produced by simple vaporization processes the sub­
stance being studied is placed in a container attached to the bottom of the 
hot region of the cell. When using the double-oven technique, as in the 
case of the Bi halides, the reaction products are led into the cell through 
a tube connecting reaction chamber and waveguide cell. 
The microwave radiation is sent through the cell via a copper horn; its 
transmitted fraction is fed to the detector via an identical horn. The hot 
part of the cell is easily exchangeable. Kolybdenum, stainless steel, nickel 
and silver cells have been employed depending on the chemical reactivity of 
the molecules being studied. On both ends the horns are mounted in circular 
pipes. At the klystron side the transition section is designed so that the 
cell has a sliding mount in order to compensate for variation of the cell 
length due to temperature changes. 
The absorption cell is enclosed by an oven system which was designed by 
Schonk (SCH 69, 70). In Fig. 6 its cross-sectional view is shown. The 
heating is accomplished by {0 0.2 mm) tungsten filaments (IV) which can be 
heated electrically up to 2500 . In order to maintain an oven temperature 
of 700 С a power of 1 kW is needed. The filaments are mounted in insulating 
rings of aluminum oxide (III). The cylinder (II) and the absorption cell 
are heated by successive radiation transfer. The cylinder separates the 
oven system and cell region in order to protect the oven against chemical 
attack by aggressive molecular species under study. Radiation shields (V) 
considerably reduce the heating requirements. The entire structure is 
surrounded by water cooling system. The components of the hot part of the 
oven are made of molybdenum, tantalum or stainless steel. 
The oven is designed to operate at temperatures up to 1000 C. The 
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I waveguide 
ïï heat collector 
Ш isolator 
Ш heating wire 
7 radiation shields 
Ш cooling system 
FIK. 6. Cross-sectional view of oven system. 
heated length is 35 cm, but due to losses at the ends the effective ab­
sorption length is about 20 cm. 
The entire device is enclosed in a vacuum chamber pumped by conventional 
-It 
vacuum pumps. The background pressure need not to be below 10 Torr, which 
can be readily achieved. At the points where the waveguide enters and 
leaves the vacuum chamber mica windows are placed allowing microwave trans­
mission to pass without noticeable losses. 
Transmission properties are excellent over the entire frequency range 
from 55-105 GHz and comparable to that of conventional low-temperature spec­
trometers. During a run of several hours, however, the vapours condense on 
the cold walls of the cell and in the horns causing gradual decrease of 
transmission. 
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't. Sensitivity in high temperature absorption spectroscopy. 
The difficulties in cell design, the effective cell length which is 
confined by the heating zone, the loss in transmission during the run and 
the background signals are all factors vhich lower the sensitivity of the 
high temperature absorption spectroireter in comparison with a low tempera­
ture one. Even with saturation modulation the background signals which are 
due to temperature fluctuations can not be completely suppressed. 
For each high temperature molecule specific chemical problems arise. 
Quite often these are unpredictable because information from literature is 
scarcely available. The presence of large amounts of dimers in the satura­
ted vapours of the alkali halides and -hydroxides is well established, but 
it is not characteristic for these molecules only; it is a general feature 
in high temperature systems. The fraction of polymers may be so high that 
the number of monomers becomes too small for investigation. Polymer-monomer 
systems have often been studied by mass spectrometric methods but the small 
errors of several percent in the thermodynamic quantities derived from 
these experiments grow to order-of-magnitude-errors for the absolute concen­
trations of gases. Hence it is not possible to predict accurately the frac­
tion of the desired monomers. In addition unforeseeable reactions with the 
container material and with the hot cell walls may occur. For example, in 
the case of NaOK (Paper Θ) lines were found strongest in silver cell. In 
molybdenum or nickel cells the lines were undetectable. A straightforward 
explanation of this finding cannot be given. The combination of these 
difficulties and uncertainties makes searching for unknown molecules a 
risky enterprise. 
There is also a fundamental reason for the rapid loss of spectral in­
tensity as the temperature of the gas is raised. With increasing temperature 
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the molecules become distributed over so many rotational states that the 
population difference between successive rotational states and accordingly 
the net absorption of microwave power drops sharply. By thermal excitation 
also the population of the ground vibrational state decreases markedly. In 
—3 -1 the frequency region and at the pressures of our experiment (10 -10 Torr) 
the peak absorption coefficient α for a diatomic or a linear polyatomic 
molecule may be approximated as (LOV 71) 
α (cm-1) = 1.5 f іЛ (2) 
where ν is the transition frequency kin GHz), Γ is the (not temperature 
dependent) linewidth parameter (in MHz/Torr), u is in Debye units and Τ in 
K. The quantity f stands for the fraction of molecules in a particular 
vibrational state and equals 
ω. 
ι 
f
v
 = e Π [1 - e I ; (3) 
is the i-th vibrational frequency of the molecule (in cm ), v. is the 
quantum number associated with ω.; g. denotes degeneracy of the i-th fun­
damental vibration, i.e. the number of modes having the same frequency. The 
chiù. chu). ω. (cm-1 ) 
exponent •. _ can be numerically written as „ = 1 •M -",—~~~"" · For a kT kT
 τ ( ο κ ) 
diatomic molecule there is only one vibrational frequency (nondegenerate), 
denoted as ω. For a linear triatomic molecule there are three vibrational 
frequencies ω , ω , ω , where ω and ω. stands for the bond-stretching fre­
quencies (g- = g_ = 1) and ω for the frequency of the bending mode (gp = 2), 
With exception of ω., the vibrational frequencies for diatomic and linear 
triatomic high temperature molecules are in general low (in the order of a 
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few hundreds cm" ). From Eq. (2, 3) follows (by appropriate approximation 
of the exponential functions) that for the ground vibrational state of a 
-U diatomic molecule the loss in intensity is roughly proportional to Τ 
while for a linear trlatomie molecule the spectral intensity decreases 
with Τ . 
It is clear from the foregoing that the spectral intensity decreases 
drastically as the temperature is raised. Especially for polyatomic mole­
cules the intensity of rotational transitions in a particular vibrational 
state becomes marginal with increasing temperature and high temperature 
studies are possible only at moderate temperatures. 
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Paper 1 
MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF BISMUTH IODIDE (Bil) 
Ρ KUIJPbRS, Τ TORRING* and A DYMANUS 
Fysisch laboratorium Katholieke bmvcrsitcit \ijinegen TlicNetherlands 
Received IS September 1975 
Rotational transitions (u J+ 1) — (υ J) have been measured by microwave absorption in the 0+ electronic ground state 
of the free radical bismuth iodide (Bil) Transition frequencies for the states lu ./> with/from 40 to 44 and from 58 to 62 
and u up to 20 can be fit ted to the expression г = 2[Уоі + ^nf" + h + ^ l i t" + ? ) 2 + Узі(«+ j ) 3 ] ( ^ + l ) 
+
 4[Yo2 + }'і2(і' + у)](У + I ) 1 I or a pure 0* state the parameters Y,. are the Dunham coefficients An upper limit for the 
effect ot Coriohs mixing with the I state can be estimated It is founu that for the Bil molecule the etlect is small and of 
the same order of magnitude as ihc eflectsduc to the breakdown of the Born-Oppenhcimer approximation in ' l mole 
cules The physical meaning ol the У„ is therefore well defined and reliable data can be civen for r
c
 and the potential cocf 
ficicnts a0 a\ (¡i and a-\ The values of the vibrational constants u>c and ω(,χ(, deduced from the present experiment arc in 
good agreement with the results of band spectroscopic studies 
1 Introduction 
High resolution spectroscopy of diatomic free 
radicals* has attracted the activity of many research 
groups during the past decade About 20 free radicals 
have been investigated by the methods of gas-phase 
bPR, MBER or pure microwave absorption All species 
studied so far are relatively light molecules (e g OH, 
SU, SF, NS, NO. LiO. CIO) and. with the exception 
of LiO they are gasee.us at room temperature The 
coupling between the angular momenta in these light 
molecules is near to, or intermediate between, Hund's 
case (a) and (b) For the heavier molecules spin—orbit 
interaction is expected to become more and more pre­
dominant causing decoupling of the electronic orbital 
(L) and spin (5) angular momenta from the molecular 
axis Instead L and S are coupled by the spin—orbit 
interaction to a resultant total electronic angular mo­
mentum Λ, In a general Hund's case (c) only the pro­
jection Ω of У
а
 on Ihe internuclear axis remains a good 
quantum number describing the electronic state A 
* Present address I rcie Universität Berlin Institut fur Mole 
kulphysik 1 Berlin 33, West Germany 
* A free radical is, for the present purposes, defined as a mole 
cule whose ground state is not a (Hund's case (a)) ' i . state 
systematic experimental stuoy of this transition to 
Hund's case (c) is greatly impeded by the fact that 
heavy radicals usually require high temperatures for 
evaporation or for special production schemes At-
tempts to apply gas-phase EPR at high temperatures 
seem to have produced no encouraging results and the 
application of MBER to heavy molecules is somewhat 
restricted because of the aeteclion and state selection 
problems Experimental progress in the development 
of high temperature microwave spectroscopy during 
the last years suggests this technique as especially 
promising for the investigation of high temperature 
radicals, in principle in any rotational and vibrational 
state As a first example we present in this paper a 
study of the microwave spectrum of Bil 
The MO configuration of the electronic ground 
state of Bil may be written [ 1 ] 
(ζσ)2 (va)2 (xof (wttfAm)2 
resulting in a Σ" state in Hund's case (b) nomencla­
ture Since Bil is one of the heaviest molecules com­
posed of stable elements it is expected to be a very 
good example of Hund's case (c) coupling In the tran­
sition from Hund's case (b) to Hund's case (c) the 3 Σ~ 
state goes over into a 0+ state and two 1-states, the 
0+-state being the ground state To our best knowledge 
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no band spectra of Bil with resolved rotational struc 
ture have been published >et but for BiCI the 0+ 
ground state seems to be well established [2| Analysis 
of hyperfine structure may throw further light on the 
interaction and couplings in the molecule In the pres 
ent experiment the hyperfine structure has not been 
resolved due to the high values of J of the states in 
volved in the transitions However, the strong intens 
ity of the lines suggests that it may be possible two 
observe low-/transitions with resolved hyperfine 
structure in a modified experimental set up It is plan 
ned to extend these investigations to the lighter mem 
bers ot the group Va'Vila molecules Measurements 
of BiCI with resolved hyperfine structure are in pro 
gress The results will be published in a forthcoming 
publication 
2 Experimental 
The measurements have been carneo out in the 
frequency range from 66 8 to 71 3 and from 9S 8 to 
101 1 GH/ with a microwave spectrometer employ 
ing saturation modulation [3] tor this experiment it 
was essential that tins modulation system is unlike 
Stark modulation not restncted to low J transitions 
A brief description of the spectrometer has been 
given elsewhere [4| Only a slight modification was 
necessary for the production of Bil 
From thermochemical dala it can be seen that Bil 
is stable at a temperature of about SOC^ C and at pres 
sures ol about IO"3 to IO - 2 torr [S] Bismuth tniodide 
(B1I3) is stable at room temperature and has a vapour 
pressure ot 10"2 torr at about 200oC A simple double 
oven technique was employed for the production ot 
Bil Bismuth tniodide was heated m a separate 
quartz container to about 200oC The B1I3 vapour 
passed through a quartz pipe into the hot region of 
the oven where it reacted with liquid bismuth at 
about 500oC The reaction products then entered the 
absorption cell through a slit, 4 mm wide A very 
stable and effective production of Bil was obtained m 
this manner The reaction products condensed as a 
black deposit at the cold ends of the cell No notice 
able increase of cell attenuation was observed during 
a run The number ol Bil molecules in the absorption 
cell and thus the line intensities were m only deter 
mined by the temperalure of the B1I3 container One 
load ot B1I3 was sutticicnt lor a run of more than four 
hours giving a S'N ratio of about 100 for the main line 
and 1 tuli width of the line of approximately 300 kHz 
A further increase m line intcnsitv was possible by rais­
ing the temperature ot the B1I3 container However, 
this was necessary only tor the observation of the tran 
suions in vibrational stales with υ > 10 
λ Theorv 
Theoretic il expressions lor the rotational energies 
ol a Hund's case (c) diatomic molecule have been de 
lived b\ Veselh [6] Only a buet summary of Veseth's 
treatment and results iclevant to the present investiga 
tion is given below 
The molecular hamiltoman Η is written in the form 
H - H L + H v f H R ( I ) 
where Η
ς
 H
v
 and H R denote the electronic the vibra 
lional ind the ro'ational pari respectively The elee 
tronie hamiltoman Η
ς
 includes the Coulomb mterac 
lions md all tvpes ot relativistic contributions like 
spin spin spin oibit and spin other orbit interac­
tions The rotalional hamiltoman HR is given explicit 
ly as 
HR-ßR2=ti(J L Ь)2 = В/- 1BJ J^ + BJ] (2) 
Herein В is rotational constant J is total angular mo 
mentum exclusive of nuclear spins and J = L + S 
The eigenvalues and eigenlunctions ot the hamiltoman 
(1) are calculated using perturbation theory The un 
perturbed hamiltoman is chosen as 
H() = H l +Н + Д / : ! (3) 
This h imillonian conscives the total angular momen 
turn / md the : component of f so that the eigenfunc 
tions can be classihed according to the quantum num 
bers У and Ρ The term Bf- 111 the lotational hamil 
toman is neglected as it will add onlv a constant con 
Inbution to all energy levels Thus the perturbation 
operator is given by 
H p = 2BJ Іл (4) 
This lei m can be interprete 1 as a Conolis interaction 
which breaks down the Born-Oppenheimer approx­
imation and couples electronic st ites differing in Ω 
by unity 
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Α Σ case (b) slate goes over, in the limit of Hund's 
case (c). into three states for each value of J, one for 
П = 0 (the 0-statc) and two states of opposite parity 
for |Ω| = 1 (the 1-states). The |Ω| = 1 and Ω = 0 states 
of the same parity interact through the perturbation 
operator (4). Neglecting the possible influence of 
other electronic states the energies of the two interact­
ing states can be calculated from a secular matrix, the 
elements of which are: 
<1|//|1> = Г 1 +Д 1 [ДУ+1)- 2] •Dl\J(J+\)-2]2, 
(\\H\G>= -P[\- (2D/B)J(J+\)]l2J(J+l)}lÎ1. 
(0\H\0) = TQ + B0J(J+i) D0J2(J+i)2\ (5) 
Г] and 7"Q is the electronic and vibrational energy of 
state 1 and 0, respectively, and the parameter Ρ is de­
fined as 
/, = <υ,Ω= l|ß(./ü)+ |i/, Ω = 0). (6) 
The ratioD/B may be treated as an adjustable centri­
fugal distortion parameter. As a first (rough) approx­
imation D/B can be set equal to DQ/BQ or Di/Bi. 
if we assume that the energy difference 7^ - Γ0 is 
large compared to the rotational and vibrational split­
tings in the 0- and 1-states the vibrational dependence 
of the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants 
В and D in these states can be described by a Dunham-
type expansion: 
В = ( У 0 і + е ) + У11(і; + | ) + Г 2 1 ( и + і ) 2 + . . . . 
£)=Κ 0 2 + Κ12(υ + ^ ) + Κ22(υ + ^ ) 2 + . . . . (7) 
The coefficients У, arc the Dunham coefficients, e is 
the Dunham correction [7]. Higher order centrifugal 
distortion effects have been neglected. 
The parameter Ρ cannot be calculated exactly, but 
a rough estimate can be obtained if the pure preces­
sion approximation is made [8]. In this approxima­
tion У^  is quantized and has value 7
а
(У
а
 + 1). Then 
eq. (6) gives 
Р = \ДВ, (8) 
assuming for У
а
 a reasonable value J
a
 = 1. From our 
measurements we obtain В « 0.03 cm"'. 
There is also experimental evidence for the or­
der of magnitude of the energy separation Tj -TQ. 
The sensitivity in the present experiment was suffi­
cient to observe rotational transitions in vibrational 
states up to ν = 20. This corresponds to an excitation 
energy of 3280 cm"1. As no transitions in the 1-state 
have been observed we conclude that Γ] — 7Q > 2000 
cm"
1
. Energies of excited electronic states of Bil can 
be found in [9]. There is a state designated as "a", 
6190 cm"1 above the ground state. It seems likely that 
this is the 1-state. Thus we can estimate 
5/(7-,-ΤΌΚΙΟ" 5 . (9) 
The influence of the perturbation hamiltonian will be 
therefore very small in the case of Bil, even for the 
high-/ states, which have been measured. 
Rotational energy levels of the 0 electronic ground 
state can well be approximated to second order by 
ER=BJ(.J+\)- DJ2(J + ì)2-2\47^F)j(J + ì) 
\J\- IQ/ 
- ö ( l + 1 6 — — Ь 2 ( У + 1 ) 2 , (10) 
withS| = BQ = В. Dj =DQ=D. The vibrational depen­
dence of fi and D is given by eq. (7). The effect of 
breakdown of the Born-Oppenhcimer approximation 
due to the perturbation hamiltonian (4) is thus of the 
same order of magnitude as the corresponding effects 
in most Σ molecules. The rotational spectrum of Bil 
in its 0+ ground state can therefore be analyzed with 
the usual formulae for Σ molecules [1]. The physical 
meaning of the У,.- is then well defined. 
4. Results 
Frequencies of the measured transitions are listed in 
table 1. The estimated experimental errors in this table 
were used as weight factors in the least-squares fit of 
the data to the expression for the transition frequency 
І
.= 2[У0 1 + Г1 1((;+^)+У2 1( (;+е)2 + Кз1(и+^3](/+1) 
+ 4[У0 2 + У12(1;+1)](У+1)3. (11) 
As can be seen from table 1 the accuracy of the fit is 
very good. No improvement is obtained when higher 
order terms are introduced. From the coefficients У..·, 
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Tabic 1 
Observed iMiisUioiK jnd Irequcncics ot lili 
V 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
/ + 1 . J 
4) - 4 0 
4 2 - 4 1 
4 3 · 42 
4 4 · 43 
4 5 - 44 
5 9 - 58 
6 0 - 59 
61 - 6 0 
Measured 
frcquenues 
(MHz) 
66 811 240 
6 8 4 3 9 52S 
68 263 SSO 
68 088 230 
67 912 694 
67 737 240 
(80) 
(60) 
(80) 
(80) 
(80) 
(80) 
67 561 8 4 ( 1 0 0 ) 
67 386 600(100) 
70 067 735 
69 887 855 
69 708 075 
(60) 
(60) 
(60) 
69 528 340(100) 
69 348 705 (80) 
69 169 175(100) 
68 989 720(100) 
71 695 825 
71 511 790 
(60) 
(80) 
71 327 820(100) 
'M 143 880(100) 
70 960 095(100) 
70 776 405(100) 
70 592 765(130 
73 323 855 
73 135 595 
72 947 430 
(50) 
(50) 
(80) 
"'2 759 420(100) 
72 571 400(100) 
72 383 475(100) 
72 195 685(100) 
96 104 825 
95 857 995 
97 731 160 
97 480 130 
97 229 215 
96 978 400 
96 727 725 
96 477 140 
96 226 660 
95 976 320 
99 357 360 
99 102 145 
98 847 030 
98 592 030 
98 337 180 
98 082 420 
97 827 805 
(30) 
(50) 
(30) 
(30) 
(50) 
(50) 
(50) 
(50) 
(50) 
(80) 
(30) 
(30) 
(30) 
(30) 
(50) 
(50) 
(50) 
Measured -
ealculatcd 
Ircqucncies 
(Mil/) 
0 005 
- 0 0 1 0 
0 012 
0 003 
0 004 
ООП 
0 032 
0 005 
0 001 
0 003 
0 017 
- 0 008 
0 0 1 7 
0 003 
0 006 
0 015 
0 016 
0 024 
0 026 
0 006 
0 025 
0 024 
0 004 
0 005 
0 009 
0 05 2 
0 016 
0 010 
0 014 
0 0 1 0 
0 014 
- 0 004 
0 007 
0 013 
0 000 
0 0 1 0 
0 004 
0 025 
- 0 016 
0 004 
0 0 1 0 
0 001 
0 014 
0 003 
0 007 
0 0 1 4 
Tabi. 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
г 1 (continued) 
J+\ —J Measured 
frcquenues 
(Mil/) 
61 - 6 0 97 573 265 (50) 
97 318 830 (50) 
97 064 515 (80) 
96 810 340(150) 
96 556 230(150) 
96 302 265(150) 
96 048 380(150) 
6 2 - 6 1 100 983 425 (30) 
100 724 020 (30) 
100 464 735 (30) 
100 205 555 (80) 
99 946 515 (50) 
99 687 570 (80) 
99 428 745 (50) 
99 170 080 (50) 
98 911 500 (80) 
98 653 020 (80) 
98 394 630(100) 
98 136 410(150) 
97 878 200(150) 
97 620 105(150) 
97 362 210(150) 
97 104 330(150) 
96 846 520(100) 
96 588 850(150) 
96 331 200(150) 
96 073 740(150) 
95 816 290(150) 
6 3 - 6 2 101 029 620 (50) 
100 766 700 (50) 
100 503 965 (80) 
100 241 300(100) 
99 978 800(100) 
99 716 330(100) 
99 454 020(150) 
99 191 810(150) 
Measured 
uileulated 
frequencies 
(MHz) 
0001 
-0 022 
0 030 
0 003 
0 015 
0 017 
0 030 
0 006 
0 004 
0 0 1 0 
0 001 
0 007 
-0 008 
- 0 0 1 9 
0 0 1 6 
0 024 
0 024 
0 006 
0 053 
0 007 
0 024 
0 046 
0 035 
0 000 
0 014 
-0 043 
0 004 
0 025 
0 0 1 7 
0 027 
0 001 
- 0 0 1 3 
0 030 
0 004 
0 0 1 7 
0 037 
the equilibrium internuclear distance r
c
 and the coeffi­
cients of the Dunham potential function cm be calcu­
lated using the relations given by Gordy [10| The re­
sults are given in table 2 For these calculations a rela­
tive error Δ YQ\/YO\ = 5 Χ 10"5 has been used instead 
of the experimental error to lake into account the pos­
sible influence of mixing with the 1 " state The small 
Dunham correction e in eq (7) has been neglected We 
want to point out the striking similarity in the Dunham 
coefficients 0ΓΒ1Ι and Til which are reproduced also 
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Table 2 
The Dunhjm coefficients and the vibrational and potential 
constants of Bil 
209 B l I 209 B l I aos-n, 
This work Previous[9| [II ) 
Г01 816 11943(13) MH? 814 4644(40) MHz 
Y
u
 - 2 09227 (4) MHz - 1 9 8 9 (5) MHz 
Kj, 0 516 (4) kHz 
У,, - 2 96 (13) Hz 
Y02 - 8 9 816 (18) Hz -107 (10) Hz 
У12 - 0 106 (6)H? 
ao 2 4736 (6) X 10 s cm"1 
β, - 3 5760(6) 
a 2 8 12 (4) 
аз - 1 4 3 (4) 
ы
с
 164 12 cm"1 163 9 cm"1 
LJ
e
x
c
 0 321cm" 1 0 32 cm"1 
г
е
 2 80053 (8) Л 
Errors One standard deviation 
in table 2 for comparison It will be interesting to see 
if this similarity also holds for the other bismuth 
halides 
The vibrational constants ω
ε
 and <*>
с
х
е
 have been 
determined previously from band spectra [9] These 
quantities can be calculated from our results using the 
relations [10] 
^
r
«
m2\-yJ -ПТУ-) · 
and 
" e ^ e ^
 Y20~ 15В
е
(в 2 -І25йГ?) (12) 
The present results are in complete agreement with 
those of Yamdagni [9] 
No resolved hyperfine structure has been seen in 
the present experiment, but the transitions with the 
lowest J values were broader than the high-./ transi­
tions by a tactor of about 2 The nuclear spin of Bi 
and I is 9/2 and 5/2, respectively Quadrupole coupl­
ing constants of the order of- 1000 MH? and - 500 
MH/ are expected tor Bi and I which explains the 
observed line broadenings 
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Paper 2 
ROTATIONAL SPbCTRUM OP UiBr 
Ρ KUIJPbRS and Λ D ï MANI S 
/ i ÍÍSÍ/I I tiborawiiuui katholickt Îniursinit \і/пи^ін flu \t.thahnd\ 
Rctuvud 19 Jamijrv Wb 
ГІіс mii.ri)W ivt absorpti »n spi. a r a ol lìi79Br .nul l ) i s l Br l i ju lu. ι. η UIL ι Mind in ІІк (i s 11 M) (,|l/ TL inn I ri.qiiLiKiL4 
ol rouuonj l Ir msiliiins (ι J + I ) · (ι У) in 1ІК (l*i.ktlri)iiii. i-nniml siaK wilh / 2(> _"' mil 4·> Ì9 nul m lin. vibr mon il 
stali, υ = 0 11 u n Ы. Iitkil ι« lin. expression ι 2 | > ο ι ^ > ι ι (ι + i l + ' il· ' + 2 ' Ι < ' ' 1 > * ·* > (ΐ·>1 ' ' Ι ) 1 Ι Ή nsiills 
lor UIL Dunham LOdlicienls ire > 0 , 129« S609( 121 Mil/ ) , , - " 4 9",S()9( 18^ Ml I/ ) : 1 2 W H i l S l k I l / ) „ : 
22026(45) П/ lor Bi 7 9 Hr ami >
 0 1 - 1272 44()(>( 12) Mil/ ) , , 3 « ' ' IMi 16) Mil/ ) 2 , 222^(14)kl l/ > „ j -
212 31(45) П/ tor Bi*1 ' Br 1 rom UKSL results \\i. 11 i\e de due eel tin \ due I or the LIJUIIII rumi disi mee t
 L lor the poten 
tial eonst inlsffo and ay and lor the vibr it ion il e on si mis c~L mil i ^ w ' '
u
 ni ole e ni ir «.unsi nus ι 1 Β ι li r ire il nost ιΐκ 
same as ol ІШг the sKualion lound also lo Bil nid IH 
I Introduction 
In a rCLcnl LomniiiiiiLdtion [ 1] wc reponed nicas 
uremeiits on the rotational spectrum ot hismuth lodielc 
(Bil) in the 6S-100 GH/ region These nieasurenieiils 
>ielded tor the first time accurale values ol the mos! 
relevant rovtbrational constants of the moleeule Bis 
ninth iodide is the heaviest member ot Vi Vila di 
alomiL compounds These compounds are in pnnci 
pic tree radicals and Bil can be considered as a good 
example ot llund s case (c) coupling with 0+ (il = 0) 
ground stale The rotational spectra measured in a 
large number of excited vibrational states could in­
deed be well fitted using Dunham's theoiv [2] lor 
closed shell ' i. molecules The csttmaled energv sepa 
ration between the 0+ ground slate and (lie (excited) 
l-stJte(|S2| = l ) isr j ther l j rgeinBilfè3SOOcm ' ) It 
isexpected that.aswe proceed to the lighter members 
ol the Va-Vila compounds mixing ot the 0 and 
1 states of the same pant) becomes stionger icsulting 
in a gradual transition to llund's case (b) coupling 
For example. Asi regarded as a llund s case (b) - Ί 
molecule has a triplet splitting of onl) 140 cm ' [4] 
In this paper we report measurements on the iota 
tional spectrum of bismuth bromide (BiBr) in the 
6S 100 GHz region Bismuth bromide is a natural 
follower of Bil in the investigation ot structure and 
properlies ol \ a \ II ι compouikK Although it is not 
much heauei than Bil so dial nodramalic uncoupling 
ctlecls can be expcelcd its two almost ec|uall) abun 
dant isotopie species Bi19lìi and BiM Br niav otter a 
possibihtv hi observe slicht dcvialions Irom pure llund s 
case (O \ia the isotopie c i ted I iteratnre on BiBr is 
rathei SLarce To oui knowledge ihe most recent re 
poits aie b\ Singh [4] and In Sreemvasa Murt) and 
Tiunenganna Rao |^1 on the optical emission spec 
trum (A \ sNsleml Ihcsc measurenienls yielded quite 
accurale values ol the vibrational constants c^ = 
:0 l) ^0 em ' ω^^-Ο^ em ' lo- ВГ9Вг |4] and 
01 the rotation il eonstanls loi a numbei ot bands 
li, = 0 О ч and li't - 0 0 U S loi the ( 1 4) and lor 
the (7 4) and ( 7 0) h nul respedivclv The present in-
vesigalion yielded lor the first time the rotational 
spectrum and a number ol rovibialional constants lor 
bolli isotopie species ol BiBr The quadrupole hyper-
fine structure could not be resolved because of the 
high values ol / of Ihe states involved in the transi 
turns Onl) an estimate ol the quadrupole coupling 
constant ol ihe Bi nucleus (^ I Gl I/) could be ob­
tained Irom the obser\ed line broadening 
2 Experiment 
The measuremenls have been performed in the 
40 
Ircquency range 67.') -72.5 ÜÜCI 92.8 101.0 GH/with 
a microwave spectrometer exploying saluralion modu-
lation introduced by Torring [6) The spectrometer 
has been described briefly cUewhcre [7]. Bismuth 
bromide has been produced in the leaclion ol В1ВГ3 
vapour and liquid bismuth using a double-oven tech­
nique. Feasibility of this production technique lias 
been investigated theoretically by Kuiipcrs |8] The 
experimental conditions are 111 good agreement with 
the theoretical predictions Bismuth Iribromide is 
more volatile than bismuth truodide and the tempera­
ture needed for the evaporation of Β1ΒΓ3 m a sepa­
rate quait/ container was only about ІЗОЧ'. The reac­
tion temperature between the B1B13 vapour and the 
liquid bismuth in the hot region of the oven was the 
same as for the production of Bil. about 500oC. The 
reaction products entered the nickel absorption cell 
through a slit in the bottom. The deposit did not ef­
fect transmission properties of the cell. The produc­
tion ol BiBr is less stable than ol Bil and the running 
time with one loading was restricted to about two 
hours. During the run it was necessary to supply gradu­
ally more heal to the В1ВГ3 container to observe the 
BiBr lines. Slight instabilities in the line intensity ob-
seived during the experiments could be explained by 
the high volatility ol the bismuth tnbromide sample 
and by temperature gradients in the wall of the quart? 
container. It was difficult to maintain a uniform tem­
perature over the entire container because the leak of 
heat from the reaction room is rather large at this low 
temperature and sensitive to the ambient temperature. 
3. Results 
The observed transitions and frequencies are listed 
in tables I and 2 along with the estimated experimen­
tal errors. These results have been analyzed using the 
truncated Dunhams expansion for the transition fre­
quency 
V = 2[Y0l-^Yìì(v + {)+Y2l(v + \y-)(J+\) 
+ 4 Г 0 2 ( / + 1 ) 3 . (1) 
The Dunham constants of Bi79Br and Bi81 Br obtained 
from a least-squares fit of the data, are listed in tables 
3 and 4, respectively. As can be seen from tables 1 and 
2 the accuracy of the fit is good. The introduction of 
Libie 1 
Observed trjnsilinns and ircqucnucs ol Hi 7 , Ur 
г J+ I • J Measured Measured 
lrei|uetKies takulaled 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
8 
9 
10 
27-26 
28--27 
36* 35 
37. 36 
38-37 
39- 38 
40- 39 
69 835 510(100) 
69 621 00(1110(1) 
69 406 670(100) 
69 192 640(100) 
72 420 665(100) 
72 198 205(100) 
71 975 985(100) 
71 753.980(100) 
93 096 090(60) 
9 2 810 040(60) 
95 679 735(50) 
95 385 695(50) 
95 092 000(60) 
94 798 655(60) 
94 505 645(60) 
94 212.940(60) 
98 263 170(50) 
97 961.170(50) 
97 659 565(60) 
97 358.245(60) 
97 057.300(60) 
96 756.745(60) 
96 456.495(60) 
96 156 623(50) 
95 857 090(60) 
95 557 925(80) 
100 846 380(50) 
100 536 450(60) 
100 226 900(60) 
99 917 695(80) 
99 608 840(80) 
99 300 315(60) 
98 992.155(60) 
98 684.400(60) 
98 377 010(60) 
98 069 930(100) 
100 896 710(80) 
100 581.730(80) 
100 267.265(100) 
(Mil/) 
0.059 
0 001 
0 012 
0 027 
0 050 
0 004 
0 041 
0 035 
0 019 
0 02 1 
0 002 
0 000 
0 001 
0 012 
0.016 
0 014 
0 009 
-0.006 
0 023 
-0 012 
0 023 
0.005 
0 010 
0 001 
0 001 
0 020 
0.007 
- 0.005 
0.016 
0 023 
0 022 
0 008 
-0 033 
0 013 
0012 
-0010 
0 009 
0 040 
0.056 
higher order terms did not yield any significant im­
provement in the accuracy. The value of the chi-
square function of the fit for Bi79Br and Bi81 Br is 
3.2 and 4.2, respectively. This indicates the high con­
fidence level of the least squares analysis. The experi-
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I ibk 2 
Olisi.rvi.il Iransiliims jnil lrLquini.ii.s Di liiK1lii 
1 ibk 1 
l ln imilLiulir ¡.uiislmls ol Bi" 'Dr and 2 " , I l""Hr 
/ + 1 - 7 
0 2 7 - 26 
1 
2 
3 
0 2 8 - 2 7 
1 
2 
3 
0 37* 36 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 38 Ή 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 3 9 - 3 8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
2 4 0 - 3 9 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
.0 
\ku4urid 
lri.quini.lis 
(Mil/) 
68 W 133(100] 
68 376 ЗТчКІОі 
68 16^ "30(100) 
67 9<9 3901 IM)) 
71 124 0 30(100) 
70 907 sM)(IO(» 
70 691 20<i(l()()) 
40 4^5 170(1 SO) 
93 966 97S(4)) 
93 680 81S(S0) 
93 394 95S(50) 
93 109 480(80) 
92 824 291(8(1) 
96 504 19S(5()) 
96 21O3(b(S0( 
9S 916 740(60) 
95 623 M0(50) 
9з 330 625(60) 
99 041 240(1(11 
98 •'39 620(50) 
98 438 320(60) 
98 137 360(60) 
97 836 770(50) 
97 5 36 52і(50) 
97 236 S8M60) 
96 937 060(60) 
96 637 800(60) 
96 338 945(60) 
96 040 460(60) 
95 742 305(80) 
100 959 695(50) 
100 651 000(60) 
100 34 2 715(60) 
100 034 755(60) 
99 727 150(60) 
99 419 905(60) 
99 113 020(60) 
98 806 610(80) 
98 500 340(80) 
IkaslUid 
ι iluil iUi1 
I n q u u i u i s 
(Mil/) 
0 039 
0 011 
0 028 
0 020 
0 ()2S 
0 053 
0 022 
0 05 1 
0 006 
0 Odi 
0 0 11 
0 026 
0 026 
0 014 
0 001 
0 001 
0 005 
0 012 
0 004 
0 016 
0 010 
0 002 
0 007 
0 015 
0 019 
0 014 
0 034 
0 024 
0 007 
0 023 
0 010 
0 021 
0 000 
0 007 
0 017 
0 022 
0 023 
0 093 
0 004 
mental errors seem to ha\e been overestimated In 
tables 3 and 4 are also listed values for the equihb 
num internuclear distante r
e
 and the potential con 
slants ¡7Q and aj derived from the relations given by 
Gordy and Cook [9] In this determination a relative 
» ι
1
' B r 
this work n l |4] 
>ni 
I n 
b i 
У 01 
"η 
" 1 
1295 5609(121 МП/ 
3 97809118) МП/ 
2 303(181кП/ 
220 26(45)11/ 
2 542(6) Χ 10^ cm ' 
3 482(4) 
209 62 cm ' 209 50 an ' 
0 52 cm ' 0 45 „n · 
2 609i3C) \ 
_
 2 ( l M ] " B r 
I rcl |11| 
1293 8"9(8)MI1/ 
3 932(5)\[Π/ 
4 3(ЗОШІ/ 
247 11/ 
I ibk 4 
Ihc molcculir cimstinls ol Bi^'l lr and 2 0 , I I a ' Br 
to, 
I ' l l 
» 2 1 
> 0 2 
" ( I 
« 1 
^ с 
" с Ч 
'с 
l ! i 8 1 U r 
Uns \согк 
1272 3406(12) МП/ 
3 87164(16) МП/ 
2 225(І4)кИ/ 
212 31(45)11/ 
2 543(6) \ К)'5 cm ' 
3483(4) 
207 "9 cm ' 
0 52 cm-1 
2 60953(71 \ 
2 0 , I l s l B r 
rel 111| 
I 2 7 0 80^(8) Mil/ 
3 824(5)4111/ 
error ΔΚ0 1 У0 [ in У0 ] of S Χ 10 ^ was assumed to 
take into account a possible influence of the 1+ state 
[ I ] The vibrational trequency ω^ was derived trom 
the experimentally observed Y s from the relation 
[91 
and the anhannomcity constant coL\c from a formula 
derived by Pekens [10] 
^c^c%ßcK"c'6ßc2 + l )2 О) 
The vibrational constants, of ВГ9Вг determined from 
band spectra are given m table 3 tor comparison s sake 
4 Discussion 
In the previous investigation [I] a close similarity 
was noticed between the molecular constants of Bil 
42 
1 jblc 5 
Mass ratio 7 9 B r / 8 1 Br 
" Л І В г 0 9753 095(3) 
й 5
КЬВг 0 9753 102(27) 
'"''ΛμΒΓ 0.9753 102(48) 
І З Э
СьНг 0 9 7 5 3 082(12) 
" Ч і В г 0.9753 008(89) 
2 0 9
В[Вг 0 9 7 5 3 087(13) 
and TU In the last column of tables 3 and 4 are re­
produced the known [11] molecular constants of 
TIBr. The similarity between Bilir and TIBr is clearly 
seen. The rotational constant У01 is the same for the 
two molecules to within about 0.2% and the constant 
Кц to within about 19Í. Deviations become larger for 
the higher order constants but a clear-cut conclusion 
is not possible m view of the poor (У21 ) o r unknown 
(У(р) accuracy of the constants of TIBr. 
From the measured rotational spectra of isotopie 
species of a ' Σ molecule it is possible to deduce the 
ratio of the masses of the isotopie nuclei using the 
relation 
л/і_л*. 2 ) г M2/ fi<
2)\-|-i 
M~2=~¿ñ)ll+M~V~~nñ))\ ' ( 4 ) 
where Λ/, and B]!' is the mass and the rotational con­
stant, respectively, of the isotopie nucleus ι,Μ is the 
mass of the other nucleus in the molecule. 
From eq. (4) it is seen that the error in the ratio 
(M^IMj) is almost completely determined by the er­
rors in the accurately measured quantities fi¿ ' and 
В]. К Table 5 gives the mass ratio 7 9Br/8 1Br obtained 
from the present measurements on BiBr and from 
other investigations of bromides. The molecular data 
of these molecules have been taken from ref. [11]. 
Within the uncertainties indicated in table 5 there is 
no discrepancy between the results. This illustrates (1) 
the similarity between the Hund's case (c) molecule 
BiBr and the molecules whose ground state is a Hund's 
case (a) ιΣ state, and (2) that the effect of the 1+ state 
upon the isotopie effect is negligible for BiBr. From 
the fact that rotational transitions have been observed 
in highly excited vibrational states we estimate that 
the separation between the 0+ and 1+ state is larger 
than about 2000 c m - 1 . 
The quadrupole hyperfine structure of BiBr could 
not be resolved in the present experiment. From the 
j . 1 L 
I ig 1. Transition У = 28 <- 27, υ = 0 ol Bi 7 9 Br Separation of 
vertical scale markers 0 77 MHz. 
observed broadening of some lines the estimated value 
of eqQ of Bi is about -1 GHz (see fig. 1). This is in 
reasonable agreement with the results obtained for 
BiCl which will be published in a forthcoming paper. 
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Paper 3 
FORMATION, MICROWAVE SPECTRUM AND MOLECULAR CONSTANTS 
OF BISMUTH MONOCHLORIDE 
Ρ K U I J P I RS, Τ T O R R I N G * j n d Λ D Y M A N U S 
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I he nuiroK ivc absorption spcunim of pisLous Insmutli monoUilondi. (HiC 1) in the ü + Llturonii. {¡round stitc las btcn 
mtasurcd in the 55 100 (rl l / region 1 ho шоксик was produced b\ ι double oven technique it 500 С Rotation il transi 
tions(ij / + 1 ) (ι / I w i t l i / 10 12 16 ind 17 ind ι up to 9 were observed tor Bi 1 s ( 1 and with У = 10 12 17 and 18 
and ι up to 5 for Hi 3 7 ( 1 The hypcrlinc struelurc due to the Id and С1 nucki is generativ onl) partially resolved 
Analysis \ iclds the tolloumj: rotational and Imperline constants tor Hi 3 4 CI Уоі " 2761 8538(П> МІІ7 У ¡\ = 
120526(11) МП/ гі = Il 62(32) kil/ У ii 43(25) II/ Уо2 " 987 2(22) Hz Í qaQ (111) - 1027(12)VlHz 
ffloö (3 S( 1) - 34 5(28)4111/(1) , - 2 l (7)k l l7 
I he results [or U i 3 ^ 1 irt Voi = 2634 ()416( 18) Mil/ I ' l l " 11 2268(10) Mil/ V2, = 10 95(20) kHz 02 = 
8968(31)11/ κ / ο ο ( Β ι ) = 1025(28) МП/ < i / „ ö ( 3 7 C I ) - 27 1(38) МП/ сц, - 18(22) kil/ 
1 rom Dunham cocltieients we deduce potential and vibrjtional constants and troni h> perline constants some inlonna 
Hon ibout eheniieal bondine. in Bi( I I he results are in lacement with the position ol Bi in the periodic system which is 
intermedi ite between the elements ol proup ΠΙ, and VII
a 
1 Introduction 
In earlier publications [1 2| we have reported the 
rotational spectra and molecular conslants ol bismuth 
monoiodide (Btl) and monobromtdc (BiBr) The pres 
ent report on the microwave absorption spcctium ol 
bismuth monochlonde (BiCl) and on the molccnlai 
properties derived from this spcctium represents a new 
addition to our kiumledge ol the diatomic V
a
 V[I
a 
compounds 
The molecules studied until now in high tcmpcia 
turc microwave spectroscopy have mostly been 
formed in the gas phase b\ direct evaporation When 
necessary a mixture ol compounds was used as c\a 
porating species The number ot diatomic molecules 
obtainable by this method of microwave spectroscopy 
has now to a large extent been exhausted Onl> at verv 
high temperatures arc there still many diatomics 
mainly oxides, which can be obtained in suthcicnt 
* Present address I reic Univcrsitll Berlin Institut lur 
Molckulphysik 1 Berlin 33 West (>crmany 
concentr ttton by evaporation Unfortunately micro 
wave spectroscopy is a discouraging enterprise in the 
temperature range above 1000o( Several other mole 
cules have been produced by reactions under non 
equilibrium conditions The application ot non cquilt 
briuin rciclion techniques to produce unstable species 
for microwave spectroscopy is seriously impeded by 
the unpredictability of the optimum reaction condì 
lions The expected concentrations of molecules and 
associated line intensities are low making searches for 
unknown transitions very tedious and time consuming 
Recently the millimeter wave spectra of the copper 
monohahdes ( uCl CuBr and ( til have been leported 
[3] The molecules were obtained in high temperature 
reactions as intermediate reaction products in a How 
arrangement The bismuth monohahde compounds 
have been produced m high temperature reactions 
using a double oven method With this method the 
thermodynamic conditions can be rather easily op 
timi/ed for the formation ot the required diatomic 
molecule A detailed description of the method and 
production schemes for several diatomic molecules is 
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given in [4] The technique is in essente simple and 
double ovens have been employed successfully in mass 
spectrometry for many years It offers the possibility 
of regulating the partial vapour pressures independent­
ly and the molecules are produced under equilibrium 
or near-equilibrium conditions Consequently thermo­
dynamic theory can be applied to predict the optimum 
conditions and yield for a specific molecule 
The calculated conditions for the formation of 
BiCl have first been tested in a mass spectrometnc 
experiment and found to be in agreement with the 
experimental conditions for maximum yield A beam 
consisting almost entirely of BiCl molecules could be 
easily formed. The production of BiCl in the micro­
wave cell has been set up in a similar double-oven 
arrangement Strong line intensities and small line-
widths indicate a high fraction of BiCl in the cell The 
production is very stable and constant line intensities 
can be maintained for several hours without changing 
the temperatures In section 2 the production in mass 
spectrometer and in a microwave cell is discussed ex­
tensively 
Bismuth monochlonde is lighter than Bil and 
BiBr winch were subject of previous studies [1,2], 
and is consequently more accessible to optical tech­
niques than the latter molecules A complete review 
of the literature is not given here From the older in­
vestigations we mention only the study of Khanna on 
the emission spectrum of BiCl [5] from which evi­
dence that the ground state is 3 Σ _ was obtained 
Recent studies have yielded fairly accurate values for 
some molecular constants of Bi^Cl 5
e
 = 0 0921 
cm-
1
, a
e
 = 0 00039 cm" 1 , £»
c
 = 3 1 X 10 в с т " 1 , 
co
e
 = 308 40 cm" 1 , а)
е
дг
е
 = 0 96 cm" 1 [6] 
The bismuth monohahdes BiCl, BiBr and Bil belong 
to the class of Hund's case (c) molecules In this 
coupling scheme the ground state is a 0+-state The 
1-levels are slightly higher and form together the 3 Σ _ 
state in Hund's case (b) notation The 0- and 1-levels 
of the same parity interact, but the interaction de­
creases with decreasing 5-value The rotational spectra 
of Bil and BiBr observed in the 0+-state were well 
fitted using Dunham's formalism The same holds for 
BiCl although the magnitude of the 5-constant ex­
ceeds that of BiBr by a factor of two It was found 
that the isotopie relations among the Dunham coeffi­
cients of the different isotopes Bi3sCl and Bi37Cl are 
well fulfilled. The electric quadrupole hyperfine con­
stants eqQQ (Bi) of the Bi and eq0Q (CI) of the CI 
nucleus and the magnetic spin-rotation hyperfine con­
stant c B l of Bi were determined in the ground vibra­
tional state of both isotopes using theory developed 
for 'Σ molecules The hyperfine hamiltoman and the 
numerical procedures are explained in section 3 
The measurements have been performed in the 
region 55 100 GII/ with a microwave spectrometer 
employing saturation modulation [14] The hyperfine 
structure of some /-transitions is only partially re 
solved Hyperfine components are spread over a range 
of 3 MHz for the highest /-transition and over 9 MHz 
for the lowest /-transition observed The almost com­
plete background suppression in the saturation modu­
lation technique enables us to determine hyperfine 
coupling constants to an acceptable degree of accuracy. 
Simultaneous determination of all molecular constants 
from the observed transitions required an unreasonable 
amount of the computing time To reduce this time we 
determined first eq0Q (Bi), eq^Q (CI) and c B l from 
/ = 11 *- 10, υ = 0 transition, assuming estimated values 
for BQ and DQ This procedure is allowed because the 
relative positions of hyperfine components do not 
depend strongly on BQ and DQ With hyperfine cou­
pling constants obtained in this way the hypothetical 
unspht frequencies of the observed rotational transi­
tions were calculated and subsequently fitted using 
Dunham's theory This has been done for each Cl-
isotope separately In section 4 an analysis of the 
spectrum and rotation—vibration and hyperfine con­
stants are given 
Bismuth chloride is the first diatomic V
a
-VII
a 
compound for which hyperfine constants have been 
determined The results throw light on the chemical 
bonding properties of BiCl as discussed m section 5 
A simple model explains the values of the quadrupole 
constants quite satisfactorily Finally the prospects 
for extending the measurements to other V
a
-VIl
a 
compounds are discussed in section 6 
2. Formation of gaseous bismuth monochloride (BiCl) 
Conditions favourable for an efficient formation of 
BiCl, BiBr and Bil molecules can be reali/ed in a double 
oven system The principle of the production method 
employed for these molecules is based on reduction of 
the easily volatizable higher-valent metal halide com-
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Table 1 
Appropriate conditions for the production of BiCl in a per­
centage of 90% in a double oven The temperature Tj is lower 
limit 
BiCl pressure 
(lorr) 
IO"2 
IO"1 
1 
10 
Temperature 7Ί 
of cold part I (K) 
405 
440 
480 
535 
Temperature Tj 
of hot part 11 (K) 
760 
840 
930 
1040 
pound by a less volatile metal in the hotter part of the 
oven. The vapour pressure of the rather volatile halide, 
and thus also of the monohahde formed in the hot 
part, can be regulated by varying the temperature of 
the colder part of the oven. Appropriate conditions 
for the production of BiCl (90%) are shown in table 1. 
Calculations underlying this table were performed for 
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions [4]. The 
realization of chemical production of BiCl in a beam 
(mass spectrometer) and in an absorption cell (micro­
wave spectrometer) is discussed below leaving out 
technical details We have set up the mass spectrome-
trie experiment primarily to lest calculations and to 
investigate possible difficulties arising in the produc­
tion. Furthermore the following discussion is of 
interest for possible beam spectroscopic investigations 
on BiCl. 
2.1. Mass spectrometer 
A drawing of the oven assembly of the mass spec­
trometer is shown in Fig. 1. The double oven was 
made of quartz. The containers I and II could be 
heated separately to different temperatures T\ and 
72, respectively, by radiation from tantalum ribbons 
surrounding the containers. Molybdenum radiation 
shields were placed around the cells I and II lo 
promote temperature homogeneity in each cell. Cir­
cular heat shields were placed on pipe connecting con­
tainers to allow large temperature differences. At 
high temperatures of cell II, cell I was partly heated 
by conduction. The temperatures of cells were meas­
ured using chromel-alumel thermocouples (not shown 
in fig. 1). The oven assembly was surrounded by a 
water cooling system. The diameter of the orifice 
forming the molecular beam was 0.5 mm. The beam 
radiation 
shields 
heating elements 
10 mm 
1 ig 1 Schematic drawing of oven assembly of mass spectrom­
eter 
was colhmated by diaphragms along the path to the 
ion source of the mass spectrometer. Discrimination 
between species originating in the oven and species 
vapori/mg from other parts was accomplished by 
chopping the beam. Several runs were performed to 
check the reproducibility. Before each run the quart/ 
container was replaced by a new one. The colder cell I 
was loaded with bismuth trichloride (B1CI3, purity 
99.8090. while bismuth (Bi, purity 99.960%) was 
loaded in cell II Bismuth trichloride is very hygro­
scopic. As no attempt was made to prevent the clog­
ging of the pipe connecting the cells by condensation 
of bismuth, the time of one run was somewhat limited 
The melting point of bismuth (2710C [7]) is very low 
in relation to its vapour pressure and therefore only 
bismuth in the liquid state is considered below 
Bismuth dichlonde (B1CI2) is energetically less stable 
towards the loss of a CI atom than BiCl and B1CI3 [8] 
and the existence of this oxidation state of Bi may be 
neglected Polymeric Bl-Cl species arc minor and are 
ignored in the present experiment 
Mass spectra of bismuth in cell II and bismuth tri­
chloride in cell I were recorded separately In the first 
case, Bi+ and B12 peaks were observed indicating that, 
as expected, the vapour over liquid bismuth in the 
temperature range explored is composed mostly of Bi 
and B12 molecules ([9] and references therein). In the 
second case the Bi-containing species observed were 
Bi+, BiCl+. B1CI2 and B1CI3. The Bi+ and ВІСІ2 peaks 
were strongest in accordance with the observations of 
Dcvyatykh et al. [10]. With bismuth present in the 
hot part, the BiCl4 and Bi+ peaks increased relative to 
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og К (Terrai 
ю т с к і 
I ig 2 Plot of the equilibrium constont (log K) of the reaction 
|ß i ( l ) + jBiChíg) = BiCl(g) versus the reciprocal of the tem 
perature (10 4/Г) Measured values are denoted by ( · ) The 
full line has been calculated 
the B1CI3 and B1CI2 peaks as the temperature of the 
bismuth m the cell was increased This is readily ex­
plained by the formation of BiCl At high tempera­
tures it is necessary to take into account contribution 
to observed peaks due to evaporation of liquid bis­
muth in cell II The observed ion intensities have been 
converted to the thermodynamic quantity K, the 
equilibrium constant of the reaction 
lB.(l) + |BiCl3(g) = BiCl(g), (1) 
where 
and 1 and g stand for liquid and gas, respectively, and 
ρ for pressure The activity a B l of liquid bismuth is 
assumed to be unity The results are shown in fig 2 
where the experimental equilibrium constant К 
(dotted line) is plotted versus the inverse temperature 
T2 of cell II In our mass spectrometric investigation 
only the slope of log К versus l/T^ could be deter­
mined with reliability from the observed peaks Full 
line in fig 2 has been calculated using thermodynamic 
data of Cubicciotti [8] These data are mainly based 
upon a study of the reaction of ВіСІз-vapour with 
liquid Bi in a transpiration experiment [11] Although 
no attempt was made to measure temperatures very 
accurately agreement between slopes of calculated and 
experimental lines is excellent The B1CI3 vapour seems 
to be in (near) equilibrium with the liquid bismuth in 
cell II Until now it has been tacitly assumed that eq 
(1) rules the thermodynamic equilibrium among the 
species in cell II and this has been verified [4] 
2 2 Microwave spectrometer 
The production method of BiCl in the absorption 
cell was essentially the same as that used in the mass 
spectrometer A schematic drawing of the oven in the 
microwave experiment is shown in fig 3 The flow of 
gaseous ВіСІз-molecules and the temperature of the 
central part of the oven could be regulated by varying 
the temperatures Г] and Tj, respectively The con­
tainers of bismuth and bismuth trichloride were made 
of quartz The central part surrounded by radiation 
shields and a water-cooling system was heated by 
tungsten wires The vapour produced in the reaction 
region entered the nickel absorption cell through a 
small slit (about 10 mm2) in the bottom of the wave­
guide To what extent thermodynamic equilibrium is 
attained depends on the ratio e between the effective 
reacting surface of liquid bismuth and the opening 
through which the vapour leaves the reaction region 
For this reason the opening has been designed as small 
as possible In the mass spectrometric experiment, 
near equilibrium could be attained in spite of the 
rather low value of e (a few hundreds) The tempera­
tures employed in the microwave experiment were 
much lower than in the mass spectrometric study 
because fewer molecules are needed here for detection 
The production temperatures were in reasonable agrec-
healed sect on T] 
t 0 nickel cell 
aerector - ^ — 
ι 1 
—tv™ 
1 1 quid Bi 
B.t, 
zh 
-»τ— m crowaws 
-l-solii 3 CI, 
I 
Seated section Ti 
20 nm 
Pig 3 Schematical view of the oven assembly in microwave 
experiment 
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ment with calculations. As in the case of Bil and BiBr 
the S/N ratio obtained was very good The narrow 
hnewidths were another indication of high concentra-
tion of Bid in the absorption cell One load of bis-
muth trichloride was sufficient for a run of about two 
hours at maximum S/N ratio. Raising temperature T2 
of absorption cell above 600oC did not improve the 
S/N ratio The deposit of reaction products at the 
cold ends of the cell did not decrease the transmission 
of the cell substantially. 
The spectrometer is identical to that used in the 
studies of the other bismuth monohahdes [1,2] and 
some tnatomic molecules [12]. The cell is made of 
nickel. There is a slit in the bottom over the whole 
length which permits rapid pumping of the volatile 
species. The measurements have been performed in 
the region 55-100 GH¿. 
3. Theory 
In the Born—Oppenheimer and rigid rotor approxi-
mation the hamiltonian H of a diatomic molecule can 
be written in the form 
H = Hc + Hv + HR + H h y p , (2) 
where He, Hv, and HR represent the electronic, the 
vibrational and the rotational contribution, respec-
tively, H|,yp describes the contribution to the energy 
because of hyperfine interactions originating in the 
spins of molecular nuclei. 
3.1. Hamiltonian excluding hyperfine interactions 
The rotational hamiltonian HR for a diatomic 
molecule can be written as 
H R = 5 J 2 - 2 5 J - J a + S j 2 , (3) 
where В denotes the rotational constant, J the total 
angular momentum exclusive of nuclear spins and 
J
a
 = L + S is the sum of electronic orbital (L) and spin 
(S) angular momentum. The appropriate choice of 
unperturbated hamiltonian is 
H 0 = Hc + H v + ß j 2 . (4) 
The quantum numbers, associated with J and the z-
componcnt of Ja, are/and Í2, respectively. The 
eigenfunctions of Н0 can be classified according to 
υ, J and Ω. The only perturbation operator of interest 
is 
H p = - 2 f l J - J a , (5) 
which couples the electronic and rotational motions 
The term 5 J
a
 in the rotational hamiltonian HR is neg­
lected because it adds only a constant contribution to 
all energy levels The expressions for the rotational 
energy resulting from case (c) approach are very com­
pact F labórate formulae can be found in [13]. 
The lowest electronic configuration for BiCl can be 
written as-
BiCl .. (z o)2(y σ)2(χ a)2(w я)4(и π) 2 . 
This configuration forms the states 1 Σ + , 'Δ and 3 Σ ~ 
of which ^ Σ " is the ground state [5] For all light 
members of the V
a
—V[I
a
 diatomic compounds the 
ground state is Hund's case (b) 3 Σ ~ Angular momen­
ta in BiCl are expected to be coupled according to 
Hund's case (c) as is usual m heavy molecules The 
Hund's case (b) state 3 Σ ~ splits into three states for 
each value of J in the Hund's case (c) limit, two of 
opposite parity for |Ω | = 1 and one for Ω = 0 (the 
ground electronic state) The perturbation operator 
-2BJ · J
a
 couples the |Ω | = 1 and Ω = 0 levels of the 
same parity. Due to the smallness of the rotational 
constant B, the influence of the perturbation operator 
Hp is also small [13]. For an estimate of its effect on 
the resulting energy expressions we refer to [ 1 ]. Rota­
tional transitions are observed for the 0+-state and 
they can be adequately described by Dunham for­
malism for closed-shell molecules, however some care 
should be taken with regard to the physical meaning 
of the Ylr 
3 2. Hamiltonian including hy perfine interactions 
The contributions to the energy due to electric 
quadrupole interactions of both nuclei in BiCl are ex­
pected to be large. The magnetic interaction of the 
bismuth nucleus (spin-rotation interaction) should 
also be taken into account in view of the large spin of 
the Bi-nucleus (/ = 9/2 for 2 0 9 Bi). The hyperfine 
operator H^y. can be expressed as 
H h y p = QÍ2):VP + Q ^ : v f +c1 l1-J, (6) 
where the first two terms represent the electric qua-
drupole interactions of the Bi and CI nucleus, respec-
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lively, and the third term the spin rotation interac-
tion. Expressions for the nuclear quadru'polc tensor 
Q}P and the tensor V)^' of the molecular electric 
field gradient can be found in [16] The spin-rotation 
hypcrfine structure constant of bismuth is represented 
by C] In the case of BiCl the ./-values of the observed 
states are large Consequently the rotational contribu-
tion to the energy is much larger than the hyperfine 
contributions As the quadrupolc coupling constant 
(e<1vQ)2 of CI is expected to be small compared to 
(equQ)i of Bi the following coupling scheme is 
chosen 
J + l ] = F i , ? ,+• ; , = F (7) 
The associated quantum numbers are J, Fi and F The 
only rigorously good quantum number is F Fj takes 
2/j +1 = 10 values for each J, and Stakes 2/3 + 1=4 
values for each J and F¡, and consequently each J-
state of BiCl is split into 40 levels The number of 
allowed hyperfine components of the rotational tran-
sition J + 1 «- J is even larger. Energy levels for a cer-
tain ./-value were obtained by complete diagonah/ation 
of the hamiltonian (6) The method summarized below 
is extensively described in [15] 
In the fully coupled |//jFj^FAf^,) representation 
the matrix elements arising from the magnetic term 
fj I j »J are diagonal in J, Fj and F. Matrix elements 
resulting from the first term in eq (6) are diagonal in 
/•'j and F, while those arising from the second term 
are diagonal m F only Complete expressions for the 
matrix elements can be obtained by standard tech-
niques [16] The con'nbution of the rotation-
vibration part of the hamiltonian is taken diagonal in 
J, Fj andF(cf sections 1) In calculation of the 
energy of a certain J level the interaction between 
J — 4, J — 2, J, J + 2 and J + 4 levels was taken into 
account Hence the dimension of the total energy 
matrix is 5(2/j + l)(2/2 + 1) = 200 This matrix was 
factored into F-submatrices and each submatnx was 
diagonah/ed separately. The (2/] + 1) (2/2 + 1) 
hyperfine levels belonging to a certain /-state are 
easily identified because the rotational energies are 
much larger than the hypcrfine splittings In view of 
the large numbers of transitions allowed and the fact 
that hyperfine structure is only partially resolved, it 
is necessary to calculate intensities of hyperfine com-
ponents of У + 1 *-J transition accurately for a 
reliable fitting Therefore we make use of eigenvectors 
obtained by computer diagonali/ation of the energy 
of У and J + 1 levels The complete expression accord­
ing to which the intensities were calculated, is given in 
[15] 
The only rigorous selection rule is AF- 0, ±1. For 
high-./ transitions AF= +1 transitions are by far the 
most intense In the case of BiCl where (eqvQ)¡ ex-
ceeds (equQ)2 by a factor of thirty, F[ is a fairly good 
quantum number Except for a few levels where acci-
dental degeneracies occur, Fj values can be assigned 
to the energy levels and AFj = 0, ±1, is a fairly good 
selection rule Then most rotational transitions ob-
served can be denoted by (7 'FJF ' -f-JF^F) With a 
few exceptions all hyperfine components observed are 
AF1 = 1, AF= 1 transitions. 
4. Analysis and results 
The observed spectra have been analyzed first to 
determine the values of the hyperfine constants With 
these constants the experimental unperturbed values 
of the rotational transition frequencies were evaluated. 
These unsplit frequencies were subsequently fitted by 
Dunham's theory. However, following section 3 we 
present below first the evaluation of rotation-
vibration constants and then of the hyperfine con-
stants 
41 Rotation-vibration constants 
The observed transitions and unsplit frequencies 
of Bi35Cl and Bi37Cl are listed in tables 2 and 3, 
respectively They were obtained as follows. First the 
frequency of the transition in question was calculated 
by diagonah/ation of the complete hamiltonian (6) 
using hypcrfine constants derived (see section 4 2) 
and assuming reasonable values for В and D. By an 
iterative procedure accurate preliminary values of В 
and D were obtained for each vibrational state If 
necessary an additional final adjustment was made 
by shifting all hyperfine components a little 
v0 (unspht) = 2B(J + 1) - 4D(J + I ) 3 (+ shift) (8) 
As an example the calculated and measured spectrum 
of the transition/= 18 «- 17 of Bi3sCl in the ground 
vibrational state υ = 0 is shown in fig 4 The experi­
mental errors quoted in tables 2 and 3 cover both the 
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Table 2 
Unsplit frequencies of Bi 3 5Cl 
Table 3 
Unsplit frequencies of Віэ7С1 
Transitions 
υ J+ 1 
0 11« 
0 Π ­
Ι 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 Π ­
Ι 
2 
3 
0 18« 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
16 
17 
Unsplit frequencies 
Measured 
60 623 005(25) 
7 1 6 4 2 915(30) 
71 330 155(30) 
71 018 020(40) 
70 706 485(50) 
70 395 595(50) 
70 085 330(60) 
93 678 840(40) 
93 269 830(40) 
92 861 660(40) 
92 454 275(40) 
99 186 870(40) 
98 753 815(40) 
98 321 605(40) 
97 890 260(40) 
97 459 790(50) 
97 030 205(70) 
96 601 490(70) 
96 173 700(100) 
95 746 780(100) 
95 320 790(120) 
(MHz) 
Measured -cale 
- 0 007 
0 001 
0 001 
0 0 1 1 
0 000 
0 007 
0 005 
0 008 
- 0 009 
ООП 
0 004 
0 006 
0 003 
- 0 006 
- 0 009 
- 0 007 
0 003 
- 0 006 
0 014 
- 0 001 
- 0 003 
errore in the measurement of line frequencies and un­
certainties in the evaluation of the unsplit frequencies 
Values of the hyperfme constants have only been 
determined for the ground vibrational state υ = 0 
These values were used also for states with υ Φ 0 
because for BiCI the vibrational dependence of the 
hypcrfinc constants is small (see section 4 2) Further­
more a change in the hyperfme constants with ν docs 
not effect the accuracy of the evaluation of the un­
split frequencies very much 
The results for CQ have been analyzed using the 
truncated Dunham's expansion for the transition fre­
quency [17] 
i ' = 2 [ y 0 1 + y11(i> + i ) + y 2 1 ( i , + è)2 
+ Y3l(ü + {)3](J+l) + 4Y02(J+lY. (9) 
The Dunham constants Ylm of Bi35Cl and Bi37n ob-
tained from a least-squares analysis are listed in tables 
8 and 9, respectively. For the case of Bi-^Cl the Y}[-
irons 
/ + ! - ƒ 
11« 10 
13« 12 
1 8 - 1 7 
1 9 - 1 8 
Lnsplil frequency ( 
Measured 
57 820 705(40) 
68 331 325(50) 
94 602 590(40) 
94 199 225(40) 
93 796 620(50) 
93 394 810(70) 
92 993 840(100) 
92 593 590(100) 
99 855 765(40) 
99 429 990(40) 
99 005 030(50) 
98 580 900(80) 
! M I [ 7 ) 
Measured calculated 
0 000 
0 002 
- 0 003 
0 010 
0 006 
- 0 015 
0 026 
0 000 
- 0 005 
0 007 
0 002 
- 0 005 
term was not significant and has been left out of the 
fit. In tables 2 and 3 the measured line frequencies are 
compared with frequencies calculated from the spec-
tral constants of tables 8 and 9 The accuracy of the 
fit is very good. Introduction of higher order terms 
did not yield any significant improvement in the fit. 
The values of the chi-square function of the fit for 
Bi35Cl and Bi37Cl arc 0.52 and 0 35, respectively 
This is a very low value in view of the large number of 
lines and the low number of constants to be derived 
and indicates the high confidence level of the least-
squares analysis 
For ' Σ molecules the ï ^ ' s of isotopes are related 
according to 
>7,
п
/*?
т
=(й ) ( / + 2 т ) / 2 . do) 
where μ1 and μ2 stand for reduced mass and isotopes 
are labeled by the superscript 1 and 2 As for BiBr the 
results for BiCI are in accordance with this relationship 
within the experimental error The mass ratio 
m(3 5Cl)/w(3 7Cl) determined from ratio of the KQI'S 
IS 0 9459786(11) in agreement with value found for 
^-molecules It is not possible to derive from these 
data information about the interaction between the 
1+-and 0+-levels The quantity ВЦТ^ 7"0) which is 
a measure of this interaction is most probably larger 
for BiCI than for Bil Here Τγ and T0 is the electronic 
and vibrational energy of state 1 and 0, respectively 
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99185 0 99186 0 991670 99188 0 Frequency (MHz) 
Tig 4 Recording of the spectrum of the transition ƒ = 18 <- 17, u = Oof Βι 3 5Π Spectrum has been recorded with RC= 1 s The 
vertical bars represent the calculated relative intensities and positions of the hyperfine components frequency scale is not linear. 
In view of this uncertainly the exact physical meaning 
of Уц] in BiQ is not well established. 
From the Dunham's constants Ylm we have derived 
the potential constanЬа0 and UJ, the vibrational con­
stants ω
ε
 and ω
β
χ
ε
, and the equilibrium internuclear 
distance r
c
 The results are shown in tables 8 and 9. In 
these calculations a relative error AKQI/^QI in YQ^ of 
5 X I O - 5 was assumed to take into account a possible 
influence of the 1 +-state. The coefficients α 0 and flj 
of the Dunham potential function and the vibrational 
constant co
e
 were calculated using the relations given 
by Gordy [18]. 
The anharmomcity constant ω
β
χ
ε
 was derived 
from a formula given by Pekens [19] 
co
e
Jc
e
«f l
e
(a
e
to
e
/6^ + i r OD 
assuming B
e
 = JQI and a
e
 = -Kj j . The equilibrium 
bond length r
e
 was calculated from the relation [20] 
У01 [MHz] = 505 3 9 0 . 9 8 ( 3 5 0 ) ^ [amu A2] , (12) 
where μ represents the reduced mass. Atomic masses 
were taken from [18] For comparison also the con­
stants as determined from band spectra are given in 
table 8 for Bi3SCl The present results confirm the 
reliability of the band spectroscopic data As for BiBr 
and Bil the values of the anharmomcity constant 
ш
с
х
с
 obtained from the relation of Pekens arc too 
high. Evaluation of ω
ε
χ
β
 by use of the relation of 
Pekens yields for Bi75Br and Bil 0.52 and 0 35 c m - 1 , 
respectively. From band spectra the values 0.45 and 
0 32 c m - 1 , respectively, are obtained It was shown 
for Bil that calculation of a>
e
^
e
 with use of the poten­
tial constants a j and aj indeed gives to
e
x
e
 = 0.32 
c m
- 1
 [ I ] . This tendency applies most probably also 
for Bid 
4.2. Hyperfine constants 
The hyperfine coupling constants have been deter­
mined from the rotational transition J = 11 «- 10 m 
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60617 0 
В," CI 
v = o Ы 1 —10 
bw frequency part 
RC = 1 sec 
to. 
v V' V ^ ^ ^ 
_ L 
60616 0 60619 0 60620 0 606210 Frequency (MHz) 
lip 5 Recording of Ihc lower frequcnu part of the spcurum of the lr.insition J - 11 Κ) ι = 0 Ol l i i 1 5 ( 1 Spe<.1runi lus been 
recorded with RC - 1 s I he vertical bars represent the calctiUted relat is e intensities and positions ol the h\ pert me componen! s 
I requent} stale is not linear 
¿bS0r3tiGr 
* о . I '-'C 
^qh 'гезиргсу par1 
HP' f \ 
.і|ф% 
6.6 t06/in бОб'^ ЬО-гь: Freqjen^ y МНг) 
l ig 6 Recording of the higher Ircquency part of the spectrum ol the transition 7 = 11 « 10. υ " 0 ol l)i3sC"l Spectrum has been 
recorded with RC - 0 3 s I he vertical bars represent the calculated relativo intensities and positions ol the h>perfine components 
I requency scale is not linear 
the ground vibrational stale The values were obtained 
for each isotope separately The recorded transil Ί 
ol the most abundant isotope (Bi35Cl) is shown in 
fig 5 (lower frequency part) and fig 6 (higher iicc]iion-
cy part) The hypcrfinc structurc is obviously not 
fully resolved in both figures The hypcrfinc constants 
were determined from such spectra in the following 
wav 
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Table 4 
Observed and calculated spectrum of the transition J -
given and denoted by с f 
1 1 · 10, υ = 0 of Bi35CI Where overlap of components is, the centre is 
Line 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
/ · , - / • , 
8 5 » 7 5 
8 5 - 7 5 
9 5 - 8 5 
8 5 - 7 5 
9 5 - 8 5 
8 5 - 7 5 
7 5 - 6 5 
9 5 - 8 5 
9 5 - 8 5 
7 5 - 6 5 
7 5 - 6 5 
7 5 - 6 5 
1 0 5 - 9 5 
10 5 · 9 5 
1 0 5 · 9 5 
10 5 - 9 5 
6 5 - 5 5 
6 5 - 5 5 
6 5 - 5 5 
6 5 - 5 5 
11 5 - 105 
11 5 - 1 0 5 
(11 5 - 1 0 5 ) 
( 1 2 5 - 1 1 5) 
1 2 5 - 1 1 5 
15 5 - 1 4 5 
15 5 - 1 4 5 
15 5 - 1 4 5 
1 2 5 - 1 1 5 
15 5 · 14 5 
1 3 5 - 125 
1 3 5 * 125 
1 3 5 - 1 2 5 
1 3 5 - 1 2 5 
1 4 5 - 1 3 5 
14 5 - 1 3 5 
14 5 - 1 3 5 
1 4 5 - 1 3 5 
F - / · 
8 - 7 
9 - 8 
9 - 8 
1 0 - 9 
1 0 - 9 
7 - 6 
7 * 6 
1 1 - 10 
8 - 7 
8- 7 
6 · 5 
9 - 8 
1 0 - 9 
1 1 - 10 
1 2 - 1 1 
9 - 8 
6 - 5 
5 - 4 
7 - 6 
1 2 - 1 1 
8 - 7 
1 0 - 9 
1 3 - 1 2 
1 2 - 1 1 
11 - 10 
1 2 - 11 
1 1 - 1 0 
1 3 - 1 2 
1 5 - 1 4 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 6 - 1 5 
1 2 - 1 1 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 7 - 1 6 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 3 - 1 2 
1 2 - 1 1 
1 5 - 1 4 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 5 - 1 4 
1 3 - 1 2 
16* 15 
( alculated 
frequency 
(MHz) 
60 617 334 
6 0 6 1 7 4 1 7 
60 617 826 
60 617 875 
60 617 881 
60 617 883 
60 618 265 
60 618 344 
60 618 372 
60 618 408 
60 618 743 
60 618 795 
6 0 6 1 9 4 1 2 
60 619 436 
60 619 865 
60 619 895 
60 620 870 
60 621 105 
60 621 147 
60 621 270 
60 621 338 
60 622 000 
60 622 097 
60 622 160 
60 622 225 
60 623 381 
60 623 572 
60 623 818 
60 624 205 
60 624 250 
60 624 250 
60 624 271 
60 624 281 
60 624 302 
60 625 542 
60 625 572 
60 625 773 
60 625 863 
60 625 971 
60 625 996 
60 6 2 Ы 1 1 
60 626 166 
intensity 
(») 
159 
1 80 
1784 
2 04 
198 
142 
1 4 П 
2 2 3 
162 
163^ 
124Ì 
1 88/ 
198 
2 19, 
2 45Ì 
1 83/ 
125 
1071 
147 
1 16 
1 74.' 
2 071 
2 70 I 
123 
2 26-' 
136 
2 19 
2 63 
3 34'» 
3 1 3 
357 
1 17 
2 90 
3 80, 
2 98 
2 75 
2 5 4 \ 
3 18 
3 03 
3 2 6 / 
2 83 
3 4 8 / 
Measured 
frequency 
(MIU) 
60 617 350(70) 
60 617 410(70) 
Remarks 
60 617 870 (c f )lines (3,4,5,6) are within 140 kHz 
60 618 375 (c f )lmes (7,8,9,10) are within 150 kHz 
60 618 780 (c f ) 
60 619 425 (с f ) 
60 619 880 (с f ) 
60 620 875(30) 
60 622 130 (с f ) 
60 623 380(50) 
60 623 570(40) 
60 623 815(40) 
60 624 260 (с f ) 
60 625 545 (с f ) 
lines (11,12) are within 80 kHz 
lines (13,14) are within 80 kHz 
lines (15,16) are within 80 kHz 
see fig 1 
lines (22,23,24,25) are wtlhm 200 kHz 
see fig 2 
lines (35,36) are within 70 kHz 
see fig 2 
Values of B0 and D0 have been estimated by taking 
into account also other J transitions in the ground 
vibrational state With these values the hyperfme spec­
trum and intensities of the J = 11 +-10 transition have 
been calculated for a trial set of hyperfme coupling 
constants using the method outlined in section 3 2 
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Table 5 
Observed and calculated spectrum of the transition J = 
given and denoted b> с f 
11 » 10, υ = 0 ot Ві37С1 Where overlap of components is, the centre is 
Line 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
f i - Fi 
8 5 « 7 5 
85< 7 5 
8 5 · 7 5 
8 5 - 7 5 
9 5 - 8 5 
9 5 · 8 5 
9 5 . 8 5 
9 5 · 8 5 
7 5 * 6 5 
7 5 - 6 5 
7 5 . 6 5 
7 5 - 6 5 
1 0 5 . 9 5 
1 0 5 . 9 5 
1 0 5 - 9 5 
1 0 5 * 9 5 
6 5 5 5 
6 5 . 5 5 
6 5 - 5 5 
6 5 . 5 5 
115 1 0 5 
11 5 - 1 0 5 
1 2 5 - 1 1 5 
1 2 5 * 11 5 
15 5 - 1 4 5 
15 5 - 1 4 5 
15 5* 14 5 
15 5 - 14 5 
1 3 5 . 1 2 5 
1 3 5 * 1 2 5 
1 3 5 - 1 2 5 
1 3 5 * 125 
14 5 - 1 3 5 
14 5 · 13 5 
1 4 5 - 1 3 5 
1 4 5 - 1 3 5 
f ' - Í 
8* 7 
9 · 8 
7 . 6 
1 0 . 9 
9 - 8 
10- 9 
1 1 - 10 
8 - 7 
7 - 6 
8 * 7 
6 · 5 
9 - 8 
1 0 . 9 
11 - 10 
1 2 . 11 
9 8 
6 · 5 
5 - 4 
7 . 6 
8 - 7 
12* 11 
10* 9 
1 3 - 1 2 
1 2 - 1 1 
Ц . 10 
12* 11 
I l · 10 
1 3 · 12 
12* 11 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 5 * 14 
14* 13 
1 6 * 15 
1 7 * 16 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 3 . 12 
1 2 - 11 
1 5 - 14 
1 4 - 1 3 
1 5 * 14 
13* 12 
1 6 - 1 5 
Calculated 
frequency 
(МІІг) 
57 815 104 
57 815 163 
57 815 526 
57 815 528 
57 815 592 
57 8 Η 631 
57 816 001 
57 816 014 
57 816 032 
57 816 138 
57 816 397 
57 816 447 
57 817 160 
57 817 181 
57 817 525 
57 817 541 
57 818 627 
57 818 806 
57 818 841 
57 818 992 
57 819 093 
57 819 664 
57 819 769 
57 819 773 
57 819 965 
57 821 224 
57 821 243 
57 821 530 
57 821 904 
57 821 917 
57 821 924 
57 821 960 
57 821 960 
57 822 000 
57 823 290 
57 823 301 
57 823 465 
57 823 528 
57 823 693 
57 823 715 
57 823 805 
57 823 846 
intensity 
159Ì 
1 80) 
142-) 
2 04 
1 78 
1 9 9 ^ 
2 2 3 \ 
162 
142 
1 6 3 / 
1 2 4 ) 
1 8 8 / 
1 9 9 \ 
2 1 9 / 
2 4 4 Ì 
1 8 3 / 
1 2 5 \ 
1 07 
148 
1 74 
124. 
20(,\ 
2 7 0 І 
116 
2 24. 
1 2 9 ' 
2 16/ 
2 63^1 
1 2 3 
2 90 
3 34 
3 13 
3 57 
3 80, 
2 9 7 \ 
2 7 5 / 
2 54^ 
3 19 
3 03 
3 26 
2 83 
3 48J 
Measured 
frequency 
(MHz) 
57 815 140 (с f ) 
57 815 5 7 0 i c f ) 
57 816 030 ( e t ) 
57 816 405 (с f ) 
57817 160 (с f ) 
57 817 545 (с f ) 
57 819 000 (с f ) 
57 8 1 9 7 5 0 ( c f ) 
57 821 2 4 0 ( c f ) 
57 821530(80) 
57 821 940 (с f ) 
57 823 265 (с f ) 
57 823 765 (с f ) 
In this way the calculated hyperfine transitions could 
be ascribed to observed (groups of) lines uniquely 
yielding a preliminary set of hyperfine constants With 
this set other/-transitions with и = 0 were evaWated 
to yield more accurate values for fig and Dg (section 
4 1) These values and the preliminary set of the 
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hypcrfinc coupling constants were used in a final fil 
of the hypcrfine structure in which only frequency 
differences of hypcrfine components were considered. 
The relative positions of hy perfine components do 
not depend strongly on HQ and DQ and can be meas­
ured very precisely. 
With the constants resulting from the final fit for 
Ві
35
С1 Д 0 = 2755 830 MM/, D 0 = 0.986 kHz, 
cq0Q (Bi) = 1027 2 MHz, eq0Q ( 3 5C1) = -34.47 
M H / a n d c ' B l = -21 kH/, for Bi
3 7CI B0 = 2628.432 
Mil/, DQ = 0.898 kH/, eq0Q (Bi) = -1025.0 Mil?, 
«/00 ( C 1 ) = - 2 7 · 1 M M / a n d с і)і = - 18 kHz, the 
spectrum of t h e y = 11 «- 10, ν = 0 transition was 
again calculated and compared with the observed 
spectrum. It was found that for the best agreement 
between the spectra it was necessary to shift the cal­
culated spectrum by 5 klL· for Bi 3 5Cl and by 20 
kll/ for Bi 3 7Cl. The calculated and observed hyper-
fine spectra are shown in table 4. figs. 5 and 6 for 
Β ι
3 5
Π and in table 5 for Bi 3 7Cl. The lines have been 
numbered according to increasing frequency. The 
agreement between the measured and the calculated 
spectrum is very good. The quality of the final fit is 
illustrated in tables 6 and 7 for Bi 3 5Cl and Bi 3 7Cl, 
respectively These tables show the accurately meas­
ured relative positions of the hypcrfine components 
used in the final fit and the values calculated using the 
final-fit constants The Chi-square function of the fit 
is 1.7 for Bi 3 5Cl and 1.5 for Bi 3 7Cl. This is a low 
I able 7 
I requciKV dillerences between hypcrfine components of 
7 = 1 1 · 10, u = 0 transition of lii37Cl used in the final fit 
Line Measured frequency Measured calculated 
numbers difference (VIH/) Irequency diflcrence (Mil/) 
2-1 
11 2 
12 11 
13-12 
14 13 
15-14 
16 15 
27- 16 
28 27 
35 28 
36-35 
0 000(80) 
1 265(100) 
0 000(80) 
0 745(100) 
0 000(80) 
0 385(100) 
0 000(80) 
3 695(100) 
0 290(70) 
1 745(80) 
0 000(70) 
- 0 059 
0 030 
- 0 050 
0 032 
- 0 021 
0 041 
- 0 016 
0 006 
0 003 
- 0 0 1 4 
0.011 
value in view of the number of frequency differences 
and the number of coupling constants involved. The 
confidence level of the least-squares analysis is therefore 
very high. The hypcrfine constants and the errors of 
the fit are listed in tables 8 and 9 
As mentioned in section 3.2 it is possible to assign 
a quantum number Fi in addition to /·' to almost all 
levels involved because cq^QiBi) is much larger than 
«/ 02(С1). This has been done in tables 4 and 5. The 
lines are then primarily grouped according to F j . 
Interaction with spin I2 of the Cl-nuclcus causes fur-
Table 6 
I requency differences between hypcrfine components of 
J - 11 - 10, υ = 0 transition of Bi3sCl used in the final fit 
TableS 
The molecular constants of Hi35CI 
1 ine Measured frequency Measured- calculated 
numbers dillercnce (Mil/) frequency différence (МИ/) 
-0 023 
0 044 
0 052 
0 028 
0 023 
0 026 
-0 030 
0.020 
-0.006 
0 001 
-0 001 
0 006 
-0 029 
2 
11-
12 
13-
14-
15-
16-
17-
26-
27 
28-
35 
36-
1 
•2 
11 
-12 
-13 
-14 
-15 
-16 
-17 
26 
-27 
28 
35 
0 060(50) 
1 370(80) 
0 000(80) 
0 645(80) 
0 000(80) 
0 455(80) 
0 000(80) 
0.995(70) 
2 505(30) 
0.190(20) 
0.245(20) 
1 730(60) 
0 000(70) 
Ко ι (МП/) 
>ιι (МП/) 
У'2і (kH?) 
Г,, (H/) 
У02 ( i " ) 
а0 (cm ' ) 
"ι 
c j
e
 (cm ' ) 
reW 
eqoQdiù (MM/) 
eqou(350) (MHz) 
ι ^(kllz) 
2 0 9 B 1 3 5 C 1 
This work 
2761 8538(13) 
-120526(11) 
11 62(32) 
43(25) 
-987 2(22) 
2 577(6)X IO 5 
- 3 433(4) 
308 18 
109 
2 47155(7) 
1027(12) 
-34 5(28) 
-21(7) 
Previous 16) 
2763 
- 1 1 7 
930 
308.40 
0 96 
2 472 
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Tabic 9 
The molccuLir consianls ol Bi37Cl 
Уоі (ΜΗ?) 
Уц (MH¿) 
У21 (кП?) 
Υθ2 (Hz) 
fl0 (cm"1) 
" 1 
u)C (cm - 1) 
u;
c
>r
e
 (cm - 1) 
r
e
(A) 
cqoQiìiì) (\П\7) 
с
Ч
о(?(37П)(МІІ?) 
CBi(kH7) 
2 0 9 B 1 3 7 C 1 
(this work) 
2634 0416(18) 
- Π 2268(10) 
10.95(20) 
-896 8(31) 
2.581(9) Χ 
-3.435(6) 
301.16 
1.04 
247155(7) 
-1025(28) 
-27 1(38) 
-18(221 
IO5 
tlicr splitting according to /·'. The ΑΙ·\ = 1, Δ/·"= 1 
transitions are most intense and easdy detectable (sec 
section 3.2). However, in a few cases nearly degene­
rate levels occur. For example in the case of 1)ι 3 5 Π 
for У = 10. F= 1 1 the levels /-"j = 10.5 and /·', = 11.5. 
and for У = 11. F = 1 2 the levels F j = 11.5 and 
/Л , - i2.5 interact. Here instead of two Δ/'Ί = 1, 
AF = 1 transitions expected according to the simple 
theory, four obviously weaker transitions are ob­
served. These lines arc numbered 20, 24, 26, and 32 
in table 4, and it is not possible to assign values of /·'[ 
to them. Such degeneracies disturb the grouping of 
the lines according to Fj but at the same lime make 
the appearance of single lines possible. These lines 
(17, 26, 27 and 28) are very important in final fit. 
and. together with others, contribute heavily in the 
evaluation of the magnetic hyperfine constant Гц,. 
The vibrational dependence of the electric quadru-
pole coupling constants is small. No attempt has been 
made to measure t'f/,,0 (Bi) and cq
v
Q (Cl) as a function 
of u. 
5. Discussion 
There is a striking similarity between the Dunham 
constants of the • !(l9Bi- and 2 0 : 'Tl-monohalideb This 
is shown in table 10. For BiCI this similarity is less 
pronounced. As staled in section 4.1 no conclusions 
can be derived about mixing bclween the 0+- and l+-
levcls fio m the measured rotational spoeti a of the 
bismuth monohahde.s. 
In the following an attempt is made to explain the 
hypcrfme constants by a simple model ol BiCI. In view 
of the similaritv between ihe rolation.il constants 
some resemblance in the chemical bond ol TIG and 
BiCI may be expected The electioniL configuration ol 
the ground state ol the Tl-atom is 6s-6p. of the Bi-
atom 6s-6p3 We .issunie that the two additional ρ 
elections of Bi with in = I and 1 aie locali/ed at the 
bismuth nucleus and are not involved in bonding in 
BiCI As for T1C1. (he ρ electron with in = 0 is respons­
ible foi bonding. In sections 5 1 and 5 2 it is shown 
that the experimental values ol the quadiupole con­
stants can be satisfactonK explained 111 this model 
,5 /. The chlorine quadrupole constant 
The present measurements yield the value 
1.273(207) foi the ratio «/„(>( 3 5CIK«/ ( 1(?( 3 7CI). m 
good agreement with the ratio between the nucleai 
quadrupole moments ( Д 3 5 С І Ш 3 7 С П = 1.26878( I 5) 
[18 | From the measured value of the quadrupole 
coupling constant eq^QiCi) of BiCI, the ionic chaiac-
ter of the bond as denned 111 [18 | cm be calculated 
using the relation 
Table 10 
Comparison of Dunham Lonstants of the chlorides, bromides and iodides of 2 0 5 11 am' 2 0 9 l t i 
Y01 (WW 
У,, (MHz) 
У21 (kHz) 
У31 (Hz) 
Y02 (Hz) 
Y12 (Hz) 
2 0 9
m
3 S
ci 
2761 8538(13) 
- 12 0526(11) 
11 62(32) 
43(25) 
987.2(22) 
2 0 S T , 3 5 C , 
2740.0138(7) 
-11 9297(5) 
12 50(7) 
-1125(5) 
2 0 9
 Hi79 Br 
1295 5609(12) 
-3 97809(18) 
2 303(18) 
- 220 26(45) 
2 0 5 , ,7V
 B r 
1293.87918) 
- 3 932(51 
4 3(30) 
- 2 4 7 
! u 4 I l i l 
816 11943(13) 
-2.09227(4) 
0 516(4) 
2 96(13) 
89 816(18) 
0 106(6) 
1 0 5
 111 
814 4644(40) 
1 989(5) 
107(10) 
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Table 11 
Comparison of properties of monochlondcs of elements in the sixth period of the periodic system For group Vll
a
 element 1 2 7 I 
from the fifth period has been taken X stands for 1 3 3Cs, 2 0 5 T1, 2 0 9Bi, and 1 2 7 I , χ denotes the electronegativity The bonding 
properties of the elements graduallv change from ionic to covalcnt along this period 
eq0Q(Cl) (MHz) 
* x - *C1 
i
c
 (from eq (13)) 
<
c
(fromcq (14)) 
AD(XCI) (kcal/mole) 
Group I
a 
i 3 3 C s 3 S t l 
1 778(70) 
2 25 
(1) 
(1) 
77(4) 
Group III
a 
2 0 5 T 1 3 5 C 1 
- 1 5 7933(5) 
1 5 
0 86 
0 86 
72(2) 
Group V
a 
2 0 9 B l 3 5 a 
-34 - 5(28) 
1 2 
0 69 
0 68 
40(3) 
Group VIlj 
1 2 7 i 3 S a 
-85 84(15) 
0 45 
0 22 
0 20 
4 6(1) 
/
c
 = 1 + eq0Qleqn i0Q . (13) 
where eq
ni0Q is the quadrupole coupling constant of 
an atomic 3p electron of CI Using eq^^Q (35C1) = 
109 74 MHz [18] and eq0Q05C\) from table 8, the 
relation (13) gives /
c
 = 0 69 This value confirms the 
electronegativity of Bi to be 1 8, as stated in [18] 
According to [18] the loniuty of the bond and the 
electronegativities of the elements are correlated by 
the empirical relation 
i
c
= 1 15exp \-i(2-Ax)2] - 0 15. (14) 
with Δχ as the difference of the electronegativities 
of the elements With лс
Ві
 = 1 8 and Xç^ = 3 0 from 
[18] /c = 0 68 for BiCl The ionic character of BiCl is 
in accordance with the position in the periodic system 
which is intermediate between largely ionic compounds 
(group-IIIa chlorides) and covalent compounds (heavy 
group-VIIa chlorides) This is clearly seen in table 11 
where the quadrupole coupling constant of the 
chlorine is compared with a number of quantities 
characterizing chemical bonding of the monochlondcs 
of the elements from the sixth period of the periodic 
system For the group VIIa chloride ICI is taken from 
the fifth period of the periodic system, but this does 
not influence significantly the comparison We have 
taken eq0Q(Cl) instead of eq^QiO) for the sake of 
consistency (ei7cö(Cl) is not known for all com 
pounds) For the completely ionic compound CsCI 
for which eqçQ (35C1) is positive and Δχ > 2 so that 
eq (13) and eq (14) do not apply, we have set /
c
 = 1 
The ionic character in table 11 is given in two signifi­
cant numbers because a higher accuracy is not justi­
fied m this model 
Another interesting property which is correlated 
with ionic character is the bond energy The bond 
energy of a hypothetical purely covalent single bond 
Χ Y depends on the bond energy of the single bonds 
of the corresponding homonuclear diatomic molecules 
as follows 
ßcov - V Ö X X ^ Y Y 
ου 
The energy difference AD by which the actual bond 
Χ Y is more stable than the hypothetical purely 
covalent bond is given approximately by [21] 
•• 3 0 ( Δ χ ) 2 AD = D X - Y • A . (16) 
This quantity is shown also in table 11 Dissociation 
energies of X2, CI2 a n ^ ^ ^ which were needed for 
the calculation were taken from [22] In the calcula­
tion we have assumed that TI2 and B12 are triple 
bonded and t h a t Z )
x x
 equals ¡DQ for these molecules, 
where D0 stands for dissociation energy of TI2 and 
B12 In view of the rough values of the electronegativ 
ities involved, eq (16) holds for all compounds in 
table 11 except for the completely ionic CsCI For 
BiCl AD = 28(ΔΛ:) 2 
5 2 The bismuth quadrupole constant 
The electric quadrupole constant of bismuth can 
also be explained satisfactorily using the same chemi­
cal bond model as for the chlorine constant First we 
neglect the possibility of sp-hybndization on the Bi-
atom and nuclear screening effects Then at the Bi-
nucleus there are contributions eq
n
nQ and eq ; ! |_]ß 
of the non bonding p-clectrons to the electric quadru-
pole constant of Bi The contribution of the bonding 
p-clcctron is (1 — і
с
)ес?„іоо where г
с
 is defined by 
eq (13) and zero of the s-electrons The quantities 
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The total contribution to the electric quadrupolc con-
stant eqQ of Bi in Bid is eqQ = -ic CQ^QQ. The 
nuclear quadrupolc coupling eq^Q of an atomic 6p 
electron of Bi is 1500 МП/ [18 | . Making use of the 
relation (13) eqQ(u\) = 1028 MH/ is calculated. 
This value is in agreement with the measured value 
<?<70β(Βι)= -1027(12) for Bi 3 5Cl. 
The chemical bond model of BiCI can be refined 
by correcting for the decreased nuclear screening of 
the Bi-atom and considering sp-hybridi/.ation. In this 
refinement the contribution of non-bonding p-elec-
trons lo the eqQ of Bi in BiCI should be multiplied by 
(1 + i
c
e). If we assume the value 0.15 for the screening 
correction e(Bi) of the Bi-atom as given in [18] for 
the Sb-atom, the contribution of non-bonding p-elec-
trons is (1 +'1_c)cY/),i(|Ö = 1650 МИ/. B\ subtracting 
this contribution from the experimental value for 
C^QOÍBI) of Bi35CI the contribution of p-clectron 
involved in bonding (eqQ)' = 627 MH/ is obtained. 
In analog) with group-IIIa monohahdes we can 
calculate the amount a^ of s character in the bonding 
orbital [18]. With (eqQ)' = 627 МП/ a^ = 0.04 for 
BiCI. For InCI from data in [20] )
c
 = 0.87 a n d a ; = 
0.26 results. So it seems that the s character of the 
bonding orbital of Bi in BiCI is substantially less than 
of In in InCI. This is in accordance with the general 
trend that hybridization on the positive atom de­
creases with decreasing ionic character of the bond. 
For ICI the ionic character is (',. = 0.22 and the s 
character of the bonding orbital of I a^ = 0 . 0 1 . 
5..?. The spin rotation constant 
The value of the spin-rotation constant of the Bi 
nucleus turns out to be negative. According to the 
theory developed for ' Σ molecules this would mean 
that the contribution to the c-constant produced by 
the rotating rigid frame, exclusive of valence elec­
trons, dominates the electronic contribution [29]. 
However, a simple calculation shows that for BiCI 
this is most improbable. Other assignments of the 
hyperfinc components of the spectrum forcing the 
spin- rotation constant to be positive gave a much 
worse fit. In the authors' opinion speculations on the 
reason for negative sign of t'g, are not justified. More 
molecules of this type have to be investigated, if pos­
sible at higher resolution than is accessible using stan­
dard microwave spectroscopy techniques. Molecular 
beam electric resonance techniques (MBER) look like 
being the most promising alternatives. 
6. Prospects for measurements on other V
a
—Vll
a 
diatomics 
It would be very interesting to extend the measure­
ments for the lighter diatomic V
a
 VIId compounds, 
a gradual transition to 3 Σ case (b) coupling may be 
expected. Measurements of the microwave spectra of 
these molecules may throw some light on the transition 
to the Hund's case (b) coupling This transition will 
manifest itself in the deviation from the Dunham for­
malism and in a rapid increase of the magnetic hypcr-
fine interaction. For example, for AsF it is known 
from electronic spectrum that the distance between 
0+- and 1-levels in Hund's case (c) terminology (the 
multiplet splitting in case (b) nomenclature), is only 
140 c m - ' [23]. Although BiCI, BiBr and Bil can be 
produced by the same relatively simple method this 
is most probably not the case for the other V
a
 VIIÜ 
diatomic compounds 
The general trend in the group Va family of ele-
ments N, P, As. Sb and Bi is towards increasing poly-
merization with decreasing weight [24]. In the satu-
rated vapour of bismuth the concentrations of Bi and 
B12 molecules are comparable [9]. For antimony Sb4 
is the major vapour phase species. Sb2 molecules are 
present only in a very low conce/i (ration |25] There 
is hardly any evidence for the existence of gaseous 
Sb-atoms. It may then be true that the conditions for 
the production of, for example Sbl, according to 
|Sb(s) + 55Ыз( 6 ) = Sbl(g) (17) 
are favourable and comparable with Bil (cf. eq. (1)). 
However, in the case of Sbl there arc competitive dis­
sociative reactions which tend to dominate. At mode­
rate temperatures the reaction 
S b I ( g ) ^ S b 4 ( g ) + èl2(g) (18) 
for example, is favoured to the right and impedes the 
formation of Sbl. The high stability of Sb4 and Sb2 
make the formation of an appreciable amount of 
gaseous Sbl in a double oven more difficult than in 
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the case of Bil At elevated temperatures a proportion 
of Sbl can eventually be formed by theimal dissocia­
tion of 5ЬІз- ароиг 
Of the Bi monohahdes BiF still remains to be de­
tected, but here also the circumstances will consider­
ably differ from those for the other bismuth mono-
haiides The difterence between the mean Bi -X bond 
energy in B1X3 and in BiX is +17(11), -4(2), -8(2) 
and -9(2) kcdl/molc for X = F, CI, Br and I, respec 
lively These values were calculated using data from 
[8], [22] and [26-28] The difference in behaviour 
of the tnfluonde from the other tnhalides is mainly 
responsible for the outstandingly positive value for 
X = F As a consequence the reduction of B1F3 m a 
double oven may be more difficult 
Summan/ing, it may be expected that by means 
of the double oven technique as employed here, many 
molecules are accessible for microwave beam and/or 
absorption studies However, the prospects for appli­
cation in the case of the other V
a
—VIl
a
 compounds 
arc somewhat less bright 
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Note added in proof 
In spite of the difficulties discussed above we 
recently succeeded in the observation of numerous 
transitions of BiF In a forthcoming paper it will also 
be shown that some information about 0-1 level 
spacing can be evaluated from the microwave spectra 
of BiBr and BiCl 
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Paper U 
yjllimeter vavc spectrum of f.aseous bismuth monofluoride (HiF) 
P. Kuijpers and A. Dymanue 
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Abstract 
Rotational transitions of gaseous bismuth monofluoride (BiF) have been 
observed for the first time. The molecules were produced in a double oven 
system and subsequently led into the absorption cell at a temperature of 
700OC. Transitions (F1,J + 1,v) * (F,J,v) with J = U, 6 and Τ and ν = 0-6 
in the 0 electronic ground state have been measured in the 65-110 GHz 
region. The hyperfine structure due to the Bi nucleus is completely 
resolved. Analysis of the spectrum yields the following rotational and 
hyperfine constants: Y = 6891».8959Μ81» ) MHz, Y ^ = -U5.0U7U( 11 ) MHz, 
Y 2 ] = 81.69(1*5) kHz, Y = 0.177(51) kHz, Y 0 2 = -5.5l*Uo(73) kHz, eqeQ(Bi) = 
-1150.28(12) KHz, ea Q(Bi) = U.20(12) MHz, c,,. = -30.0(5) kHz. In the 
Dunham constants Y, contribution due to interaction with 1 -level is 1m 
included. The equilibrium distance, potential and vibrational constants 
are derived. 
1. Introduction 
In a series of communications [ 1-3] from this laboratory we have 
reported measurements on microwave spectra of heavy V -VII compounds Bil, 
a a 
BiBr and BiCl. In this paper we describe measurements and results for 
bismuth fluoride, the lightest member of the Bi-halides family. 
The monofluorides of the elements of group V are more accessible to 
optical techniques than the corresponding heavier monohalides. Arsenic 
monofluoride (AsF) and antimony monofluoride (SbF), the fluorides next to 
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BiF, have Ъееп extensively studied ([ h] , [ 5) and references herein). Infor­
mation on BiF by optical techniques is rather scarce in the literature. It 
3 -is well established that the ground state of BiF is a Σ state in Hund's 
case (b) coupling. This state correlates with the 0 ground state and 1 
excited states of tne Hund's case (с) couplii.g fchich turns ou;, to be core 
approjriate for BiF. The data or. Así and SbF suggest a separation between 
0- and 1-levels in BiF larger than 1000 cm 
In the electronic spectrum of BiF two different types of systems in 
which the ground state was involved, have been observed. From a rotational 
analysis of the (1,0), (0,0), (0,1), {0,2) and (0,3) bands of the A-X1 
system in the optical region (1*200-5700 A) Prasada Rao and Tiruvenganna Rao 
[6] obtained the following constants for the lower (ground) state X : В = 
0.231
c
 cm
- 1
, α = 0.0015 cm"1, D = 0.1*3(1) x 10~ cm~', β = 0.006Θ χ 10~ p e e e 
cm" and г = 2.0U5 8. This system arises from a case (c) 0 ( Σ~)-0 ( Σ~) 
transition. According to Prasada Rao and Tiruvenganna Rao vibrational fre­
quencies of the ground state ω = 510.7 cm and ω χ = 2.05 cm have been 
reported in earlier studies of this system in emission. The second system 
in which the ground state is involved, is in the ultra-violet region 
(22OO-2U0O A). Joshi 17] obtained the absorption spectrum of BiF in this 
region and determined the vibrational constants for the lower state: ω = 
512.0 cm and ω χ = 2.25 cm .O.audbrv et al. [ 8] have shown this system 
е е — — 
to arise from a Π- Σ transition. From a rotational analysis of the (0,0) 
(0,1) and (0,3) bands the latter authors determined the following molecular 
constants of the ground state: В = 0.2295 cm" , В = 0.2283 cm" , В = 
0.2250 cm - 1, α = 0.0012 cm"1, D = 2.5 χ 10 cm" . 
The present paper represents the first measurements of the microwave 
spectrum of BiF. In the frequency region 65-IIO GHz more than hundred lines 
were observed originating from transitions (F',J + 1,v) *- (F,J,v) with 
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J = 1», 6 and 7» and ν up to 6 in the ground electronic state 0 . Due to the 
large quadrupole coupling constant of the Bi nucleus and the relatively 
low J-values the rotational transitions were fully resolved. In the same 
frequency region the hyperfine structure in BiCl could only partially be 
resolved I 3] ,while for BiBr and Bil only some broadening was observed 
I 1-2] . For BiF hyperfine components were found spread over several hundreds 
of MHz. From the observed ΔΓ = 0, + 1 transitions accurate values of the 
quadrupole hyperfine constant ea Q(Bi) for several vibrational states and 
the spin-rotation constant c_. of the Bi nucleus could be determined. Each 
transition (J + 1,v) *• (J,v) was analyzed separately to yield the value of 
the frequency which would be observed in the absence of hyperfine inter­
actions. The Dunham constants were determined from these frequencies. 
2. Experiment 
The measurements have been performed in the microwave region 65-110 
GHz using the saturation effect spectrometer described in [9»10] . The ab­
sorption cell for BiF was made of molybdenum. The method of production em­
ployed for BiF is similar to that described in [ 3] for BiCl. Gaseous BiF 
was produced in the reaction of BiF--vapour and liquid bismuth in a double-
oven system. The thermodynamic properties for bismuth trifluoride were 
determined by Cubicciotti [11]. The vapour pressure over the solid was 
measured by a transpiration method. The cell and sample collectors in his 
experiment were made of platinum. We have initially attempted to produce 
a flow of BiF.-vapour in the same quartz arrangement as used in [ 3] . How­
ever, we did not succeed in vaporizing the BiF,-powder even at temperatures 
slightly higher than predicted from [ 11] . The substance obviously reacted 
with the quartz walls to form species of low volatility. Subsequently an 
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attempt was made in a molybdenum oven system, similar to the quartz 
arrangement. Herewith a sufficient flow of BiF could be obtained by 
heating the BiF -container to about U50 C. This agrees with the data in 
[ 11] according to which the vapour pressure is in the order of several 
mTorr at this temperature. In the hot part of the oven containing the 
liquid bismuth the temperature had to be raised to about 700 С to form BiF 
according to the reaction 
BiF (gas) + Bi (liquid) ->- 3BiF (gas) . (l) 
At 700 С the vapour pressure of tbe bismuth itself is in the order of 
10 Torr [12]. At the cold ends of the microwave cell a layer of crystal­
lized bismuth was found in addition to a layer of mono- and trivalent 
bismuth-fluoride species. When cleaning the cell after a run the condensed 
bismuth could hardly be removed. Fortunately the influence on the trans­
mission properties of the cell was small. The total running time at maxi­
mum S/N ratio for one load of BiF was about two hours. The background 
- l i pressure in the vacuum chamber during the measurements was about 10 Torr. 
The weakest line which was observed in the present experiment 
originates from the (J = 8, F = 19/2) «- (J = 7, F = 17/2) transition in the 
ν = 6 vibrational state. It is more than 500 times weaker than the hypo­
thetical unsplit rotational transition in the ground vibrational state 
assuming thermal population distribution among the levels in BiF. At 100 
GHz the full linewidth of the observed lines is in the order of 200-250 
kHz, which is quite small. 
The high intensity in addition to the small linewidth indicates a 
substantial fraction of BiF molecules in the vapour. This is in contra-
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diction with expectation before experiment. It was pointed out in [ 3] 
that the production of BiF in an absorption cell could be problematic. 
According to [11] the thermodynamic value of the bond energy of BiF , 
defined as one third of the enthalpy of atomization of gaseous BiF at 
298 Kjis 3.95(8) eV. To our best knowledge a reliable thermodynamical 
value of the dissociation energy of BiF has not been determined yet. As 
pointed out in a discussion on the dissociation energy of BiF in [13] 
theoretical and spectroscopic values reported in literature for D. (BiF) do 
not exceed 3.2 eV. As this value is rather small compared to the bond 
energy in BiF , the reduction of BiF. to BiF was expected to be seriously 
impeded. If we assume that the determination of the bond energy of BiF, in 
[11] is reliable, then from the present experiment it has to be concluded 
that the values reported for the dissociation energy of BiF are too low. 
3. Analysis and results 
The measured transitions (F' ,J + l,v) *• (F,J,v) with J = h, в and 7 
are listed in Table 1,2 and 3, respectively, with experimental errors in 
parentheses. The tabulated intensities of the hyperfine components have 
been calculated with the eigenfunctions obtained in diagonalization of the 
energy matrices of the J-states involved in the transition following the 
method given in [ lU] . The intensity of the hypothetical unsplit line in 
the ground vibrational state has been set at 100 percent. The ratio of 
populations of successive vibrational states is e where ω is the 
vibrational frequency and Τ the temperature. For the calculation of inten­
sities in higher vibrational states ω = 513 cm and Τ = 1000 К was assumed. 
The measured intensities are roughly in agreement with the calculated ones. 
For each rotational transition the molecular constants were 
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Table 1. Observed and calculated spectrum of the transition J = 5 *• 1*. 
ν F' + F 
0 3.5 * U.5 
2.5 * 3.5 
1.5 + 2.5 
1*.5 •• U.5 
3.5 * 3.5 
5.5 * 5.5 
2.5 * 2.5 
6.5 * 7.5 
7-5 * 6.5 
9.5 * 8.5 
6.5 * 6.5 
0.5 - 0.5 
6.5 * 5-5 
5.5 * U.5 
1».5 * 3.5 
2.5 - 1.5 
3.5 * 2.5 
7.5 * 7.5 
8.5 * 8.5 
1 1».5 • U.5 
3.5 * 3.5 
5.5 * 5-5 
I n t e n s i t y 
U) 
0.67 
0.73 
0.70 
3.83 
3.U5 
3.91 
2.8U 
1U.63 
11.51* 
18.18 
3.62 
1.33 
8.88 
6.61 
U.71 
1.89 
3.15 
2.92 
1.73 
1.8U 
1.66 
1.88 
Observed 
frequency [ MHz] 
68815.1^5(30) 
68808.11*5(25) 
68787.651(20) 
68752.U8U(10) 
6871*7.967(15) 
6871*6.363(15) 
68738.505(20) 
68735.12M10) 
68728.1*1*0(20) 
68727.063(10) 
68722.650(80) 
6872і.зои(30) 
68711*.261(15) 
68698.380(15) 
68685.306(15) 
68679.1*1*8(20) 
68678.328(20) 
68672.925(20) 
68587. i»6i* ( 15) 
68303.51*7(20) 
68299.01*8(15) 
68297.1*38(20) 
Observed-calculated 
frequency [ VHz) 
0.000 
-0.005 
0.017 
-0.003 
-0.002 
0.000 
-0.005 
-0.003 
-0.007 
0.002 
О.ОЗІ 
0.001 
0.005 
0.007 
-0.006 
0.015 
-0.002 
-0.002 
-0.002 
0.001 
O.OOI+ 
-O.OO6 
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Table 1 (continued) 
ν F' •«- Γ I n t e n s i t y 
2.5 - 2.5 
8.5 * 7.5 
7.5 * 6.5 
9.5 - 8.5 
6.5 - 6.5 
6.5 * 5.5 
5-5 *• U.5 
>».5 + 3.5 
2.5 * 1.5 
3.5 * 2.5 
7.5 * 7.5 
8.5 * 8.5 
1.36 
7.02 
5.51* 
8.73 
LT»* 
U.26 
З.17 
2.26 
Ο.91 
1.51 
I.U0 
0.83 
I*.5 * U.5 
3.5 * 3.5 
5-5 * 5.5 
2.5 *- 2.5 
8.5 - 7.5 
7.5 * 6.5 
9.5 - 8.5 
6.5 * 6.5 
6.5 - 5.5 
5.5 «- U.5 
0.88 
0.79 
0.90 
O.65 
3.37 
2.65 
u.ie 
0.83 
2.OU 
1.52 
Observed Observed-calculated 
frequency [ MHz] frequency [ MHz] 
68289.596(30) -0.022 
68286.2li6(l5) O.OO6 
68279.573(15) -0.012 
68278.203(15) 0.001 
68273.808(80) 0.026 
68265.lil»6( 20) 0.002 
6821*9.621(20) O.OOl» 
66236.601* (15) 0.001 
68230.758(30) 0.012 
68229.61*6(20) 0.001 
6822l*.275(20) 0.011 
68139.089(25) -0.012 
67856.21*2(20) 0.005 
67851.71*9(25) -0.003 
67850.155(20) -0.003 
6781*2.361*( 30) 0.001 
67839.012(20) -O.OOl* 
67832.386(25) 0.003 
67831.012(20) 0.001 
67826.592(50) O.OOl» 
67818.297(20) 0.002 
67802.522(20) -0.005 
Table 1 (continued) 
ν F' *• F Intensity Observed Observed-calculated 
(%) frequency [ MHz] frequency [ УНг] 
U.5 
3.5 
7.5 
3 8.5 
7-5 
9-5 
6.5 
5.5 
I» 8.5 
7.5 
9-5 
•4-
«-
*-
• « -
•4-
•4-
•4-
•4-
•4-
•4-
•4-
3.5 
2.5 
7.5 
7.5 
6.5 
8.5 
5.5 
U.5 
7.5 
6.5 
8.5 
1.08 
0.72 
0.67 
1.61 
1.27 
2.00 
0.98 
0.73 
0.76 
0.60 
0.95 
67789.569(25) 
67782.622(30) 
67777.257(30) 
67393.1*30(20) 
67386.820(25) 
67З85.U5U(15) 
67372.785(15) 
67357.081(25) 
669U9.539(30) 
6691*2.950(60) 
6691*1.578(20) 
0.009 
-0.005 
-0.002 
0.000 
-0.002 
0.003 
-0.002 
0.002 
0.009 
0.002 
-o.ooi* 
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Table 2. Observed and calculated spectrum of the transition J = 7 +· 6 
ν F' 
0 It.5 
3.5 
5.5 
2.5 
6.5 
7.5 
10.5 
9-5 
11.5 
8.5 
2.5 
7-5 
6.5 
3.5 
8.5 
5.5 
¡*.5 
9.5 
10.5 
1 It.5 
3.5 
5-5 
2.5 
6.5 
-4-
4 -
• * -
·«-
•4-
•4-
«-
• * -
•4-
•4-
+• 
·*-
•4-
• « -
• 1 -
-4-
•4-
•4-
•4-
•4-
4 -
•4-
4 -
«-
·*-
F 
U.5 
3.5 
5-5 
2.5 
6.5 
7.5 
9.5 
8.5 
10.5 
7 .5 
Ί . 5 
6.5 
5.5 
2.5 
8.5 
U.5 
3.5 
9.5 
10.5 
Ь.5 
3.5 
5.5 
2.5 
6.5 
I n t e n s i t y 
(%) 
1.65 
1.1t3 
2.12 
0.85 
2.25 
2.21 
13.77 
11.76 
16.00 
9-95 
3.08 
8.35 
6.91» 
3.77 
1.98 
5.71 
U.65 
1.55 
O.9O 
О.89 
О.69 
1.02 
Ο.Ίΐ 
1.08 
Observed 
frequency [ MHz) 
962lt8.1+22(20) 
962lt6.858(20) 
9621(6.282(25) 
962lt З.57О (20) 
96238.053(20) 
96220.81i2(25) 
96213.680(10) 
96211.607(15) 
96209.150(15) 
96205.854 15) 
96200.007(15) 
96198.850(15) 
96192.628(15) 
96191.962(15) 
96191.383(15) 
96188.715(15) 
96188.270(15) 
96lU5.81*1(25) 
96079-990(15) 
95619.881(15) 
95618.325(15) 
95617.76415) 
95615-062(35) 
95609.562(30) 
Observed-calculated 
frequency I MHz] 
0.011 
0.012 
-O.OO6 
-0.001 
-0.005 
-0.019 
-0.002 
-0.003 
0.007 
0.005 
-0.002 
-o.ooi» 
0.002 
0.011 
-0.001 
-0.010 
-0.002 
-O.OO8 
O.OOlt 
0.000 
o.ooi» 
-0.002 
0.003 
-0.005 
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Table 2 (continued) 
ν F' -<- F Intensity 
7.5 * 
10.5 * 
9-5 * 
11.5 * 
8.5 -
2.5 -
7.5 -
6.5 -
3.5 * 
8.5 -
5-5 -
fc.5 * 
9.5 * 
10.5 * 
7.5 
9.5 
8.5 
10.5 
7.5 
1.5 
6.5 
5.5 
2.5 
8.5 
U.5 
3.5 
9-5 
10.5 
І.Об 
6.61 
5.65 
7.68 
Ιι.Τβ 
1.1*8 
i*.oí 
з.зз 
1.81 
0-95 
2.YU 
2.32 
O.TU 
0.1*3 
10.5 *• 
9-5 * 
11.5 * 
6.5 * 
7.5 * 
6.5 -
9-5 
8.5 
10.5 
7.5 
6.5 
5-5 
3.17 
2.71 
3.68 
2.29 
1.92 
i . 6 o 
3 10.5 * 9-5 1.51 
9.5 + 8.5 1.29 
11.5 *• 10.5 1.76 
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Observed Observed-calculated 
frequency [ MHz] frequency [ MHz] 
95592.1*22(20) -0.012 
95585.285(15) 0.003 
95583.220(15) 0.002 
95580.760(15) -0.001 
95577.1*67(20) -0.012 
95571.667(25) O.OO6 
95570.505(25) -0.006 
95561*. зо6(20) -0.001 
95563.61*1(25) 0.007 
95563.075(25) О.006 
95560.1*17(30) -0.003 
95559-988(30) 0.019 
95517-707(20) 0.000 
951*52.090(30) -0.003 
91*959-210(30) 0.019 
91*957.129(25) -0.005 
9l*95l*.686(30) 0.000 
9ΐ*951.1*08(1*0) -0.009 
9І*9І*1».1*85(1»5) 0.010 
9І*938.267;1*5) -0.027 
9·+ 335. '»OU (35) -O.02U 
9U333.368(Uo) -0.011 
9U330.96U(30) O.02U 
Table 3. Observed and calculated spectrum of the transition J = 8 *• 7· 
ν F' +- F Intensity 
11.5 *• 
10.5 * 
12.5 * 
9-5 * 
8.5 -
3.5 * 
10.5 
9-5 
11.5 
8.5 
7-5 
2.5 
1.U8 
1.29 
1.68 
1.12 
0.97 
O.hh 
11.5 * 10.5 
10.5 - 9-5 
12.5 «- 11.5 
8.5 * 7-5 
3.5 - 2.5 
0.70 
0.61 
0.80 
0.1»6 
0.21 
11.5 * 10.5 
10.5 * 9-5 
12.5 * 11.5 
8.5 * 7.5 
3.5 * 2.5 
О.3І4 
O.29 
О.38 
0.22 
0.10 
11.5 - IO.5 
12.5 - 11.5 
9.5 «- 8.5 
8.5 * 7.5 
3.5 * 2.5 
O.16 
0.18 
0.12 
0.11 
0.05 
Observed Observed-calculated 
frequency [ MHz] frequency [ MHz) 
107806.512(30) -0.012 
107805.21*6(30) -0.00І* 
107802.99U(ltO) 0.020 
107801.21*0(80) 0.031* 
O.OI7 
IO7796.I56 
-O.O80 
107096.320(25) 0.002 
107095.060(1*0) 0.011 
107092.773(30) -O.OO8 
0.031 
107086.003 
-O.O65 
106388.856(60) O.OI9 
106387.535(60) -0.038 
106385.321(35) 0.007 
-0.002 
ІО6378.528 
-O.O98 
IO568U.O5460) 0.013 
105680.536(1*0) 0.005 
105678.61*0(150) -0.11*3 
0.057 
І0567З.8ЗО 
-o.oi»o 
determined separately using heniltonian of the form 
Η-Η,, + Η ^ ^ . I B i . J . (2) 
where iL represents the rotational part, K. the contribution due to the 
electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction; the last term describes the 
contribution of the spin-rotation interaction of the Bi nucleus (spin 
9/2). The fluorine nucleus (I = 1/2) is not involved in electric quadru­
pole interaction. The magnetic hyperfine structure due to the F-nucleus 
could not be resolved in the present experiment because of the large line-
vidth. Energy matrices were composed and diagonalized for each quantum 
number F. Interactions between J-Ί , J-2, J, ΰ+2 and J+U rotational levels 
were included. The calculated frequencies of the hyperfine components were 
compared to the measured values in a least-squares analysis to obtain 
eq Q(Bi), с . and ν . The latter quantity defined as ν = 2B (J+1) -
ltD (J+1) is the frequency of the pure rotational transition which would be 
observed in the absence of hyperfine interactions. In the analyses the cen­
trifugal distortion constant D was fixed at 5-5'+'* kHz, the value obtained 
by iterative procedure. 
Hyperfine constants have been determined for the J = 5 «- U transition 
in the ν = 0, 1 and 2 state and for the J = 7 •*• 6 transition in the ν = 0 
and 1 state. As can be seen from Table 1 and 2 the measured frequencies are 
in good agreement with the calculated ones. The results of the least-squares 
fits for each rotational transition are given in Table h and 5· The eq Q 
values of Table 1* vary approximately linearly with vibrational state and 
can be fitted to the expression 
eq^Q = eq
e
Q + eq^iv + J) (3) 
from which eq Q = -1150.28(12) MHz and eq Q = 1».20(12) MHz is obtained. For 
the spin-rotation constant an average value с 
the data in Table k. 
Bi -30.0(5) kHz follows from 
Table h. Hyperfine constants evaluated from data in Table 1-3· 
Transitions Constants 
J + 1 *• J eqQ(Bi) [MHz] c B i[MHz] 
5 * h 
7*6 
-1l!«8.08(10) 
-1lUl*.06(l6) 
-1139.68(32) 
-11U8.32(12) 
-111*3.97(17) 
-29.8(9) 
-30.1»(ll») 
-28.2(19) 
-30.2(9) 
-30.2(10) 
In the least-squares analysis of the spectra of the remaining 
(J + 1,v) * (J,v) transitions with J = h (ν = 3-1*), J = 5 (ν = 2-3) and 
J = 7 (ν = 3-6) the hyperfine constants were fixed: the quadrupele constant 
at the value obtained by extrapolating according to Eq. (3) and с . at -30. 
Ы 
kHz. The values and errors of the frequencies ν of the unsplit transitions 
obtained from fit, are listed in Table 5· Because of overlap the transi­
tions (l7/2,8,v) ·<- ( 15/2,7,v) and (7/2,8,v) «- (5/2,7,v) were not included 
in the fit. The agreement between measured and calculated values is quite 
satisfactory. 
The frequencies of the lines arising from pure rotational transi­
tions were fitted to the Dunham expansion 
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v0 = ?lY01+Y11(v+n+Y2l(v+n2+Y3 l(v+¿)3l(J+l)+UY02(J+l)3 . (U) 
The r e s u l t i n g Dunham cons tants Y, a re co l l ec t ed in Table 6. In t roduct ion 
lm 
of higher order terms did not yield any significant improvement in the fit. 
Table 5» Frequencies [ KHz] of unsplit rotational transitions 
J + 1 * J 
5 * I» 
7 * 6 
8 * 7 
Trans i t ions 
V 
0 
1 
2 
3 
1* 
0 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1* 
5 
6 
Evaluated from 
measurements 
68721.1541») 
68272.319(6) 
67825.11» 1(7) 
67379.611(9) 
66935.76417) 
96205.893(5) 
95577.523(6) 
91*951.1*61(11») 
91*327.727(20) 
107800. i»C7( 19) 
107090.283(18) 
106382.825(27) 
105678.052(33) 
Frequencies 
Calculated from 
measurements 
68721.155 
68272.321 
67825.136 
67379.612 
66935.758 
96205.891 
95577.52I» 
91*951.1»C5 
9l'3?7.73l 
107800.1*60 
107090.295 
106382.819 
105678.051 
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U. Molecular constants 
The contribution of mixing between 0 - and 1 -levels in BiF to the 
evaluated Dunham constants cannot be veil established from the present 
experiments. For the 0-1 level spacing Τ.-Τ in AsF a value of 139 cm" has 
been measured by Liu and Jones [ UJ . Vasudev and Jones [ 51 reported 
recently for SbF Τ -Τ = 796 cm" . For the heavier bismuth halides Τ -Τ 
seems to be in the order of several thousands cm and the mixing is 
accordingly small [ l] . To our best knowledge nothing about this quantity 
in BiF is known. However, by extrapolation it may safely be assumed that 
T ^ T exceeds a few thousands cm" . Thus B / ^ - T )£ У /(Τ -T ) is less than 
-k 10 . According to the theory described in [ 1] the following approximation 
for the transition frequency may be derived within reasonable assumptions: 
1+B 16B 
ν ft 2B (1 . —ï-)(j+i) _ UD (1 • F-^-)(J +l) 3 , (5) 
U ν ι1-ι0 ν i1-i0 
which with Dunham expansions of В and D can be written as 
1*Y 8Υ 
v
n
^ 2 [ Y 0 1 ( l -ψψ) * У.Л + І К і -ψψ) * I (J+1) + 
U ui 1 Г 1 о i o 
1 6 Υ 0 1 3 
>·ϊ02(ι + г ^ + ) ( J + 1 ) · ( б ) 
-1» -3 
Accordingly an uncertainty Δ Υ ^ / У
 λ
 = 5 x 10 in Y^ , ΔΥ^/У^ = 10 in 
Y.. and ΔΥ0„/Υ0- = 2 χ 10 in Y n ? seems appropriate to take into account 
mixing between 0 - and 1 -levels. These errors were accepted in the deri­
vation of the molecular constants. 
The four potential constants a , a , a. and a, of the Dunham poten­
tial function were calculated using expression (U.26) of [ 15] · The results 
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Table 6. The molecular constants of BiF in the 0 electronic ground state. 
The Dunham constants include possible effects of mixing with 
1 -level. 
This work Previous 
[6] [ 71 ; I 8] 
rotation-vibratii 
Y 0 1 [MHz] 
Y
u
 [MHz] 
Y 2 1 I kHz] 
Y 3 1 I kHz] 
Y 0 2 [ kHz] 
.on 
LQ I cm ] 
"1 
a2 
a 3 
ω [ cm ] 
e 
ω χ 
e e 
r [Si 
e 
6891+.8959Ч І ) 
-1*5.01*7411) 
81.69(1*5) 
0.177(51) 
-5.51*1*0(73) 
2.860(7) x 105 
-3.h29(h) 
7.9(2) 
-15(2) 
513.0(7) 
2.35(7) 
2.0516(6) 
691*0 
-1*5 
-12.9(3) 
510.7 
2.05 
2.0l*5 
6898 
-36 
-7.5 
512.O 
2.25 
2.052 
hyperfine : 
eq Q(Bi) [MHz] 
e^QÍBi) [MHz] 
c B i [ kHz] 
-1150.28(12) 
1*.20(12) 
-30 .0(5) 
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are given in Table 6. The constant X.„ needed in the evaluation is not 
known. However, including Y.« in the fit of the data of Table 5, gives an 
upper limit I Y ^ I < 6 HZ which is included in the uncertainty region of a p 
and a,. The vibrational constants ω and ω χ were calculated from Dunham 3 e e e 
constants using expreseion (U.27) of [ 15] . Calculation of ω χ with the 
e e 
relation of Pekeris gives the deviating value ω χ = 2.70 cm . As dis-
e e 
cussed in [ 3] determination of ω χ from Dunham analysis is more reliable 
e e 
than with the relation of Pekeris. The equilibrium distance r was calcu-
e 
lat ed from the relation [ 16] 
ï01 tMH 2l=^ 3 9 f 0' 9 8 (o 3L 0 ) . 
gr 1 amu*A ] 
where μ is the reduced mass. Atomic masses were taken from [ 15] · In Table 
6 also values for the rovibrational constants of the ground state reported 
from optical studies are listed. 
In [ 1-3] the similarity between the Dunham constants of Bi and the 
205 
corresponding Tl halides has been discussed. For the purpose of compan-
205 
son the Y. constants of TIF are listed in Table 7. Especially for the 
Y . constants the resemblance is poor. 
205 
Table 7· Comparison of Dunham constants of TIF [ 16] and BiF. 
2 0 5T1F BiF 
Y [MHz] 6689.8736(2) 689l*.89591*(8U) 
Y11 [MHz] -1*5.061*3(3) -l*5.0VrU(11) 
Y21 [kHz] 91*.2(1) 81.69(1*5) 
Y02 [kHz] -5.8M2) -5.51*1*0(73) 
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The hyperfine constants of the Bi nucleus axe in the order of 
magnitude of those reported in BiCl [ 3] . The change with vibrational state 
of eq Q(Bi) is to smaller values and appears to be a constant amount of 
0.37(1) percent of eq Q per vibrational quantum. Explanation of this effect 
in the "bond model as proposed ad hoc for BiCl [ 3] is not straightforward. 
According to this model the bonding p-electron gives a positive contribu-
tion to the eqQ and the non-bonding p-electrons a dominating negative con-
tribution explaining the negative sign of the measured eqQ value. The 
ionicity of BiF is high and according to the expression (lU) in [ 31 : 
i % 1· The vibrational dependence of the non-bonding p-electrons may be 
supposed low, and for the bonding p-electron a vibrational decrement of 
ea Q of aliout one percent per vibrational quantum seems reasonable. For CsF 
eq Q/eq Q = 0.011 and for InF eq Q/eq Q = 0.009 [ 16] . So for the total eqQ 
of BiF a small increment per vibrational quantum could be expected which is 
in contradiction with the experimental result. Obviously the proposed bond 
model holds only roughly and fails to describe minor effects. 
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Paper 5 
+ 
Energy separation between 0 - and l-sublevels in the ground state of EiCl 
and BiBr from microwave study 
P. Kuijpers and A. Dymanus 
80 
Abstract 
The approximate spacing betveen the 0 - and 1-substates of the Fund's 
case (c) ground state of BiCl and BiBr has been derived from microwave 
+ 
spectroscopic measurements on the 0 -state. 
The ground state of BiF, BiCl, BiBr and Bil is usually denoted as a 
Σ state following the Hund's case (b) notation for the lighter members of 
the group V -VII molecules. Microwave spectroscopic measurements [ 1-U] 
have given evidence for the validity of Hund's case (с) coupling scheme 
+ + 
indicating large separation between lower 0 - and upper 1 -sublevéis. Rota-
tional transitions were observed for С -state and adeauately described by 
Dunham formalism for closed shell molecules. The low thermal occupation of 
1-levels impeded observation of their spectra. Nothing is known about 
+ 
energy separation between 1-levels and 0 -level from optical studies. It 
is likely that in the rotational constants determined for the 0 -level, 
especially in the constant Υ
η 1 , some contribution due to mixing of 0 -
with 1 -level is included. In the case of the BiCl and BiBr isotopes, the 
analysis was done for each isotope separately f 2,3] . 
It is shown in this communication that by combining the results for 
.35 37 . + + . . 
Bi CI and Bi CI information about the 0 -1 interaction and approximate 
0-1 level spacing in BiCl can be derived. The same holds for BiBr when 
combining the results for Bi Br and Bi Br. 
81 
In Table 1 the results are shown of a least squares fit of all results 
35 37 for Bi "CI and Bi CI from [ 3] to the expression [ 1] : 
UB (i) 16B (i) 
ν = 2B (i)(1 - V )(J + 1) - UD (i)(1 + V )(J + I) 3 , (1) 
1 ~ 0 1 " 0 
using expansion 
B
v
(i) = Y0,(i) + ïn(i)(v + J) + ï21(i)(v + J)2 + ï31(i)(v-+ ì ) 3 , 
Dv(i) --Y 0 2(i). 
and the isotope relation 
^^іш^^ ^ ^
1
^ ^
2
 ·
 (2) 
Herein the symbol i denotes the i_-th isotope, while Τ and Τ stands for 
energy of state 1 and 0, respectively. The reduced masses v. and μ
ρ
 were 
calculated with atomic masses from [ 5] . If any mixing interactions are 
neglected and T.-T is assumed very large, then the chi-square of the fit 
increases from 0.9 to 128 indicating clearly the presence of interaction 
between 0 - and 1 -level. In Table 1 also the previous results of analysis 
for each isotope separately are shown. In the Dunham constants of that 
analysis, denoted by Y' , contribution due to the mixing between 0 - and 
1 -levels is included: 
ItY.. 
Y' = Y (1 - — ) . (3) 
I
oi or τ - τ ' кз' 
Similar procedure has been applied on BiBr data obtained in [ 2] . The re­
sults are also shown in Table 1. The mixing interaction is smaller than in 
BiCl due to lower B-value, but still significant. 
The results in Table 1 indicate clearly the presence of interaction 
82 
between О - and 1 -levels. However, in view of the assumptions made in 
derivation of Eq. (1) in [ 1] , the uncertainty range of the magnitude of 
the separation T.-T is not well established. First of all, Eq. (1) has 
been derived in [ 1] assuming pure precession approximation. In this 
2 . . 
approximation J is quantized and the mixing parameter Ρ is then eaual to 
/2 B. It is known that for SbF, for example, this relation holds within 
about 10Í? [ 6] . Furthermore we have neglected any isotopie or vibrational 
dependence of the separation T.-T . In [ 1] the possibility of 1-levels of 
Bil being at 6l90 cm has been suggested. This is in the same order of 
magnitude as Τ -Τ for BiBr and BiCl. 
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Table 1. Results of fit of transition frequencies for Ei CI and Bi CI obtained in [ 3] , and Bi УВг and Bi Br 
obtained in [ 2] . 
Bi 3 5 Cl 
.37 
3l Cl 
Combined analysis 
.79 
Bi'*Br 
B i 8 V 
Combined ana lys i s 
Y01 [MKz] 
T i - T , [ c m " 1 ] 
Ï , , [MHz] 
Y? 1 [kHz] 
Y31 [kHz] 
Y02 I H Z ] 
27б1.99б(13) 
7 . 1 ( 7 ) χ 10 3 
-12.0526(10) 
11.67(26) 
0.01*1(23) 
- 9 θ 7 . ι ( 2 0 ) 
2631*. 171(13) 
7 . 1 ( 7 ) χ Ю 3 
-11.2259(10) 
10.61(26) 
0.036(23) 
-897.8(20) 
1295.60U(12) 
5.1(11*) χ IQ3 
- 3 . 9 7 7 8 ( 3 ) 
2 . 2 3 7 ( 6 6 ) 
O.OOU(l)) 
- 2 2 0 . 1 9 ( 3 3 ) 
1272.383(12) 
5.1( il*) x IO3 
-3.8713(3) 
2.158(66) 
o.coMM 
-212.37(33) 
Separate analysis Separate analysis 
Y' 
01 
Y' 
^ І 
Y' 21 
Y' 
31 
Y' 
[KHz] 
[ MHz] 
[kHz] 
[kHz] 
[Hz] 
2761.8538(13) 
-12.0526(11) 
11.62(32) 
0.01*3(25) 
-987.2(22) 
263І*.01*16(18) 
-11 .2268(10) 
10.95(20) 
-896.8(31) 
1295.5609(12) 
-3.97809(18) 
2.303(18) 
-220.26(1*5) 
1272.31*06(12) 
-3.5716M16) 
2.225(11+) 
-212.31(1+5) 
Paper б 
The dissociation energy of bismuth monofluoride (BiF) 
P. Kuijpers and A. Dymanus 
Abstract 
From a thermochemical analysis of microwave spectroscopic measurements 
on gaseous BiF it is concluded that the value for the dissociation energy 
of BiF is 3.9(3) eV. By application of an empirical relation its consis­
tency with the spectroscopic constants derived from the microwave study, is 
shown. The present value of the dissociation energy is substantially higher 
than previously reported one. In addition the ideal gas thermodynamic 
functions of the bismuth monohalides have been calculated on basis of the 
microwave spectroscopic data. 
1. Introduction 
The value of the dissociation energy of gaseous bismuth monofluoride 
(BiF) is not well established. Accurate determination is, among others, 
of great importance in the study of chemical bonding. Spectroscopic and 
thermochemical methods reviewed in [ 1] , have yielded rather divergent 
values. According to Rai and Singh [ 1] the upper limit of the values which 
have been reported for the dissociation energy of BiF, is D(BiF) = 3.2 eV. 
To our best knowledge no recent thermochemical study on BiF has been per­
formed. For the other bismuth monohalides Cubicciotti has determined precise 
thermochemical dissociation energy values: D (BiCl) = 3.09(Ό eV [ 2] , 
D 0 (BiBr) = 2.ТТ(1») eV [3] and D 0 (Bil) = 2.2li(5) eV [ U] . All these 
o o 
values are in agreement with the respective spectroscopic values within the 
range of uncertainty ( 2-1*] . 
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Recently we have reported microwave spectroscopic studies of gaseous 
Bil I 5] , BiBr I 6] , BiCl I T] and BiF [ 8] . Rotational transitions in the 
(Hund's case (с)) 0 ground state were measured and, among others, rovibra-
tional constants were obtained. The molecules were produced in thermo-
chemical equilibrium in the absorption cell by reduction of the trihalide 
by liquid bismuth at high temperature (500 C-T00OC). For Bil, BiBr and BiCl 
the experimental conditions were in accordance with thennochemical equili­
brium calculations. In the case of BiCl the equilibrium among gaseous BiCl , 
BiCl and liquid bismuth was additionally studied in a mass spectrometric 
experiment in order to confirm thermodynamic data [ 7] . The yield of 
gaseous BiF, however, was much larger than expected from thermochemical 
calculations assuming dissociation energy D(BiF) = 3.2 eV [ 8] . 
The unquestionable evidence for the existence of BiF in the gas phase 
as revealed by the microwave spectroscopic observation together with experi­
mental details, is the basis underlying the evaluation of D(BiF) in the pre­
sent work. In optical absorption studies BiF has usually been produced in 
discharge and then no information about a thermochemical value of D(BiF) 
can be deduced. In addition the ideal gas thermodynamic functions of the 
bismuth monohalides have been calculated using the experimental microwave 
spectroscopic constants of the 0 -state. The separation between the 0 - and 
the 1-substates is so large [ 9] > that the bismuth monohalides are effec­
tively in a singlet state. 
2. Summary of experimental observations 
An extensive description of the double-oven method used for the pro­
duction of the bismuth monohalides discussed in [ 5-Ö] has been given in 
[ 7] . The trihalides BiX are reduced in the hot part of the oven by liquid 
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bismuth. Here and belov X stands for F, CI, Br or I. The experimental ob­
servations of [5-8] can be summarized as follows (cf. Table 1). Under 
Table 1. Lowest fraction of mono-isotoric BiX-molecules which was observed 
in [5-8] with the corresponding transition. In calculation loss 
in intensity by quadrupole interaction and isotopie abundance was 
also taken into account. 
molecule temperature fraction transition references 
Bil 
BiBr 
BiCl 
BiF 
θοο
0
κ 
800°K 
800OK 
1000OK 
Τ χ io 
-1* 13 x 10 
-h 5 χ io 
6 χ іо-ц 
J = 62 <- 61 , ν = 20 
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J = 39 «- 38, ν = 11, Br 
J = 18 * 17, ν = 9, 35C1 
j = θ *• 7, ν = 6, F = 9.5 - 8.5 
[51 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
identical conditions is for BiF a higher temperature (by about ?0PcK) 
needed than for the other bismuth monohalides in order to observe the micro­
wave transitions with the same intensity, i.e. to form the same amount of 
monohalides in the vapour phase. The yield of BiX is determined by the 
reaction 
2 1 
- Bi (condensed) + - BiX (gas) = BiX (gas) , (l) 
with equilibrium constant 
«τ
 (x)
 = Wig · (2) 
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So as a result of the microwave spectroscopic observations it may be stated 
that the quantity ІпІСДх) has the same value for X = F, CI, Br and I at 
a temperature of about 1000OK for X = F and about 800OK for X = CI, 
Br and I. The appropriate uncertainty range in the temperatures Τ is 
discussed below (Section 3). 
The following points should be noted: 
(1) As pointed out in [7] the conditions are in (near-) equilibrium. 
(2) For none of the bismuth trihalides there are indications of large frac­
tions of molecules others than BiX_ to be present. 
(3) The possibility of dissociation into the elements can be eliminated. 
(It) The recording of the temperature is done with chromel-alumel thermo­
couples and is fairly reliable owing to the temperature homogeneity in 
the oven. However, it will be shown below that absolute temperature 
calibration can be circumvented and that we have to rely on small rela­
tive temperature differences. 
3. Derivation of D 0 (BiF) 
According to third-law treatment of reaction (1) 
-RlnK^ , (X) = AgefT (X) + A H ^ g ^ (X)/T , (3) 
G0 - H 0 
where AgefT (X) = A(
 T
 T
 29 8·^) (X) 
is the change in the free-energy function of reaction (1) and ΔΗ « (X) 
is the enthalpy change at 298.15 K. With the result of Section 2 (the equi­
valence of 1ηΚ_ (Χ) for X = F, CI, Br, I), the following expression can be 
X 
derived from Eq. (3): 
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Δ Η298.15 ( F ) = TF [-^еГт ( F ) + ^ e T i (x)l + ¡ Γ Δ Κ298.15 ( X ) · { k ) 
F X X 
with Τ- = 1000ΟΚ, Τ
γ
 = θ00ΟΚ and Χ = Cl, Br or I. The term 
F A 
_F .T,o Tp t-ûgef (F) + ûgef (X)] is -rail compared to the t e m ^f- Ь " (X), 
" F X X ^^'^ 
So Τ need to be known roughly and owing to tre factor Τ„/Τ only the error 
in the relative temperature measurement is important, ^he terperature depen­
dence of [-ûgef (F) + npefr, (У)] in the present range is neplipiHe. 
F 1> 
We believe that an error of 80 Y in the observed temperature differerce 
Τ - 1 = 200 ΟΚ is appropriate for X = CI, br and I. hence Ί.
ρ
/Ί
χ
 = 1.2Я10) 
results. The quantities needed in further evaluation of ΔΚ „ (F) are 
listed in laule 2. With free enerpy values for bi (c) fron | 10] , for H F . 
2 1 
Table 2. Thermodynamic properties of the reaction — Bi (c) + — BiX (g) = 
BiX (g) for X = CI, Br and I, and value of ΔΗ° „ (F) derived 
with use of Eq. ('t). Agef (F) was calculated to be 
-21.U cal/0K/mole. 
X 
CI 
Br 
I 
temperature Τ 
[0κ] 
θοο 
eoo 
800 
ûgefT (X) 
[ с al/0K/mol e] 
-23 
-19 
-?0 
3 
9 
.2 
Λ Η 2 9 8 . 1 5 ( x ) 
[ kcal/mole] 
27.9 
2U.5 
2U.3 
(2) 
(5) 
(8) 
- 2 9 8 . 1 5(F) 
[ kcal/mole] 
32.9 
32.1 
31.6 
do) 
(1*0) 
{ko) 
from I 11] and biF from Tat le t>, Agef (F) = -21 .¡4 cal/ K/role results. 
For X = CI ¿gefa was extrapolatea from third law analysis [ ¿] , for BiBr 
and Bil from second law analyses [ 12,13] . The standard enthalpy changes 
ûfC 298. Ъ 
(Χ) of reaction (1) have been evaluated in [2] for У = CI, in ( 3] 
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for Χ = Br and in [ h\ for X = I. The resulting internally consistent values 
of ΔΗ°
 Q ,r (F) are listed in ТаЪІе 2. As final value ve piven Ah° 0 „,. (F) = ¿yo.1 ρ ¿yo. ι ρ 
32.2{h0) kcal/mole. In ТаЪІе 3 this value has been combined with other 
data available in the literature to yield the enthalpy of dissociation of 
BiF at 298 K. The energy of dissociation at О К can then be found by the 
addition of small enthalpy increment terms from 0 to 298 K. For Bi (g) and 
F (g) H° - H0 = 1.5 and 1.6 kcal/mole, respectively [ 10] . For BiF (g) 
0 0 # . . . 
H„„Q ,,. - H = 2.2 kcal/mole can be calculated. The dissociation energy of 2 9 0 . 1 5 0 
BiF so calculated is 
D (BiF) = 91(6) kcal/mole (3.9(3) eV) 
о 
Table 3. Derivation of dissociation enthalpy of BiF 
reaction ΔΗ298.15 
[ kcal/mole] 
I Bi (c) + I BiF3 (g) = BiF (g) 
Bi (g) + 3 F (g) = BiF3 (g) 
Bi (g) = Bi (с) 
32.2(1(0) 
-273.2(50) 
-1*9.5 
t h i s work 
[ Π ] 
[11] 
BiF (g) = Bi (g) + F (g) 92(6) 
1». The gaseous thermodynamic functions 
We have used the formulas of statistical mechanics (collected in [ lit] ) 
in conjunction with the experimental spectroscopic constants of the 0 -
ground level to calculate the conventional thermodynamic functions for the 
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bismuth monohalides. The electronic energy of 1— -levels has been assumed 
to be 6000 cm for all bismuth monohalides [ 9] , other excited states too 
energetic to affect the thermodynamic functions in the present temperature 
range. Tables U, 5 and 6 give the values of the entropy S , free energy 
Table U. The entropy of the gaseous bismuth monohalides in cal/ K/mole. 
Τ [0κ] BiF BiCl BiBr Bil 
298.15 
Uoo 
500 
600 
700 
eoo 
900 
1000 
58.31* 
бо. 79 
62.71 
6U.30 
65.66 
66.85 
67.90 
6Θ.81< 
6ι.ΐ5 
63.71 
65.68 
67.31 
68.69 
69.88 
70.95 
71.90 
63.82 
66.1*2 
68.1*1 
70.05 
71.1*3 
72.63 
73.70 
71*.65 
65.62 
68.21* 
70.23 
71.87 
73.26 
Ik M 
75.53 
76.1*9 
Table 5» The free energy of the gaseous bismuth monohalides in cal/ K/mole. 
τ 10κ] BiF BiCl BiBr Bil 
298.15 
1*00 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
58.31* 
58.66 
59.29 
59.99 
60.71 
61.1*0 
62.07 
62.70 
61.15 
61.1*9 
62.11* 
62.87 
63.60 
61*. 31 
61*.99 
65.61* 
63.82 
61*.16 
61*.82 
65.56 
66.30 
67.02 
67.70 
66.35 
65.62 
65.97 
66.63 
67.37 
68.11 
68.83 
69.52 
70.17 
Table 6. The heat content of the gaseous bismuth monohalides in kcal/mole. 
τ [0κ] 
298.15 
Uoo 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
BiF 
0.00 
0.Θ5 
1.71 
2.58 
3.b7 
^.35 
5.25 
6.11* 
BiCl 
0.00 
0.69 
1.77 
2.66 
3.56 
h.k6 
5.36 
6.26 
Bi Br 
0.00 
0.90 
1.79 
2.69 
3.59 
lt.1*9 
5.39 
6.30 
Bil 
0.00 
0.91 
1.80 
2.70 
3.60 
5.Ы 
6.32 
-(G
 т
 - H g
 1 5)/T and heat content H T - H g ^^, respectively, over the 
temperature range 300 K-1000 К at intervals of 100 K. The calculations are 
for a pressure of one atmosphere in the ideal gas state. The quantities 
have been computed according to the method used for compilation of tables 
in [ 1U] . Admitting variations of Τ -Τ from UOOO cm to any higher value 
yields an uncertainty of 0.1 cal/ K/mole in S : 0.02 cal/ K/mole in 
- ( G 0 T - H ° 9 8 > 1 5 ) / T and 0.07 kcal/mole in H
0
T - H ° g 8 _ 1 5 at Τ = Ю О о the 
uncertainty range decreasing with decreasing temperature. Assumption of 
triplet ground state yields values of entropy and free energy which are 
considerably higher (about 2 cal/ K/mole). 
5. Discussion 
The discrepancy between the present value of the dissociation energy of 
BiF (D 0 (BiF) = 3.9(3) eV) and all previous ones (D (BiF) < 3.2 eV) is 
о 
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large. A method frequently used to estimate the dissociation energy is the 
linear Birge-Sponer extrapolation, based on the vibrational constants t 15]: 
ω2 
D τ„^ = "! 5 ω . However, this method is not suitable vhen, as in the 
LBS Uu χ e 
e e 
case of BiF, ionic forces contribute considerably to the binding. Hildenbrand 
and Murad f іб] have examined the relationship between the true dissociation 
energy D and the Birge-Sponer value В for many diatomic molecules and 
о ЫзЬ 
found empirically the following relationship 
D 0
n
/D° = 0.U1*8 + 0.365 r/r (5) 
O Lbo x e 
where г is the equilibrium internuclear distance in the molecule, and 
Г
х
 ( 8 )
 = IP ^ ¿MeV) ( 6 ) 
The quantity I -E is the difference between the ionization potential of 
the more electropositive element and the electron affinity of the more 
electronegative element. The quantity r/r is a measure of ionicity. 
O'Hare et al. [ 17] applied the Hildenbrand-Murad formula to the fluorides 
of the lighter group V -elements: NF, PF and AsF. In Table 7 the relation 
Table 7· Comparison of thermochemical dissociation energies with values 
calculated from Hildenbrand-Murad formula. 
molecule 
Bil 
Bi79Br 
Bi3 5Cl 
BiF 
e 
lem - 1 ] 
16U.12 
209.62 
308.18 
51З.О 
V e 
[ cm - 1 ] 
0.32 
0.U5 
0.91* 
2.35 
г 
e 
li] 
2.800 
2.609 
2.1*71 
2.051 
г /г 
χ e 
1.21 
I.UO 
1.58 
1.82 
">0„ • · 
(Hildenbrand 
2.31 
2.89 
3.19 
3.83 
V] 
-Murad ) 
D 0
o
 [eV] 
(thermochemical) 
2.2U(5) [2] 
2.77(1*) [3] 
3.09(1») Ih] 
3.9(3) t h i s work 
has been applied to the bismuth monohalides. The values of ω , ω χ and г 
e e e e 
were taken from our microwave spectroscopic studies. For each molecule the 
anharmonicity constant ω χ was evaluated from Dunham analysis. In some 
former studies [6,7] the relation of Pekeris has been used. However, in 
view of the overall consistency with optical studies, the Dunham analysis 
yields better results for ω χ . When Y,„ was not known, it was set equal 
e e 12 
to zero. In the last column the thermochemical values of the dissociation 
energy are listed. The resemblance is quite remarkable. In the case of BiF 
the calculated value of D (BiF) lends strong support for the experimental 
value derived in this work. 
To our best knowledge there are for the thermodynamic properties of 
gaseous BiF, tabulated in Table k-6, no experimental data for comparison. 
Cubicciotti [ 2-'*] investigated the thermodynamic properties of the other 
bismuth monohalides and determined the following experimental value for the 
entropy of gaseous BiBr [ 3] : 
S T = 9 3 5 = 72(2) cal/
0K/mole, 
and for the entropy of gaseous Bil [ h] : 
S
T = 9 1 3
 =
 73.6(9) cal/0K/mole 
These values are somewhat lower than those calculated in Table h: 
S T 5 = T^.O cal/0K/mole for BiBr, 
and ST=913 = 7 5 · 6 ca.l/0K/mole for Bil. 
The slight discrepancy is probably due to the fact that the estimated values 
of the entropy of BiBr., and Bil_ which Cubicciotti used in the evaluation of 
the entropy of BiBr and Bil, respectively, from experimental data, are too 
low. 
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Paper 7 
Vibration-Rotation Interaction in the Microwave Spectrum of КОН 
P. Kuijpers, T. Törring *, and A. Dymanus 
Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
(Ζ. Naturforsch. 30a, 1256-1260 [1975] ; received July 4, 1975) 
The fine structure of the microwave transilion / = 6-<-5 of 39KOH and 41KOII has been studied. 
The analysis results in improved vibration-rotation interaction constants, a j , ag » î'22 * YU a n ^ 9Í · 
It is shown that coupling between the bending and stretching vibrational modes contributes to the 
observed frequencies. 
Inlroduction 
The exlension of high temperature microwave 
spcclroscopy from diatomics lo larger molecules has 
turned out to be a difficult step. The only group 
studied in some detail by the method so far is the 
group of alkali hydroxides. CsOH and RbOH have 
been investigated by Lido and Kuczkowski ' and 
Matsumura and Lide2 . Their results, including rota-
tional constants of various isotopie species of CsOH 
and RbOH, the electric dipolo moment of CsOH, and 
eqQ-values of four different RbOH isotopie species 
have given clear evidence that the M — О bond is 
highly ionic and that the ecptilibrium gcoinelry of 
the molecules ¡s linear. Mudi less is known about 
the other members of the group. Pearson and True-
blood have published several rotational transition 
frequencies of KOII and NaOII in the ground vibra-
tional s t a t e 3 , 4 . Some additional information has 
been given at ihe Ohio Conference5. For LiOH only 
a few preliminary dala obtained with ihe M1ÏKR 
tedinique have been reported by Freund et a l . 0 . ЛИ 
these data seem to be consistent with a linear 
equilibrium structure. 
Rotation vibration interaction is of particular 
interest for these molecules because of the extremely 
large amplitude of the bending motion 7- e. For CsOH 
it has been shown that the dependence of the rota­
tional constant on the quanlum numbers v., and I 
can be fitted to the usual expression 
By,, r,', v, = BVl ,e,v,—
 α
·2 (f 2 + 1 ) 
Су*( , + 1)* + ГиР ( i ) 
with relative dervialions of less than one part in 104, 
slightly outside the experimental errors. Transitions 
* Permanent address: Institut für Molckülphysik, Freie 
Universität Rerlin. 
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. A. Dymanus, Kysisdi Labo-
ratorium, Katholieke Universiteit, Toernooivuld, Nijme-
gen, The Netherlands. 
with quantum numbers up to v.2 = 6 and I -2 have 
been included in the (it. Z-type doubling constants 
have also been measured for several excited vibra-
tional stales. They show a somewhat irregular 
dependence on υ
ι
 and v.,. Similar results have been 
obtained for RbOH. 
In the present investigation more than 50 lines of 
the rotational transition ƒ — 6 •<— 5 have been measur­
ed for the two isotopie species 3 ' lKOH and 4 ,KOH 
wilh an experimental error of only a few parts in 
10°. This makes possible a more detailed and precise 
investigation of vibration-rotation interaction. 
Experimental 
The general difficulties in the observation of 
microwave transitions of triatomic molecules at high 
temperatures are due to ihe large number of excited 
vibrational states which greatly reduce the absorption 
coefficient for an individual line. For the alkali 
hydroxides these difficulties are aggravated by the 
presence of dimers in the gas and by partial decom­
position of the substance in contact with the hot cell 
walls. The latter difficulties increase rapidly for the 
lighter members of the group. For these reasons 
attempts to observe the KOH spectrum in a Stark 
spectrometer at cm wavelength have failed. The 
present measurements in the frequency range be­
tween 95.3 and 98.5 GHz have been carried out wilh 
a mw-spectrometer employing saturation modula­
tion. This technique, which has been described else­
where 0 combines the simple absorption cell design of 
a video — or source modulated spectrometer wilh 
the high sensitivity and good background suppres­
sion of a Stark-spectrometer. 
The absorption cell consisted of a rectangular 
split waveguide made of molybdenum wilh a length 
of 360 mm and an inner cross section of (15 X 15) 
mm
2
. The substance was evaporated into the cell 
through a 4 mm wide slit from a container located 
directly under ihe split waveguide cell. In contrast 
to the 'experiment of Pearson and Trueblood 3 no 
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temperature gradient uas necessary íor the ob^eiNa-
tion of lines. The cell was heated by radiation from 
electrically heated tungsten wires located inside the 
vacuum system and surrounded by radiation shields 
The effective length of the cell in which no condensa-
tion was observed, was about 15 cm. 
The optimum conditions for the measurements 
were found at a temperature of Τ - 800 К. The 
(S/TV) ratio of the main line was 100 : 1 under 
these conditions with a line width of about 400 kll/ 
One sample load was sufficient for a run of 3 — 4 
hours. Working at somewhat higher temperatures 
still increased the (5/Л') ratio by a factor 2 — 3 but 
only at the expense of a rapid increase of cell al 
tenuation. 
Analysis of the Spectrum 
The frequencies of all measured ] 6 -*— 5 transi­
tions for 3 9 KOII and 4 1 KOH are listed in Table I 
along with the estimated experimental errors. Since 
intensity ratios play an important role in the assign­
ment of the spectrum relative intensities for all 
transitions have been calculated, taking into account 
the population of \ ibrational states and the depen­
dence of transition matrix elements on I2. The vibra­
tional frequencies 
i<)1 = 390(40) c m - 1 , « 2 = 320(30) c m - 1 
have been determined from intensity ratios of the 
(0,0,0), (0,20,0) and (1,0,0) transitions. Within 
the experimental errors these are in agreement with 
the data obtained from matrix isolation spectra 1 0 . 
The transition frequencies of a linear rotor are 
given by 
v=\_2B
v
±lqi(v2 + \)} 
•(ƒ + ! ) _ 4 0 ( 7 + 1 ) [ ( / + 1 ) · - Ρ ] . (2) 
Values of ß 0 ρ ρ, BQ ι о a n ( l ^i o,o a s w e " a s ^ ^ o r 
' ' K O I I have been reported by Pearson and True-
blood. Our measured frequencies for the (0,0,0) 
and (1,0,0) transitions as well as the center of the 
(Ο,Ι',Ο) doublet are in complete agreement with 
these data. The transitions associated with higher v^ 
quantum numbers fit to the expression : 
^ „ 0 , 0 = B«, 0.0-«Ι (»ι + ϊ ) +Уп(*1 + Ь)г (3) 
with 
^ = 66.126(7) MHz and / „ = 0 0418(14) MHz. 
A comparison with с^ = 69.999 MHz for K F con­
firms the well known similarity of the chemical bond 
Table I Observed irequenries for iht rotationdl transition 
ƒ —б-е-5 of KOH. (The isotopie species is '"KOH li not 
indicated otherwise ) 
State 
0,0,0 
0,1 W 
ο,ι',ο,ί-
1,0,0 
0,20,0 
0,22,0 
0 , 3 W 
Ι,Ι'-Ο,ί* 
О.З'ДГ 
Ι,Ι',Ο,Ζ" 
0,0,0 
Ο,ΐ',Ο,Γ 
0,40.0 
0 , 3 ^ 
2,0 0 
Ο,Η,Ο,ί* 
o,-i2,o,r 
1,2\0 
0 гдо 
ι ν,ο,Γ 
1 22,0 
Ο,Ρ,Ο,Γ 
о.б
2
,о,г* 
0,62,(),Γ 
гд'.о.г 
0,53,0 
Ο,δ',Ο,Γ 
Ο,Ι',Ο,Γ 
0,44,0 
1 , 5 W 
0,73,0 
1,0.0 
2,1»,Ο,Ζ-
1,40,0 
Ι,Β',Ο,Γ 
1,33,0 
3,0 0 
1,420,Γ 
],42,0,Γ 
0 6 4 0 
0.2 20 
2 2»0 
2,ί1,0,Γ 
2,22,0 
Ι,Ι',Ο,ί* 
I S ' , 0 
Ι,δ',Ο,Γ 
З Д ' А Г 
Ι,Ι',Ο,Γ 
2,V Ο,Γ 
ЗД'.О Γ 
2,33.0 
4/),0 
Frequency 
[MHz] 
98 493 78 (5) 
98 078 44 (5) 
97 886 05(5) 
97 701 ίθ(ο) 
97 610 98(10) 
97 161 80(10) 
97 418 29(10) 
97 287 13(10) 
97 13128(10) 
97 078 63 (10) 
97 056 68 (10) 
97 0-12 70(20) 
97 032 24(20) 
96 928 20 (->0) 
96 909 76(5) 
96 877 30(20) 
96 876 70(20) 
96 819 92(10) 
96 727 70(20) 
96 682 70(10) 
96 673 45(10) 
96 615 26(20) 
96 58162(10) 
96 579 96(10) 
96 498 50(20) 
96 198 00(50) 
96 49r) 60(20) 
96 458 20(10) 
96 374 40(15) 
96 373 50(15) 
96 325 30(30) 
96 281 80(20) 
96 273 16(10) 
96 265 27(30) 
96 255 75 (40) 
96167 42(20) 
96 119 20(10) 
96115 90(20) 
96115 00(20) 
96102 00(100) 
96 038 16(10) 
96 03150(20) 
95 922 18(20) 
95 889 18(15) 
95 87130(40) 
95 750 80(20) 
95 725 06(15) 
95 713.10(15) 
95 668 66(20) 
95 474 58(10) 
95 470.19(10) 
95 412 32(15) 
95 329 79(10) 
Rclatne 
Intensity 
1 
0 54 
0 54 
0 19 
0 31 
0 55 
0 17 
0 26 
0 05 
0 26 
0 07 
0 17 
0 10 
0 26 
0 2 4 
0 08 
0 08 
0.15 
ооз 0 08 
0 27 
0 01 
0 03 
0.03 
0 1 3 
0 08 
0 05 
0 04 
0.10 
0 03 
0 02 
0 04 
0 1 3 
0 05 
0 08 
0.13 
0 12 
0 04 
0 J 0 4 
0 03 
0 04 
0 07 
0 04 
0 13 
0 02 
0 04 
0 03 
0 06 
0 02 
0 0 4 
0 0 6 
0 06 
0.06 
llemarlvs 
broadened 
"KOH 
broadened 
broadened 
"KOH 
broadened 
"KOH 
broadened 
"KOH 
broadened 
"KOH broadened 
broadened 
«KOH 
broadened 
"KOH 
in the alkali hydroxides and the fluorides. Since 
there is no interference with other lines the identifica­
tion of these transitions is well established. 
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There is no doubt about the assignment of the 
(0,20,0) and (0,22,0) transitions. This leads to a 
prehminarv set of data for a 2 , 7,0, γα and c ¡ . The 
analysis of the other lines is now based on a careful 
extrapolation and on line intensities. A further help 
is the observed splitting or broadening of lines with 
11 — 2 and 3. With the present experimental aocuracy 
a quantitative analysis of these Coriolis effects is not 
meaningful, but the splitting for 111 = 2 is of the 
expected order of magnitude. 
The (0,0,0) transition frequency for 41KOH was 
(altulaled fiom the 3aKOH data using the r0 struc 
ture data given bv Pearson and Trueblood as 
i' —97,115 MHz The observed frequency of ν -
97,056 MHz is well within the estimated uncertainly 
of this calculation Because of the close similarity 
between the alkali hydroxides and fluorides, a di 
atomic model can be used to calculate the ΐί ratios 
for different isotopie species from the reduced mas­
ses. 
α « μ-312 . (4) 
This calculation predicted the measured transition 
(1,0,0) within the experimental error. The depen­
dence of В on v, and F as well as the Z-tvpe split 
tings are also consistent with the ^ K O H data 
All lines with a calculated relative intensity 
^ 0.03 have been detected and assigned and we have 
seen no other unidentified lines. This and the ap­
parent overall consistency suggests that the assign­
ment is essentially correct. 
Vibration-rotation Interaction 
The constants ai and γ1ι have been calculated for 
six bending vibrational states. The fit is overdeter 
mined for i,2' = 0
0
 and 172'= l 1 . For the other states 
the number of measured transitions was just suffi-
( lent to calculate the coefficients. The results are 
given in Table II . It is seen that oil depends only 
slightly on the bending vibration and therefore may 
be considered as a "molecular constant" in the usual 
sense On the other hand '/ц undergoes drastical 
changes by more than a factor 5. Thus, it is evident 
that the major contribution to this quantity is not 
given bv a constant γ
η
 but by a number oí mixing 
terms due to coupling between the stretching and the 
bending modes. 
This coupling between the normal vibrations 
shows up clearly also in the Ζ type doubling con-
Table II. Dependence of a, and }>,, on the bending vibra 
tion 
vJ 
0» 
1' 
20 
2 ' 
V 
ϊ-> 
¡ι, [MHz] 
66Л26(7) 
66 830(32) 
66 392 (34) 
66 036(33) 
65 141 (208) 
63 872(98) 
Уп [MHz] 
0/)418(14) 
0 106(86) 
0 235(13) 
0170(11) 
0 226 (69) 
0 237(27) 
Table III. Ζ type doubling constants for different excited 
vibrational states of "KOH 
State ç[kHz] 9calc —9obs[kHz] 
Ο,Ι',Ο 16 032(10) - 2 5 
0,3'/) 16 900(10) + 4 5 
0,5'/) 17 658(10) -0Λ3 
Ι,Ι',Ο 17 375(20) +116 
1,3'А 17 790(30) -29 9 
1,5'/) 18 012(10) + 0 J 0 3 
Σ,Ι',Ο 18 778(25) +10Λ 
гЗ'.О 18 650(15) +10Ό 
3,1 ιΑ 20 242(20) - 8 1 
slant q. This "constant" has been determined for 
nine different vibrational states. The results are 
listed in Table III . All frequencies can be fitted 
within the experimental errors to the series: 
qiViVj =q
e
 + q1(v1+%) +q2(v2+l) (5) 
+
 9 l 2 ( t ) 1 + J ) ( î i ï + l ) + ? ! ! («1 + h)2 + fe(«2 + I ) 2 · 
The fit resulted in the following coefficients (given 
in kHz) : 
9 0 = 1 4 1 2 0 ( 4 5 ) , 9 1 = 1 8 1 4 ( 4 2 ) , 9 , - 6 5 4 ( 2 0 ) , 
9 ! , = - 2 5 1 ( 5 ) , 911 = 2 2 ( 9 ) , 9 ^ - 1 5 ( 2 ) . 
The relations 9! > 92 and | ql2 \ > | 922 ! demon-
strate that the mixing terms play a dominant role if 
the expansions are extended to higher orders. 
liv values have been calculated according to Eq. 
(2) using the centrifugal distortion constant D — 
0.01219 MHz given by Pearson and Trueblood. In a 
first least squares calculation (Fit a) these data have 
been fitted to the usual expression Equation (1 ) . The 
resulting constants Bv¡io, α», /22 a l u l 7u ^ о г 'he 
vibrational states vi = 0,1,2 are summarized in 
Table IV. The accuracy of the fits can be estimated 
from Table V, where (»Vale-''obi) l s given for all 
measured transitions together with the estimated 
experimental errors for comparison. The maximum 
deviation is 14 53 MHz which corresponds to a 
relative deviation of less than 2 parts in 10 4 . Since 
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Table IV Paiamolers oblained Irom th( fil> (all \aliip·- arc in ynen in MHz) 
t 1 = 0 4 = 1 
Γη a b t b F i t a Pub 
Ί 2 
f i t a 
Вц ι 0 
а> 
У22 
ru 
ò-22-l 
nu 
еіШ x 10 г 
Ε2ίίί χ ΙΟ2 
£2222 Χ ΙΟ2 
8 234 Η (33) 
48 46(21) 
3 009(31) 
- 3 112(34) 
8 2")3 16(0) 
16 808(86) 
1 77] (40) 
- 2 117(26) 
0 2926(70) 
- o w n Ι) 
- 1 6 0 2 Π 2 ) 
3 7 S ( l l l 
- 2 112(11) 
8 189 035(1) 
19 662(68) 
3 260(16) 
i 1 2 ì ( i l ) 
8 189 63(11) 
50 07(21) 
2 92(12) 
- 2 611(16) 
0 196(21) 
- 0 218(23) 
- 0 331(95) 
2 29(25) 
- 2 2 1 ( 1 7 ) 
8 121933(2) 
52 162(8) 
3 911(5) 
3 022(7) 
Tabic V ExpcrimenLal errors and accuracy of the fits (all Irrqurncic*· arc given in MHz) 
4 = 0 t1 = 2 
»*' 
0° 
1' 
2» 
22 
3 ' 
3 ' 
4» 
4 ! 
4« 
5' 
5 ' 
6° 
62 
б
4 
7 J 
¿J^c^p 
0 05 
0 10 
0 1 0 
0 10 
0 25 
0 40 
0 20 
0 10 
0 1 5 
0 2« 
0 10 
0 20 
0 20 
100 
0 3 0 
1 
F i t a 
- 0 02 
- 2 3 1 
+ 8 60 
- 4 83 
+ 4 66 
- 3 26 
+ 2 03 
- 5 Î5 
-1-9 13 
- N 6 
- 1 3 7 1 
+ 10 13 
- 5 57 
14 54 
-"-6 77 
cale —ì Ьч 
b t b 
- 0 02 
- 0 28 
г О П 
, 0 17 
- 0 26 
0 17 
- 0 16 
- 0 13 
- 0 05 
- 0 15 
(-0 72 
+ 0 0 1 
+ 0 09 
- r i 47 
- 0 22 
> IL^P 
O O J 
0 20 
0 10 
0 10 
0 80 
0 20 
0 30 
0 20 
— 
0 30 
0 20 
Fu a 
1
 C i l e - l-ub1* 
0 24 
( 2 42 
+ 2 23 
- 0 0 1 
- 6 3 5 
- 2 01 
- 9 04 
- 7 96 
— 
- M 1 7 
1
 5 18 
l ' c tp 
0 10 
0 30 
0 20 
0 20 
0 30 
0 20 
F i t a 
Vcalc—»оЫ 
- O l i 
- 2 70 
- 1 2 9 
- 0 15 
- r l 4 1 
- 0 27 
transitions Avjth quantum numbeiv up to i j 7 and 
/ - 4 are included, this pompares well with the cor­
responding fits for G-OH and RbOIl On the other 
hand ihe deviations are much larari than llu (\ 
pcnmental umcrlainties. 
\a i ious attempts lo improve the hi b\ u - u v <ln 
extended power series have pivtn the η·.ιιΙΐ that 
there is no sipnifiiant impiovement unle-s all term'-
up lo the fourth power in the quantum numbtis art 
induded So in a second least squares cahulalion 
(Fit b) the data have been fitted to the expression 
Bvi.v.'.v.^B^.e о-а2{ 2 + 1) + у2г{ 2 + 1)г + уиР 
+ δ222(ν2 + l ) s + ¿oi[(v<, + l)l2 + em; I1. 
+ e22U(v2 + 1 ) 2 1 2 + ΐ222ΐ(ν2 + 1 ) 4 . (6) 
The resulting constants for v1 = 0 and 1 are listed 
in Table IV Onl) for fj 0 the numbi r of mcasur 
ed frequencies was muth larger than the number of 
calfukiUd (onMnnls "so finí,. — ' ι ) from ht b is 
given oulv foi г] 0 in Table \ It is seen that the 
(ahulaUd fuquenues are now vei) ncai to the e\ 
penmental values It should be noted however, that 
lh( « o n u i g m c e of the senes is ralhei poor This 
pooi comi rgencc explains ihe dinstical (hange· in 
Ιΐκ ι onsiants
 # j , and ;/; in comparison with fit a 
I ht к is also a sliong depnulence on ι, vvlnch gives 
fui lliet (vidente for tht impoilance of coupling 
between ihe vibialional modi s 
The frequencies of the t^ = 0 transitions have 
tentativi lv been fitted to an expression containing 
terms up to the sixth power in (v, 4 1) and / This 
extension of (6) leads to no further changes for the 
coiislanls Bi¡ ,-ο, α 2 , ; , , and ,/ι signifitantlv outside 
the errors given in fable l\ Tin se < onslanls mav 
thricfoie be consideied as well established More 
100 
experimenlal data are needed for a reliable deter­
mination of the higher order constants. The errors 
lalculaled from fit b are of no ph)si tai significante. 
S u m m a r y 
It has been shown that rotational transition fre­
quencies of KOH tan be desenbed in terms of power 
series in the quantum numbers if the bending and 
stretching motions are treated separately. Terms up 
to fourth power in (іь + 1 ) and I are песе-ъаг to 
determine the coeffinenls of the second power terms 
with suffit ient accuracy. The relatively strong 
coupling between the normal modes prevents a 
meaningful overall fit. This coupling shows up 
clearly also in the Йуре doubling constants. 
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Erratum 
Eq. ( 1 ) should be read 
В 1 = В - α „ ( ν 0 + 1 ) + γ „ „ ( ν + 1 ) 2 + γ I 2 
Г 2 , 3 Г е , 3 
In Eq. (6) please read e22ll^ V2 + 1^ 1 instead of ε2211^ ν2 + 1^ 1? 
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Paper 8 
VIBRATION ROTATION INTERACTION IN THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF NaOH * 
Ρ KUIJPI RS Τ TORRING ** and A DYMAM S 
hiusth 1 aboratonum halholtikt bnutruttit 7 <н moon ( Id \i;tm^in Tin \tthrrlandb 
RcLCived 24 I i-bruar\ 1976 
The rotation al tr m sit ion J - 4 · 1 ο Ι Ν ιΟΠ in j numl^cr oi vibrational states his h t t n stud ltd in the 100 GH? r ιημι. 1 he 
coupIingbc.lwi.cn tin. btnümg and stri.ti.lnng vibr ilional modes and ІІк Luntribution ol higher order terms in 112 and I2 to 
the energy are found stronger tor NaOH th in lor the heavier alkali hydroxides making assignment ol some of the observed 
lines uneertain In spite of this dittieully e irelul inai)sis yielded larger constints for the vibration rotation mlcraetion \ 
comparison is made between properties ol NaOH ind the heavier alk ih hydroxides 
1 Introduction 
The microwave spectra of the heavy alkali Indrox 
ides CsOll and RbOll and of their deuterated species 
have been investigated by I ide and Kuc/kowski [ I ] 
and by Malsumura and Lide [2] , respectively The 
next in the row of alkali hydroxides KOI I has been 
extensively studied by Pearson and Trueblood [3] and 
by Kuijpers et al ( 4 | These investigations established 
the structures of these molecules and the nature ol the 
rotation vibration interaction Onlv one investigation 
of the rotational spectrum of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
has been reported by Pearson and Trueblood [6] They 
observed the У = 7 ·<- 6, 8 *- 7 and 9 •«- 8 transitions in 
the 17^ 230 GHz region, all in the ground vibrational 
state From these transitions only the rotational con 
slants BQ and /J. could be determined NaOH is highly 
reactive with most metals and the observed lines are 
very weak because of polymen/ation and decomposi 
Hon Finally an MBLR investigation of lithium hydrox 
ide (LiOH) has been reported by Freund et al [5] 
Only some (В , q , cqQ. μ ) preliminary results have 
been obtained They have never been published proba 
bly because of uncertainties m the assignment of some 
of the transitions 
Reprint requests to Prof Dr A Dymanus fysisch Labora 
torium, katholieke Universiteit, Toernooiveld Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
Present address Institut fur Molckulphysik, 1 rcic Universi 
tat Berlin 
It is generally accepted that the equilibrium geome 
try ol all alkali hydroxides is linear The rotational con 
slant li ol a linear tnatomic molecule depends (111 prin 
ciple) on the three vibrational quantum numbers υ. υ-, 
and u, and is usually written as Β ι The и, de 
3 J υ ι \.\,Ό\ 3 
pendence can be disregarded for the alkali hydroxides 
(co3 = 3600 3700 c m " 1 ) For the three alkali hydrox 
ides ΚΟΠ, RbOH and CsOH the dependence of the ro 
tallonai constant on the quantum numbers Vj and / can 
be fitted to the expression 
Β ι =B - a , ( u , + 1) 
U] Uj Vj U 1 C U 3 ¿ 
+ 7 2 2 (ι> 2 + 1 ) 2 + 7 / ; / 2 (1) 
The fit is rather poor and the observed independence 
is strongly nonlinear For KOH, Kuijpers et al [4] have 
extended the power series to the fourth order including 
mixing terms and found a much belter fit However 
the convergence of the power scries is slow Adding 
higher order terms changed the values uf γ , τ a n d 7» 
significantly For the other hydroxides experimental 
information is not sufficient to allow higher order ap 
proximation Henceforth we assume that the constants 
a2' ^22 a n t ' Ύ// a r e defined by eq (1) 
The dependence of the rotational constant on u. is 
usually approximated by a linear relation 
Β , =B , - * . ( ! > , + * ) (2) 
U| V2 vy С U2 " 3 * 
The transition frequency f -s giv^n by 
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u=\2B , ±iq¿v2 + \)](J+\) 
- 4 Д У + 1 ) [ ( У + 1 ) 2 - / 2 ] . (3) 
Herein QJ is the /-doubling constant and D the centrifu­
gal distortion constant. For the heavy alkali hydroxides 
deviations from eqs. (2) and (3) are so far outside the 
experimental accuracy that a. and f// arc not really 
good constants but show an irregular dependence on 
the quantum numbers υ., D, and /. Nevertheless for 
KOH, RbOH and CsOH all lines could be assigned using 
eqs. ( I И З ) . 
In the present investigation 19 lines of the rotational 
transition J = 4 *- 3 have been measured. The results 
indicate that higher order terms in the expansion of 
Β ι and irregularities are probably large and pre­
vent an unambiguous assignment of all lines. In spite 
of this difficulty some of the molecular constants of 
NaOIl are well established. 
2. Experiment 
position explain why the spectrum of NaOH is much 
weaker than that of the heavier alkali hydroxides. 
The measurements have been performed in the fre­
quency range 97.5 100.5 Gli? with a microwave spec­
trometer employing saturation modulation, introduced 
by Torring [12] . The spectrometer has been described 
briefly elsewhere [ 4 ] . In the present experiment the 
absorption cell and container were made of silver, the 
only material relatively inert to NaOH at high tempera­
tures. Line intensities were greatly reduced in a molyb­
denum or a nickel cell. The difficulty with the silver 
cell was deformation of the walls resulting in loss of 
transmission. One sample load was sufficient for a run 
of 1-2 hours. Although it has been reported that liquid 
sodium hydroxide creeps to a height of over 4.5 inches 
in a silver container [ 10]. we had no severe problems 
in this respect. The lines were broader than of KOH in 
the same frequency region by a factor of two. Broaden­
ing is probably caused by the presence of dimcrs and 
decomposition products. Also some contribution by 
electric quadrupole interaction cannot be excluded. 
Similarity with NaF suggests for cqQ a value o f - 8 MHz. 
The composition of the vapour above solid and liq­
uid sodium hydroxide was studied using mass spectro­
metry by Porter and Schoonmaker [7—9]. The results 
indicate the presence of a high fraction of dimers, but 
no accurate information was obtained. Rao and Schoon­
maker have tried to find monomer-dimer ratios using 
velocity-analysis in a molecular beam experiment, but 
failed because the experimental data were erratic [10]. 
However, there is no doubt that the number of dimers 
greatly exceeds the number of monomers at (he temper­
ature of 1000 К at which our experiment was performed. 
Polymeric species of NaOH arc probably too symme­
tric to have a strong microwave spectrum but the oc­
currence of weak transitions cannot be excluded. 
Sodium hydroxide has the lowest binding energy of 
all alkali hydroxides (DQ = 102.8(15), 81.5(30), 85.4 
(30), 89.0(30) kcal/mole for LiOH, NaOH, KOH and 
CsOH, respectively [14]). Decomposition of NaOH in 
the condensed phase is another serious problem. Kay 
and Gregory found a water vapour pressure of about 
10" 4 torr at the melting point (31 S'C) of NaOH [11]. 
In the present experiment an enormous increase in back­
ground pressure during the heating and large amounts 
of metallic sodium after a run indicated a considerable 
decomposition. In our opinion dimenzation and decom-
Tablc 1 
Observed frequencies for the rotational transition J = 4 — 3 uf 
NaOH 
I requency (Mil?] Assignment 
100529.11(6) 
100078 82(15) 
99 665 56(8) 
99 637 08(8) 
99 602 43(8) 
99 577.50(8) 
99 255.04(15) 
99 224 57(15) 
99 179 71(15) 
99 135 88(10) 
99 044.71(15) 
98 894 97(15) 
98 892.85 (15) 
98 754.15(15) 
98 490 75(20) 
98 408 00(20) 
98 315.00(30) 
98 296 85(20) 
98 198 38(20) 
(0.0,0) 
(0,1'.ОіГ 
(0,1',0)/" 
(О.З'.О)/* 
probably (1,0,0) 
probably (0,20,0) 
(0,22,0), broadened 
(l.l'.O)/* 
} (0,4o,0)and(l,31,0)Z+ 
(1,20.0), (2,0,0), (Ο,ΐ',ΟΓαηαα,ΐ'.Ο)/" 
(1,2',0), broadened 
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3 AiulvMs of the spectrum 
The frequenties of all measured / _ 4 * Ì transitions 
of NaOH and their expcnnienlal errors are listed in 
table 1 The measured frequenty for the (0 0 0) transí 
tion is in agreement with the frequcntv У = 
100 529 08( 10) Ml I¿, Laluilated with values of Я
п о о 
and DQ, reported b> Pearson and Trueblood [6J ΛΙ 
though Conolis resonances are probabK occurring to 
some extent, we assume at present that cq (Я) is also 
valid lor lines corresponding to L-, Φ 0 and lor υ. Φ 0 
and that a ß ; can be assuned to the correspond 
mg transitions There is no doubt about the assignment 
of the (0,1 ' 0 ) / + and (0,22 ,0) transitions The former 
line is as for KOH completelv isolated and the latter 
broadened probably by nuclear electric quadrupole 
hyperfine interaction The group of lines between them 
corresponds with (0 I1 0)/" (0,3 ' 0 ) / + (1 0 0) and 
(0,2 0) transitions as indicated in table I This assign 
ment is based on expected resemblance with the heavier 
alkali hydroxides Careful searching in this frequency 
region yielded no other lines which supports our as 
sumption Comparison of relative intensities lends ad 
ditional support to the proposed identilicalion The re 
lative intensities of all lines can be calculated from the 
known population of vibrational slates and the depen 
dence of transition matrix elements on /" Because the 
lines arc closely spaced, relative intensities can be dc 
termined to a reliable degree of accuracy It is dilficult 
to decide which line corresponds to the ( 1 0 0) and 
which to the (0,2 ,0) transition However, this ambi 
guity does not impede further analysis Attempts to 
extrapolate using a preliminary set of vnlues for о^ o^, 
γ,-, and q. encountered severe problems Irregularities 
in the dependence of a. and q, on u, and υ
Ί
 are evi 
denlly larger than for KOH [4] It is also not possible 
to distinguish with certainty between transitions 
(0 4° 0) and (0 3 ' ,0)/" in the stretching ground vibra­
tional state u. = 0 by applying eq (1) The prehminarv 
second order constants Чу^ and γ^ exceed the corre 
sponding values of KOH by a factor of three It is thus 
quite understandable that the contribution of third and 
fourth order terms to the power expansion of eq (1) 
is considerably larger than for KOH, especially for the 
(0,3',Ο) and (0,4°,0) transitions It should be remarked 
here that the values of the vibrational frequencies ( ω . = 
431 cm" , ω , = 337 cm [1 3] ) make Fermi resonan 
ces rather unlikely Transition ( 1 1 0)/+ may be assigned 
because i)l its position and intensily Transition (1 1' 0) 
is weaker than (0 2" 0) b\ a factor of two and its full 
linewidth is about 1400 kll/ We prefer this assignment 
to (0 4" 0) because the latter is expected to be weaker 
and so broadened (compare KOI1 in [4] ) that it would 
be below the limit of detectabihty The remaining lines 
can be assigned only in groups as shown in table 1 1 he 
order of the corresponding trequeneies is arbitrary The 
unassigned lines ire close to the limit of sensitivitv ol 
our spectrometer Tiansitions ( 1 ^1 0)/" (2 l ' 0)/ + 
(2 I ' 0)/" ( 3 0 0 ) or (2,2 2 0) are probabK among them 
No more lines were found al lower frequency 
The constants derived using the assignments of table 
1 are listed m table 2 I oí i/,(0 1 0) the experimental 
uncertainty is given in parentheses The error range in 
dicatcd lor ß , 0 0 ß ( i0 0 covers the two possible assign 
ments ol the ( 1 0 0) transition For the detcrminatu η 
of Д(1 () a , 7 , , and 7 / ; we have also included the ten 
tative assignments of (0 4 ( ),0) and (0 3 1 0)/" transitions 
as given in table 1 Values resulnnu I rom various possible 
tits have been averaged I rrors in the values of a-,, -)->-, 
and 7„ due to uncertainty of the assignments arc not 
larger (han 20'7 Relative deviations in the best least 
squares lit of the u. = 0 series arc within two parts m 
10 Corresponding fits for the heav\ alkali In droxides 
arc within one part in 10 The pioposed assmnments 
and the molecular constants derived from them may be 
considered as a conservative one It is tempting to as 
sign (tentatively) more lines to establish a u. progression 
and to derive the constants a. and 7^ The grounds for 
such an attempt are rather shakv in our opinion 
4 Discussion 
In spite of considerable uncertainties the results ol 
1 iblc 2 
Molecular constants (in MM?) ol NjOl l obt lined in the present 
invest^ mon 
(7,(0 I ' 0) 
ß 100 #000 
# 0 с о 
012 
722 
τ« 
51 66(3) 
116 3(15) 
12654 (22) 
97 (20) 
9 (2) 
10 (2) 
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Table 3 
Comparison between M-OH and M-I bond lor M - Li Na К Rb and С s The values tor fluoride arc rounded ο Π values Retcr 
enees arc given in braekets 
7 1 . 
Na 
К 
*> Rb 
Cs 
- ( ,(M 
(em ') 
914 
536 
426 
373 
353 
1) 
I 
[20 | 
[20 | 
| 2 0 | 
| 1 9 | 
[20] 
ω,ΙΜ 
(ein ' ) 
(630) 
431 
408 
354 
335 
ОН) 
[ 1 4 | 
ΜΗ 
[17] 
[13] 
[16] 
a
e
( M -
(MHz) 
608 2 
136 7 
70 0 
45 6 
35 2 
Г) 
[21] 
[21] 
121) 
[211 
[21] 
öioo 
(Milz) 
454 7 
1163 
66 1 
4 3 7 
33 3 
Дооо(М ОМ) 
[5] 
this work 
[4] 
[21 
IM 
f t(M-
(Л) 
1 56 
1 93 
2 17 
2 27 
2 35 
-I) 
[21] 
[211 
[21] 
[21] 
121] 
/•(M Oil) 
(A) 
158 [14] 
1 95 this work 
221 [3] 
2 30 [22] 
2 39 [22 | 
the present investigation make a more detailed compa 
rison possible between NaOH and the other hydroxides 
In tables 3 and 4 are collected the various molecular 
constants of the alkali hydroxides determined from in­
frared and microwave spectra bor comparison the cor 
responding constants of the iso electronic alkali fluo­
rides are listed m table "? The vibrational frequencies 
of LiOH are estimated values [14], those of the other 
alkali hydroxides are very reliable They have first been 
measured by Spinar and Margrave 115] and confirmed 
in later studies [13,16,17] The metal oxygen inter-
nuclear distance may be calculated in two ways [1], 
from the leading term in eq (2) or from the observed 
ground state constants й
п 0п The results for CsOH and 
RbOH differ by about 0 S% but this difference is not 
important here The distance r(Na OH) was obtained 
by assuming r(0 M) = 0 96 A and using the value of 
/?000 The similarity in bonding properties between the 
heavy alkali hydroxides and fluorides is well established 
[18] and the (rends are clearly visible in table 3 The 
equilibrium distance r is practically the same in alkali 
hydroxides and alkali fluorides The vibrational frc 
quency ω, is clearly larger in alkali fluorides than in 
hydroxides indicating weaker binding in the latter mo­
lecules The large values of the electric dipole moment 
of CsOH and the small quadrupole constant of RbOH 
are further evidence for the ionic character Also the 
value ot ec¡Q of LiOH suggests a highly ionic bond Li -0 
[S] However the increasing discrepancy between ω, 
and 5i0i) ^nnn a s w e P r 0 l- c ed t 0 th c lighter members 
of the alkali Ouorides and hydroxides indicates that the 
pseudo-halide character becomes less pronounced 
As mentioned before the monotonie trend of ou, 
У22 and Уц from Cs to Na shown in table 4 is quite 
plausible The constants of LiOH are not known From 
the results reported in [5] it is possible to derive a value 
for α- γ,? Tta result Q7— γ, , = 177 ΜΗ/ is in reason­
able agreement with data of the other hydroxides and 
the expected trend In rigid linear trmlomic molecules 
the ratio between q. and (β^/ω,) is about 2 6 [19] 
Table 4 
Bending vibration rotation constants of alkali hydroxides References are given in brackets 
<*2 
(MH/) 
7 L. 
Nd 97 
к 48 
e 5 Rb 33 
Cs 19 
this work 
[4] 
[2] 
IH 
(MHz) 
9 this work 
3 0 [4) 
1 9 [2] 
1 2 [I] 
(MHz) 
- 1 0 
- 3 4 
- 2 0 
- 1 6 
this work 
[ 4 | 
[21 
HI 
ω 2 
(em-') 
(362) 
337 
300 
309 
f 3 0 9 8 
302 4 
[14] 
[13] 
[71 
[13] 
[161 
«/(О 1 ' 0) 
(MHz) 
295 81 [5] 
51 66 thiswc 
16 03 [4] 
9 8 7 [2] 
7 90 [I] 
irk 
4/(0 1 
2 57 
3 30 
2 14 
2 31 
2 40 
'OVieSoo/uj) 
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Values of the ratio in the li>droxides ealuilated using 
the / doubling constant ol (0 1 ' 0) transition and /i ( ) ( m 
for^, and В respective!), arc shown in tabic 4 Dit 
ficulties in the interpictation ο) ω , as mentioned in 
[16,17| and the rather unclear trend (ьес table 4) make 
the ω-, values somewhat uncertain The eslimaled c^, 
value of LiOII is most questionable To our knowledge 
no experimental data about vibrational Irequcncies ol 
LiOll are available In view ol these uncertainties the 
ratio between q, md dì" ω , ) is fairlv well constant 
Onl> the/ doubling constant ol NaOll is clearK out 
side the range 
The present results throw some light on the vibra 
Hon rotation interaction in NaOH bul the pmblcm 
is obviously far I rom being solved Λ studv ot the 
Stark effect and careful measurements on other Δ/ = 1 
tiansitions mav help to eliminate uncertainties in the 
assignment MBLR measurements ol the / doubling and 
electric quadrupole constants and ot the dipole moment 
ma> reveal more information about the moleeulir inter 
actions in NaOll and its position among ihe In droxides 
Such measurements are in our opinion a chnllenging 
but also a nskv enterprise 
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Paper 9 
Ouadrupole hyi^erfine structure and srlitting of û-levels in the microwave 
spectra of KOH, RbOH and CsOH in the 100 GHz region. 
P. Kuijpers, T. Törring and A. Dymanus 
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Abstract 
Hyperfine structure of rotational transitions of KOH, RbOH and CsOE in 
various ν - and l-states has been carefully measured in the IDC Cliz range. 
From the observed splittings and broadenings information about quadrupole 
coupling constant (eqQ) of the К nucleus in KOH and about the spacing 
(E - E ) between Σ and Δ levels in the vibrational spectrum of KOH, RbOH 
and CsOH has been derived. The measured value of the eqQ of KOH is close 
to that of KF. The separation between Σ and Δ levels is found to be rather 
similar for the group of the alkali hydroxides increasing gradually when 
progressing from LiOH to CsOH. 
1. Introduction 
Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants for the group of the alkali 
hydroxides have been measured so far only for RbOH and LiOK. Fatsumura and 
Lid 
8T t 
ι fis 
Lide measured the quadrupole coupling in RbOH for both isotopes Rb and 
Rb in a microwave absorption study. Most observations were made on the 
J = 3 ·*- 2 transition at about 37 GHz. The value of eqQ was found to decrease 
markedly with increasing ν , while the v0-dependence was negligible. Freund 
2 
et al. have investigated LiOH by the MBER-technique and reported eqQ-
6 7 
values for the Li and Li isotopes. The coupling constants of RbOH and 
LiOH are very similar to those in the corresponding alkali fluorides. The 
metal-oxygen bond is apparently highly ionic. 
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Information on the vibrational structure of the alkali hydroxides is 
3 
scarce. Matrix isolation studies have yielded values for the vibrational 
2 frequencies of NaOH, KOH, RbOH and CsOH. Freund et al. observed 1-type 
2 3 
doubling in the (0,2 ,0) and (0,3 ,0) vibrational states of LiOK in an 
MBER experiment. This doubling vas used to derive information about the 
1» 
separation between the Σ and Δ, and the Π and φ levels . Recently Pearson 
et al reported the millimeter wave spectrum of KOH. From the J-dependence 
of the 1-type resonance interactions information vas obtained about the 
separation of l-sublevels in KOH. In combination with matrix isolation 
values for the vibrational frequencies and relative intensity measurements 
an approximate vibrational energy level diagram was constructed. 
In a previous publication we have reported on vibration-rotation 
interaction in the microwave spectrum of KOH at about 100 GHz. For 1 >_ 2 
the lines of the investigated rotational transition J = 6 •«- 5 were found 
broadened or split. These splittings and broadenings (not essential for the 
analysis at that time except as help in the assignment) have been re-
measured carefully. The 1-type doubling is measuralle only for 1 = " 
and its magnitude increases with increasing ν . Quadrupole hyperfine inter­
action is observable for 1 ^ . 2 and its effects increase with increasing 1. 
In addition also RbOH and CsOH transitions in the same frequency region 
(100 GHz) have been measured in order to investigate the doubling of Δ-
levels. The positions of the satellite lines of interest were predicted by 
1 7 
extrapolation from low-frequency measurements of Lide and co-workers * . 
For CsOH the J = 9 •*- 8 transition has been observed and for PbOK the 
J = 8 * 7 one. Quadrupole interaction in CsOH is negligible. Consequently 
splittings due to 1 = 2 resonance are completely resolvable for ν = h and 
6. The large quadrupole coupling constant in HbCH permits only rough 
determination of the magnitude of the 1 = 2 doubling from investigation 
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2 87 
of the (0,1* ,0) transition of the less abundant (28?) isotope 'РЪОГ. 
The effects under investigation are very small and do not extend over 
more than 1.7 MHz. Hence the accuracy of the results obtained is poor. The 
present investigation was feasible thanks to the excellent sensitivity of 
the spectrometer at low pressures in combination with the small linevidth 
in saturation modulation (Kef. 8). For CsOH, for example, the full line-
width in the absence of quadrupole hyperfine interaction and l-type 
doubling was only 200-250 kHz at 100 GHz and the operating temperature 
350-1*00 C. As an illustration the observed pattern of the (0,І4 ,0) transi­
tion of CsOH is snown in Fig. 1. The separation between the 1-doubling com-
7 ponents is about 500 kHz. Lide and Kuczkowski found for CsOH unusually 
broad lines due to, as the authors stated, decomposition and the presence 
of water. They reported full linewidth of 1 MHz at about 30 GHz and 
operating temperature of 500-600 С 
In the evaluation of the results of the present experiments it is 
assumed that all data can be interpreted in terms of l-resonances and 
quadrupole interaction and that there are no other resonances present. 
absorption 
A CsOH 
J = 9 - f l , f 0 , t 2 1 0 ) 
CsOH 
v - V ^ 
1 I I 
98047 616 (301 
MHz 
J I ι 11 
9001.8 1 3 6 ( 3 0 ] 
MHz 
frequency 
FJR. 1 . Measured and calculated spectrum of the transition J = 9 *• 8, 
ρ 
(0,1* .0) of CsOH. Separation between frequency markers is 110 kHz. 
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Nuclear quadrupole coupling in KOH 
Since the nuclear quadrupole hyperfine energy in KOH is small compared 
to the rotational energy, only first order terms are required to evaluate 
the hyperfine structure. The hyperfine interaction energy, Ε. , can then 
be expressed as 
^ = eaQ I тгт^ hyp 
р
 = е<1(ІІ
 JU • О " 1 ]f(J'I'F) (1) 
39 
where I = 3/2 for the К nucleus and F is the quantum number of the total 
angular momentum F. The Casimir function f(J,I,F) is evaluated in the Tables 
9 1» 
of Gordy and Cook . In addition to the J = 6 + 5 transition in the (0,h ,0) 
h 2 
and (0,6 ,0) levels also the J = It -·- 3 transition in the (0,2 ,0) level has 
been measured. The quadrupole constants calculated from the observed spectra 
and the hypothetical transition frequencies in the absence of hyperfine 
structure are listed in Table 1. In Fig. 2 and 3 the observed and calculated 
Table 1. Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants and pure rotational 
transition frequencies for some vibrational states of KOH. The 
indicated errors are estimated on basis of the applied 
evaluation procedure. 
rotational transition 
J + 1 <- J 
state 
(v1,v2,v3) 
frequency of unsplit 
l ine [ mz] 
61»978.50(20) 
96373.9415) 
96101.1*5(20) 
eqQ 
[MHz] 
-8.3(10) 
-8.0(10) 
-8.0(10) 
u * 3 
6 * 5 
6 * 5 
(0,2¿,0) 
(o,u\o) 
(о,б\о) 
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absorption 
i l 
9/2^7/2 7 Г 5 / 2 "ІГ*Іг *П frequency 
NVasurrd and calculalec Bpeetrur of the transition J = h *• ?, 
о 
(Г,2 ,0) of KOI'. Seraraticn brtveer, freauency пагкггк is 13? kHz. 
absorption 
I I 
\\y M 
КОН 
1 = 6 - 5 , (0,Б4.0) 
'л' 
А, 
л? 
Ь\г 
,AW' 
; W H 
V W K 
I I I ι U I I L 
" / , — " / 2 ' hypothetical 1 5 / - 1 3 / 
center 
frequency 
"/г7/· 2 '2 
Measured and caiculatoa r.pectrujr. of the transition J = f •· 'y 
(0,t' ,0) of КОН. Separation between frequency narkerc is ??С H'z. 
'Jhe dotted line representE the hypothetical unsplit frenuency. 
spectra of two transitions are shovn. Calculations shov that the hyperfine 
о 
components of the J = h *• 3, (0,2 ,0) transition are split by 66 kHz due to 
1-type resonance. 
It should be noted that in Eef. 6 the (1,5 ,0) 1 transition has been 
assigned erroneously to the low frequency part of the (0,1* ,0) transition 
with F = 13/2 +• 11/2 and 11/2 * 9/2. However, the resulting small change in 
the frequency of the (0,1» ,0) transition reported previously and disregar­
ding the (1,5 ,0) 1 transition do not affect the results in Ref. 6 in any 
respect. Because of the good fit of the 1-type doubling constants in Ref. 6 
it may be possible that the (1,5 ,0) 1 transition overlaps with the 
spectrum of the (0,1» ,0) transition. The frequencies of the pure rotational 
2 1» 
transitions in the (0,2 ,o) and (0,1» ,0) levels are consistent with the 
high J transition frequencies in Ref. 5· Quadrupole hyperfine interaction 
is also observable for J = 6 *• 5 transitions with 1 = 2 and 1 = 3, but a 
quantitative analysis is not very meaningful. As for RbOH the dependence 
of the eqQ on v„ may be expected to be very small for Κ0Η. The present 
accuracy is obviously too low for observation of vibrational effects. When 
neglecting any vibrational dependences eqQ = -8.1(6) KHz results from the 
eqQ values listed in Table 1. 
Theory of l-doubling 
In the absence of rotation the vibrational levels corresponding to the 
bending vibration of a linear triatomic molecule would be doubly degenerate 
for 1 >^  1 on account of the equivalence of the two directions of the angular 
momentum 1. However, this degeneracy is removed by interaction of rotation 
with the bending vibrational mode. The resulting splitting of the vibra­
tional levels is known as l-doubling. For the II-vibrational state (|l| = 1) 
113 
the splitting ДЬ is approximatelj 
4, 
Δ Ε =
 2 ( V2 + l ) J ( v r + ^ ' ( 2 ) 
where the 1-doubling constant q depends on ν , ν and ν . In the microwave 
spectra of the alkali hydroxides the AJ = 1 transitions of the split 
components of the Π-level are separated by large frequency intervals. When 
|l| > 1 the l-splitting is much smaller. However, in the investigated 
spectra of the alkali hydroxides at 100 GHz effects of the splitting of the 
Δ-levels (|l| = 2) are still observable. When |l| ^_ 3 the splitting is not 
detectable. 
Theory of 1-doubling for an arbitrary value of ν has been developed by 
10 
Nielsen, Amat and Goldsmith . Determination of the energy levels and 
splittings involves solution of a (v + 1)-dimensional secular problem. For 
the present purpose only the off-diagonal elements of the type W need 
to be taken into account. According to Ref. 10 W = ¿q {(ν +1)(ν -1+2). 
1 
[ J(J+1)-1(1-1)1 .[ J(J+1)-(1-1)(1-2)1 } 2 with q equal to l*q0. 
When ν = 2, the perturbed Δ-levels are readily evaluated to be 
Δ Σ 
where the unperturbed energy terms are denoted by the superscript o. Here 
and below it is assumed that the perturbations are small, and the matrix 
elements W are much smaller than the energy differences between 
different |l|-states. 
When ν = h the perturbed Ι, Δ and Γ(|ΐ| = Ό levels can be found by 
solving for the roots ε of the following determinants: (L· -ε)(Ε -ε) - W, = 
0, and (Ь°-е)І (Ε°-ε)(Ε°-ε) - 2 ^2] - ν[|2(Ε°-ε) = 0. The approximate per-
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turbed Δ-levels are then 
E?--^_. and
 E°.-A_ + jáo_ 
Eq. (U) also holds when ν > h. This can be verified for each ν Ъу solving 
the determinant of the corresponding energy matrix. 
From Eq. (3) and (U) and expression for Η the following formula 
for the splitting of the Δ-vibrational state results: 
q?v (v + 2)J(J +1) . [J(J + 2) - 2] 
A E =
 8.(lE¿-E£|) (5) 
The superscript of E. and Ej. has been omitted in Eq. (5) because of the 
weakness of the perturbation by 1-type resonance. The observed splittings 
of the Δ-levels in the microwave spectra of the alkali hydroxides at 100 
GHz are evaluated with the aid of Eq. (5)· In principle nothing can be 
said about the sign of the quantity E. - E,. from analysis of one J + 1 ·«- J 
U 5 
transition only. However, in view of the data for LiOK and KOH it is 
likely that for all alkali hydroxides the Δ-levels are energetically 
higher than the Σ-levels. 
Splitting of Δ-levels in KOH and CsOH 
In Table 2 the observed splittings of 1 = 2 transitions and derived 
separations between Σ and Δ levels in KOH and CsOH are listed. In the 
evaluation of E - E_ for KOH we made use of the expansion of the 1-
doubling constant q(v ,v ,v ) which was determined in Ref. 6. When ν = 2 
the 1-doubling in the J = 6 *• 5 transition is calculated to be in the 
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Table 2. Splitting of rotational transitions in Δ-states and separation 
betveen Σ and Δ levels of KOH, CsOH and RbOH. For CsOH and 
Ят 
RbOH also the absolute line frequencies are included; for KOH 
these are given in Ref. 6. 
E - E_ frequencies of 
-1, 
molecule transition state observed 
splitting [ cm '] 1-components 
I kHz) [ MHz] 
KOH 6 * 5 (0,1* ,0) 750(120) 33(6) 
(1,1*2,0) 810(60) 33(4 
(0,62,0) 1680(80) 32(2) 
7Rb0H 8 <- 7 (0,U2,o) 550(150) U1(12) 98 719-72(15) 
98 720.27(15) 
CsOH 9 +• 8 (0,Ц%о) 518(1.5) 39(1*) 
(1,1*¿,0) 510(1*5) 1*2(U) 
(0,6\0) 1193(60) 36(1*) 
98 01*7.618(30) 
98 01*8.136(30) 
97 1*93.558(30) 
97 l»9l*.068(30) 
97 880.187(1*0) 
97 881.380(1*0) 
order of 230 kHz for ν = 0 and 300 kHz for ν = 2 vhich is the same as the 
broadening due to hyperfine interaction. Consequently l-doubling in the 
2 
(v ,2 ,0) states is not resolvable. 
2 2 
In the case of CsOH the line positions of the (0,1* ,0), (1,1* ,0) and 
2 
(0,6 ,0) transitions vere extrapolated from the lov-frequency data of Lide 
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- τ 
and Kuczkowski . A distortion constant of 5-6 kHz accounts for the 
measured frequencies. Quadrupole coupling is not observable. The 1-doubling 
constants q(v ,v„,0) were obtained by linear extrapolation from the 
q.(0,1 ,0), q(0,3 ,0), q.( 1 ,1 ,0) and q(l,3 ,0) values of Ref. 7· An expan­
sion for q of the type used for KOH was assumed. Since the error in the 
derived quantity E - E is determined primarily by the error in the obser­
ved splittings, for the ν = U transitions the extrapolation on basis of 
these l-doubling constants is sufficiently accurate. For the (C,6 ,0) 
2 
transition an error of 5% in q(0,6 ,0) has been estimated. 
Analysis for 'НЪОН 
In the analysis of the quadrupole coupling and the l-doubling in KOH 
and CsOH these two effects could be separated. However, in the J = 8 *• 7, 
p D'y 
(0,U ,θ) transition of RbOH quadrupole coupling and l-doubling are of 
comparable strength. Consequently only some rough information can be ob­
tained. 
Since the quadrupole coupling in RbOH is about one half of that in the 
main isotope RbOH, we have chosen RbOH for investigation. The calculated 
and measured spectrum is shown in Fig. h. Approximate frequency of the 
P Or 
transition has been derived from the B(0,1* ,0) value of the RbOH isotope 
and the estimated centrifugal distortion constant D given in Ref. 1. Fur­
thermore use was made of the fact that the ratio of B(v ,v_,v ) values of 
RbOH and ""RbOH for the corresponding transitions is 0.99621 with varia­
tions less than three parts in 10 . This can be verified from the data in 
Table 3 of Ref. 1. The frequency calculated in this way is close to the 
actual line position. In the calculated spectrum of Fig. h the value of 
eqQ was set equal to -33 kHz (Ref. 1). The 1-splitting of 550 kHz with un-
117 
frequency 
Fig. U. Measured and calculated spectrun of the transitior J = 6 +• 7, 
(O,1* ,0) of RbOH. Separation tetween frequency iiarkers is 20C kHz. 
certainty of 150 kHz gives best agreement with the measured pattern of the 
transition. The resulting Σ-Δ level separation is lil(l2) cm . In calcula-
tion the value of the 1-doubling constant q(0,lt ,0) vas extrapolated from 
q(0,1 ,0) and q(0,3 ,0) values given in Fef. 1 for 85 RbOH. 
Discussion 
According to Ref. h the separation F - E for LiOH in the (0,2 ,0) 
state is 27-5 cm" and in the (0,3 ,0) state F - E = 50.2 cm" . Pearson 
et al. found the spacing betveen 1 sublevéis in K0H for a number of states 
(Fef. 5). Our data for the Σ-Δ level spacing in the (0,1»,0) and (1,lt,0) 
state are in agreement with Ref. 5. The results for K0H and CsCH show 
that the separation between Σ and Λ levels is quite similar for different 
vibrational spates varying from ν = ¿ to ν = 6. Among the group of the 
alkali hydroxides the Σ-Δ level spacing is rather uniform shoving a gradual 
118 
trend to higher values when progressing from LiOH to CsOH. The separation 
of the 1 sublevéis is large compared to the magnitude of the vihrational 
frequencies. This has been discussed for KOH in Ref. 5· It was concluded 
that the large Σ-Δ spacing is primarily a pseudo anharmonic effect. 
The quadrupole constant of KOH is quite similar to that in KF which 
equals -7.98 MHz 1 1. For CsF eq Q = 1.25 MHz. Hence for CsOH the eqQ con­
stant is probably so low that it can only be measured by high resolution 
techniques. 
The vibrational satellite structure of the J = h *• 3 transition of NaOH 
has been reported in Ref. 12. Similarity with NaF suggests for NaOH eqQ = 
-Θ MHz. In view of the Σ-Δ level separations in the other alkali hydrox­
ides E - Ь may be expected in the order of 30 em for ГіаОН. The combina­
tion of quadrupole interaction and l-doubling (700-800 kHz) explains the 
о 
observed full linewidth of 1250 kl'z for the (0,2 ,0) transition in Ref. 12. 
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Paper 10 
Fine structure of rotational transitions J = 7 ·*- б and 8 •«- 7 of НЪОН 
P. Kuijpers and A. Dymanus 
121 
Abstract 
Measurements on the fine structure of the J = 7 *• С and J = 8 *• 7 tran­
sitions of RbOH and RbOH have been performed with a hiph temperature 
microwave spectrometer. The variation of the rotational constant with the 
quantum numbers ν , ν and 1 has been studied and for various vibrational 
levels centrifugal distortion coefficients nave been determined. The 
features of the potential function of RbOH are in many respects similar to 
those found in earlier study for KOH, but the dependence of the rotational 
2 . 
energy on 1 is anomalous and probably typical for the heavy alkali 
hydroxides. The internal consistency of the results indicates that no 
strong perturbing interactions like Fermi and Coriolis resonances are 
present. 
1. Introduction 
Rotational transitions of rubidium hydroxide (RbOh) have been observed 
by Matsumura and Lide [ Ij in the 25-50 GHz region. The transition J = 3 +- 2 
was analyzed in vibrational states (v ,v„ ,v ) with ν = 0-2, ν = G-k and 
1 = 0-? for the main isotope RbOH. The J = 2 *- 1 and J = h •*- 3 transitions 
in some vibrational states were observed for confirmation of assignments. 
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Also transitions of the 25% abundant isotope RbOH were found. Each line 
was split into several separate hyperfine components due to electric quadru-
pole hyperfine interaction. Effects of centrifugal distortion were not 
measurable. The variation of the rotational constant with excitation of the 
bending mode deviated from a "well-behaved" linear molecule. As for CsOH 
[ 2] the В values of the bending mode satellites could be fitted to a power 
2 2 
series containing terms in (v„ + 1), (v + 1) and 1 . From this dependence 
of В on ν and 1 information about the structure of the alkali hydroxides 
was derived in [ 3,4 . Later studies on KOH [ 5] and NaOH [ 6] showed sub­
stantial deficiencies of theory when attempting to describe bending vibra­
tion-rotation interaction for these molecules according to such a second 
order power series. This has stimulated us to extend the measurements on 
RbOH to higher J, v,, v_ and 1-values in order to make a more detailed and 
precise study of vibration-rotation interaction and to determine centrifugal 
distortion coefficients for various vibrational levels. 
The measurements have been performed in the 85-100 GHz region with the 
saturation effect spectrometer described in [ 5] and [ 7] . Cell and con­
tainer made of silver, nickel and molybdenum were tried, giving no notice­
able differences in spectral intensity. Rubidium hydroxide is very hygro­
scopic and background pressure increments up to 1 Torr occurred when heating 
the sample. Typical operating temperature was about 550 C. Runs in the order 
of four hours under stationary conditions were possible. 
2. Rotational and distortion constants 
The vibrational satellite spectrum of RbOH is very complicated. Transi­
tions in states with low values of ν , ν and 1 can be identified from 
assignment of Matsumura and Lide [ 1] . As a first step in further identifi­
cation we have extrapolated using Β , α_, γ 0 0, Ύ,, and q of [ 1] as 
preliminary set of constants. However, for high ν and 1 the deviation be­
tween extrapolated and actual line frequency may amount several hundreds of 
MHz. So intensity ratios and the dependence of the magnitude of the quadru-
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pole interaction on |l| are very helpful in the assignment. Relative inten-
Q|-
sities can be calculated on basis of isotopie abundances of Rb (72$) and 
Rb (20?), and the vibrational frequencies ω = 351*.1* cm and ω = 309.0 
cm as reported from matrix isolation study of Acquista and Abramowitz Ι Θ] . 
For some transitions which interfere or are close together, discrimination 
is problematic. For example, the J = 8 •«- 7, (2,2 ,0) transition of RbOH 
ι fis 
at СТО^.ІЗО MHz and the J = 8 *• 7, (3,1 ,0)1 transition of RbOH at 
97950.175 MHz are about equally strong and broadened. The sane holds for 
"5 AT ι fis 
the (1,3 ,0) transition of RbOH and the (2,3 ,0)l
+
 transition of RbOH 
with unsplit J = 7 •*• 6 transition frequencies at 85960.970 MHz and 85959.750 
MHz, respectively. However, the internal consistency of all results reported 
below confirms the final assignments made in Table 1 and 2. We have made use 
of the eqQ-constants reported in [ 1] in order to obtain the frequencies of 
the pure rotational transitions which are listed in Table 1 and 2 along with 
the appropriate errors. Frequencies of individual hyperfine components are 
fiT 1 
not given. The J = 7 *• 6 transition of RbOH in the (1,1 ,0)1 state can 
2 
not be measured because of overlap with the stronger (1,2 ,0) transition of 
5Rb0H. 
Determination of eqQ from the observed spectra is only for 1 = k 
85 h 
meaningful. For the J = 7 • 6 transition of RbOH in the {0,U ,0) state 
the measured hyperfine components are at 6620U.280(50) MHz (F = 19/2 * 17/2), 
at 86202.950(100) MHz (F = 11/2 • 9/2) and at 86201.000(50) MHz 
(F = 17/2 + 15/2, F = 13/2 4- 11/2), resulting in eqQ = -67.6(6) MHz. 
The rotational constant Б and distortion constant D have been calcu-
v ν 
lated by fitting the unsplit frequencies ν to 
v 0 = 2 B v ( J + 1) - l4D v(J + 1 ) ( ( J + I ) 2 - I 2 ) . ( 1 ) 
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Table 1. Observed frequencies in KHz and В and D values for RbOH 
s t a t e 
0,0°,0 
o,i1,o 
ο,Λο 
0,2 2 ,0 
о,з
1
,о 
0,3 3 ,0 
оУ.о 
o,i*2,o 
о,і*
Ц
.о 
0 , 5 1 , 0 
0 , 5 3 , 0 
o,60,o 
i,o0,o 
1,11,0 
1,20,0 
1,22,0 
1,31,0 
1,3 3.0 
1_ 
1_ 
1_ 
4 
1_ 
4 
1_ 
J = 7 + 6 
80053.000(1*0) 
87707.215(1*0) 
87569.215(1*0) 
87326.755(1*0) 
87212.780(1*0) 
87161*. 510(1*0) 
86876.230(70) 
86760.1*00(100) 
86831.590(50) 
86712.610(80) 
86202.270(50) 
86868.850(120) 
861* 11*.990(70) 
86386.095(120) 
8655I*. 380(70) 
871*1*1.170(1*0) 
87098.775(1*0) 
8691*9.200(1*0) 
86706.205(60) 
86622.000(120) 
86560.61*0(50) 
86256.91*5(50) 
86279.625(200) 
This 
J = 8 <- 7 
100628.555(30) 
100233.31*0(50) 
100075.685(60) 
99798.380(1*0) 
99668.265(60) 
99613.025(50) 
99283.615(1*0) 
99151.135(50) 
99232.335(50) 
99096.1*60(150) 
98513.255(50) 
9927l*.830(6o) 
98756.305(60) 
98723.370(100) 
98915.220(70) 
99929.370(50) 
99538.000(60) 
99367.095(60) 
99089.235(60) 
98993.160(60) 
98923.020(100) 
98575.780(80) 
98601.735(60) 
ν V 
study 
В 
V 
6290.202(11*) 
6260.562(12) 
6238.366(15) 
6230.137(16) 
6216.1+1*7(11») 
6197.772(28) 
6203.026(18) 
619І+. 1*37(31*) 
6157.803(11*) 
6189.1*62(23) 
6171.035(36) 
6l83.287(26) 
621*6.1*1*0(16) 
6216.688(13) 
6191*.030(22) 
6187.930(31*) 
6172.758(17) 
6і63.1*22(5І*) 
D 
V 
7.17(12) 
7.18(11) 
7.56(13) 
7.26(16) 
7.35(12) 
7.51(26) 
7.85(16) 
7.56(35) 
7.55(16) 
7.85(20) 
7-50(36) 
8.1*8(23) 
7.07(11*) 
7-17(12) 
7.1*5(19) 
7.1М30) 
7.30(17) 
7.1*0(50) 
Previous 
[1] 
В 
ν 
6290.15 
6260.55 
6238.37 
6230.13 
6216.1*3 
6l9l*.38 
621*6.1*5 
6216.70 
6l9l».03 
6187.95 
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Table 1 (continued) 
s t a t e J = 7 • 6 
This study 
J = 8 «- 7 В 
V 
D 
V 
Previous 
[ И 
В 
V 
l , U 0 , o 961*93.720(90) 6156.862(39) 
1,Ь2,0 98i*2U.735(l5) 6l52.1»53(l*3) 
2 ,0 0 ,0 86829-300(50) 99230.015(50) 6202.8θθ(ΐ9) 7-22(16) 6202.75 
1 861(89.065(50) 9Ö8U2.o6o(50) 
2,1 ,С + 6172.805(15) 7.26(13) 
1 86329.175(70) 98658.1*50(50) 
2,2°,0 86087.725(80) 98382.1*90(100) 6ll*9.83l»(32) 7.25(29) 
2 ,2 2 ,0 86030.105(80) 98316.800(150)61І*5.630(37) 6.92(37) 
1 85959.750(200) 98236. іі*о( іоо) 
2,3 ,0 6129.312(38) 
1_ 97871.770(150) 
2 ,3 3 ,0 98052.970(100) 6129.125(56) 
3,0°,0 86217.1*80(80) 98530.71*0(50) 6159.111(27) 7.3l*(22) 
1 9811*5.830(80) 
3,1 ,0 + 6128.915(28) 
1_ 9Т950.і75(іоо) 
3,2°,о 851*71.820(120) 97678.600(200) 6105.81(0(55) 7.25(51) 
3,2 2 ,0 851*37.806(100) 97639.720(150)6103.3541*1) 7.26(1*0) 
, 1 97552.600(150) 
3,3 ,0 6086.073(1*1*) 
1 97171.660(200) 
3,3 3 ,0 97507.300(150) 6095-020(60) 
1*,о0,0 85605.615(60) 97831.51*0(50) 6115.390(21) 
1 971*50.090(200) 
1*,1Ί,0 6085-061 (31*) 
1_ 9721+2.610(200) 
5,0°,0 97132.635(100) 6071.709(39) 
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Table 2. Observed frequencies in MHz and В and D values for RbOH 
This study Previous 
t Я 
state J = T * 6 J = 8-<-7 В D В 
v v v 
0,0°,0 
o,i 1,o 
0,2 0 ,0 
0 ,2 2 ,0 
о.з'.о 
о,з
3
,о 
o.u
0
,o 
o,i»2,o 
o,i.U,o 
0 , 5 1 , 0 
0 ,5 3 ,0 
1,0°,0 
1,11,0 
1,20,0 
1,22,0 
i.31,o 
1.33,0 
i .«» 2,o 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1_ 
1_ 
1_ 
Θ7719.1+60(50) 
87371*. 555(50) 
87237.'»aoi 50) 
86995.500(50) 
86881.900(1*0) 
86833.170(90) 
&65U6.810(50) 
861*30.090(100) 
86501.600(60) 
86383.020(200) 
85865.600(150) 
86537.560(60) 
87111.355(60) 
86769.900(80) 
86378.51*5(60) 
86295.795(50) 
86233.075(100) 
85960.970(90) 
10021*7.1*10(1*0) 
99b53.290(70) 
99696.51*5(70) 
991*19.810(60) 
99290.130(60) 
99231*. 390(70) 
98907.280(70) 
90773.695(60) 
98855.300(60) 
98720.000(150) 
98128.1*20(70) 
98896.550(90) 
98381.600(250) 
9831»7.1*50(150) 
99552.1*05(60) 
99162.370(60) 
98992.310(60) 
98711*.795(80) 
98620.320(60) 
9651*8.560(150) 
98203.620(150) 
6266.370(18) 
6236.815(15) 
62ll*.701(20) 
6206.500(16) 
6192.830(19) 
617І*.170(28) 
6179-1*35(22) 
6170.863(61») 
6133.765(36) 
6165.877(35) 
611*7.530(65) 
6222.938(22) 
6193.200(21») 
6170.619(25) 
6l6l*. 632(18) 
611*9.1*10(30) 
98237.720(100) 61U0.63M29) 
98061.290(200) 6129.693(70) 
7.08(15) 
7.00(11*) 
7.52(17) 
7.22(16) 
7.16(17) 
7.1*0(27) 
7.65(19) 
7.19(57) 
7.70(39) 
7.13(19) 
7.38(22) 
7.18(18) 
7.06(30) 
6266 
.35 
6236.81* 
6211* 
6206 
6222 
63 
1*8 
90 
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Table 2 (continued) 
state J = 7 * 6 J = 8<-7 В 
V 
D 
V 
Previous 
[ 1 ] 
В 
V 
86503.035(50) 98857.265(60) 6l79-bTl(20) 6.97(18) 
98^70.730(100) 
0 
2,0 ,0 
1 2,1 ,0 
0 
2,2 ,0 
2 
2,2 ,0 
1 2,3',0 
з 
2, ЗЛО 
3,0 0 ,0 
1 
з.і ,ο 
Μ
0
. ο 
1 
+ 
1 _ 
1 
+ 
1 
1 
+ 
1 _ 
611*9.576(32) 
98288.000(100) 
98012.125(100) 6126.702(39) 
9791*9.130( 100) 6122.682(37) 
97865.755(100) 
6106.198(36) 
97503.650(100) 
97702.01*0(150) 6107.151*(35) 
98162.155(60) 6136.027(39) 
97778.81*0(150) 
6105-957(30) 
97 581*. 070(150) 
971*67.000( 100) 6092.580(1*7) 
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In the fit also data of [ 1] have been included. The results are listed in 
Table 1 and 2. For states for which only one rotational transition frequency 
is provided, an extrapolated value of D with appropriate error was used in 
calculation of В . In the case of 1-type splitting the mean values of the 
constants for the 1 and 1 components are given. 
3. Analysis of l-type splitting and distortion effects 
The observed 1 = 1 splittings, which can be calculated from the data in 
Table 1 and 2, have been fitted within the experimental errors to the 
expression 
v 0(l +) - v0(l_) = q(v1,v2)(v2 + 1)(J + 1) (2) 
with expansion 
q(v1,v2) = q0 + q1(v1 + Ì) + q2(v2 + 1) + q ^ ^ + ¿)(v2 + 1) + 
+ q11(v1 + J ) 2 + q22(v2 + I ) 2 . 
The coefficients resulting from least-squares analysis are listed in Table 3 
Θ5 87 for 'RbOH and RbOH. 
Effects of 1-type resonance also cause spread of centrifugal distortion 
constants D for sublevéis of particular ν -state (v > 1). Analysis of 
these effects is not meaningful with the present accuracy. However, the 1-
dependence of D values in Table 1 and 2 tends to be similar to that in 
КОН [ 9l · This is in agreement with results in [10] where we reported Σ-Δ 
— 1 2 
level splitting of ho cm from analysis of (o,U ,0), J = 8 *• 7 transition 
of RbOH. In Table k the unperturbed distortion constants of the bending 
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Table 3. The 1-type doubling coefficients for hbOH and ?t-G¡ (given in 
kHz). Results for KOh are given for compaxison. 
5RbOH TRbOH KOH [ 5] 
"o 8953(13) 8886(20) Ш 120(1*5) 
q 1105(8) 1132(15) 1 8 Щ І 4 2 ) 
q 2 22U(6) 222(9) 65M2O) 
q 1 2 - 1 3 0 ( 2 ) -133(3) -251(5) 
q n - 1 3 ( 2 ) -18(1») 22(9) 
q 2 2 10(1) 10(1) - 1 5 ( 2 ) 
Table U. D-values in the absence of 1-type resonance effects for ν = 0 
85 
vibrational states of RbOH 
s t a t e 
0 , 0 , 0 
0 , 1 , 0 
0 , 2 , 0 
0 , 3 , 0 
0,1» ,0 
0 , 5 , 0 
0 , 6 , 0 
D [ kHz) 
7 . 1 7 ( 1 2 ) 
7 . 1 8 ( 1 1 ) 
7 . 3 6 ( 1 2 ) 
7 . Π ( 1 5 ) 
7 . 6 1 ( 1 6 ) 
7 . 6 8 ( 2 1 ) 
8.02(1*2) 
satellites of the ν = 0 series of RbOH are listed (in the absence of 
any 1-type resonance). These values were calculated from D -constants in 
ν 
Table 1 and 2 using theory of Nie lsen, Ajnat and Goldsmith [ 1 1 ] . For 
eva luat ion of D„ , „ we assumed E. - E_ = 1*0 cm- and £ „ - £ . = 120 c m - 1 . 
Ο,Γ,Ο Δ Ε Γ Δ 
F i t of data in Table h t o t+>e r e l a t i o n 
D 0 , v 2 , 0
= D 0 ,
e
, 0 + e 2 ( v 2
+ l ) ( 3 ) 
yields D = 7.00(11) kHz and 6 = 0.11(3) kHz. One can see from D -
constants in Table 1 and 2 that ν -dependence of the distortion constants 
is completely within experimental errors. 
h. The rotational constant as a function of ν , ν and 1 
The transitions associated with different quantum number ν have been 
fitted to the expression: 
В
 т1.Тз-Ве.і.*з-вІ(*1 + » > + Т і Л і + » > 2 ' (U) 
The results are given in Table 5- For all ν values the fit is overdetermined 
and within experimental errors. The constants α and y.. show a considerable 
spread. The trends in both α and γ are monotonie: increasing with in­
creasing Vp and strongly decreasing with increasing |l|. 
The dependence of В on ν and 1 has been studied for ν = 0 series of 
85 V 
RbOH. The results are listed in Table 6 and 7· In a first least squares 
calculation (fit (a)) we have fitted the frequency data to the well-known 
expression 
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Table 5· Dependence of о and γ... on the bending vibration. 
ή 
0° 
ι' 
2° 
2 2 
з
1 
з
3 
Ö5 
^RbOH 
α [MHz] 
1*3.70(2) 
U3.88(3) 
1*1*.51(6) 
1*2.19(6) 
1*3.92(5) 
31*. 1*8(11) 
γ
η
 [KHz] 
1(1») 
0 ( 5 ) 
81(15) 
-20(17) 
115(13) 
55(33) 
% b O H 
ο 1 [MHz] 
ι*3.ι*ι*(ΐ*) 
1.3.61(5) 
UI».25(10) 
U i . 7 9 ( 9 ) 
U3.63(11) 
33.59(11) 
Ύ
 n [ kHz] 
- 1 ( 8 ) 
- 1 ( 1 2 ) 
85(3U) 
-37(29) 
109(37) 
36(37) 
Table 6. Parameters (in MKz) obtained from the fits for ν = 0 series of 
85 87 
RbOH and 'RbOH. 
85 
RbOH 87 RbOH 
Fit (a) Fit (b) Fit (c) Fit (c) 
B. 
O.e.O 
'22 
'11 
\ x 1 0 
6 2 2 2 
e 2222 X 
6 2 1 1 
e 2 2 1 1 X 
10' 
10' 
6322(3) 
33(2) 
1.9(2) 
- 2 . 7 ( 2 ) 
6322.3(5) 
зи.кз) 
2.0U(3) 
-2.03(U) 
- 0 . 3 1 ( 2 ) 
6320.7(2) 
3 1 . 4 2 ) 
0 . 6 6 ( 9 ) 
-1.1*8(6) 
- 0 . 2 8 9 ( 3 ) 
0 . 2 7 ( 2 ) 
- 1 . 8 ( 2 ) 
- 0 . 2 6 ( 3 ) 
2 . 7 ( 3 ) 
6296.6(2) 
3 1 . 1 ( 3 ) 
0.57(16) 
- 1 . 5 3 ( 7 ) 
-0.310(U) 
0.29(U) 
- 1 . 9 ( 3 ) 
- 0 . 2 3 ( U ) 
2.5(1») 
Table T. Accuracy of the fits for ν = 0 series of RbOH and ^RtOH; ΔΒ 
stands for experimental error in B-value. All values are given in 
MHz. 
ή 
0° 
ι
1 
2° 
22 
3 1 
3 3 
k0 
k2 
Uk 
51 
5 3 
6° 
ΔΒ 
O.OlU 
0.012 
0.015 
0.016 
O.OlU 
0.028 
0.018 
0.03b 
o.oii* 
0.023 
0.036 
0.026 
85RbOH 
Fit (a) 
-0.190 
0.195 
-1.200 
1.315 
-0.796 
2.016 
-1.116 
1.038 
-3.366 
-0.058 
3.001 
-0.831* 
В —В 
obs cale 
Fit (b) 
-O.072 
0.277 
-O.066 
0.019 
-O.1U0 
-0.ЗЗ8 
O.1U8 
-O.126 
0.002 
О.286 
0.335 
-O.32U 
Fit (с) 
-0.002 
о.ооб 
-0.005 
-0.013 
0.003 
0.030 
0.013 
-о.оі+Ц 
-0.001 
-0.012 
O.OlU 
0.003 
7Rb0H 
ΔΒ В . -В , 
obs cale 
Fit (с) 
0.018 0.000 
0.015 0.000 
0.020 0.006 
0.016 -o.ooi» 
0.019 -с.008 
0.028 0.019 
0.022 0.016 
0.06U -0.116 
о.озб -о.ооб 
0.035 0.010 
0.065 0.03U 
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The deviations are very large as can be seen from the tabulated differences 
(B ,_ -B , ) in Table 7 and amount up to Ь parts in 10*. The resulting con-
obs cale 
stants are listed in Table 6. This fit is much worse than the corresponding 
U 
fit for KOH which yields deviations within one part in 10 when applied to 
the same states, however, while for hOK all terms up to the fourth order 
had to be included in the expansion of the rotational constant (also mixing 
terms between (v + 1) and 1 ) in order to achieve considerable improvement 
[ 5] , for RbOH the fit can be improved substantially by introducing only 
2 ] С 
higher order terms in 1 . It turró cut »:,at it. an expa:.sicn with 1 - and 1 -
terms, only the cont.ricution of ,. -t err Is significant. Consequent ly, the 
data have been fitted in a second iuast tquares calculation ^fit (t;) to the 
expression: 
V v ^ . O = B0,e,0 - a 2 ( v 2 + ^ +
 γ22 ( ν2 + 1 ) 2 + Ύ 1 1 ΐ 2 + V^  · ( 6 ) 
The resulting constants and differences (B ,_ -Β , ) are listed in Table 6 D
 obs cale 
and T, respectively. The deviations are now within 5 parts in 10 which is 
comparable with results of fit (a) for ΚΟΚ. 
By introduction of higher order terms in (v + 1) and mixing terms of 
2 
the type (v + 1)1 the calculated values can be adjusted to experimental 
values within the errors (cf. tq. (6) in [ 5] ) : 
ΥνΙ,Ο
 = B0,e,0 - α 2 ( ν 2 + ^ + γ 2 2 ( ν 2
 + 1
 ^
 +
 ^
 +
 Ч^
 + ( 7 ) 
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The resulting constants and differences (B ^ -B , ) from fit (c) for v. = 0 
obs cale 1 
series of RbOH and RbOH are listed in Table 6 and 7, respectively. 
Fit (b) has been applied to excited ν -states of RbOH and RbOH in 
order to study the ν -dependence of the vibration-rotation constants. In 
Table θ the resulting coefficients are summarized. The number of measured 
frequencies for the excited ν -states is too small to apply fit (c). 
Table Ö shows that the variation of the constants is regular and approxi-
mately linear. The constant γ and csreciaJly γ- is strongly ν -dependent. 
The heavy increment of γ.^  per ν vibrational quantum explains the strong 
decrease of α with increasing |l! in Table ^. 
Since the deviations between calculated and experimental ΔΒ values in 
fit (a) and (b) are much larger than the quoted uncertainties in ΔΒ values, 
the resulting constants and errors in fit (a) and (b) were calculated sta­
tistically by assigning equal weight to the individual ΔΒ values (one stan­
dard deviation). In fit (c) the conventional weighted squares analysis was 
applied. 
5. Discussion 
In Table 1 and 2 also the rotational constants reported by Matsumura 
and Lide [ 1] are listed. They are in agreement with the present values. 
However, the number of states observed in [ 1) was too low to make a more 
detailed study of vibration-rotation interaction. 
The analysis in Section 3 shows that 1-type splitting and distortion 
effects for RbOH sire similar to those for KOK. For the 1-doubling constant 
q this can be verified from Table 3 where data for KOH are tabulated for 
the sake of comparison. Coupling between the normal vibrations is equally 
strong in both molecules. As stated in Section 3 also for !l| > 1 1-type 
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Table 8. Parameters obtained from fit (b) for ν = 0-3 states of BbOH 
fi7 
and ν = 0-2 states of RbOH. 
5RbOH v1 = 0 v1 = 1 ν = 2 ν = 3 
6278.7(13) 6236.h{h) 6193.6(1) 
31». 3(9) 36.0(3) 37.1(1) 
2.02(11») 2.38(6) 2.61(1) 
-1.1»0(l8) -1.28(5) -0.99(1) 
0.32(21) 1.38(6) 2.32(1) 
8 7Rb0H 
в 
ν,,ε,Ο 
α2 
Ύ22 
Ύ11 
γ 6 χ ΙΟ
2 
6322.3(5) 
31».1(3) 
2.0ΐ»(3) 
-2.03(1») 
-0.31(2) 
^,,β,Ο 
α2 
Ύ22 
Ύ11 
γ 6 χ 10
2 
6298.7(1») 
31».2(3) 
2.07(3) 
-2.03(3) 
-0.32(2) 
6255-6(3) 
31». 8(2) 
2.17(3) 
-1.58(1») 
0.53(1») 
6212.9(2) 
35.8(2) 
2.35(2) 
-1.25(2) 
1.50(2) 
Table 9» Dependence of rotational constant on 1 for various vibrational 
states of Κ0Η, RbOH, RbOH and CsOH. Deviation from linear 1 -
dependence and interaction with the stretching vibrational mode 
increases with increasing mass of the alkali atom. 
state KOh 5RbOH TRb0H CsOH 
[ 51 ; [91 this work this work { 2] 
0,2,0 B(l=2) - B(1=0) 12.1*l»(l») 8.23(2) 8.20(3) 6.U6(15) 
1,2,0 B(l=2) - B(1=0) 12.22(1») 6.10(1») 5-99(3) 1.72(15) 
2,2,0 B(l=2) - B(1=0) 12.11(1») 1».20(5) 1».C2(1*) -1.86(32) 
0,3,0 B(l=3) - B(1=1) 26.1*6(1») 18.67(1») 18.66(1») 17.11(15) 
resonance effects tend to be similar. This also holds for v_-dependence 
of D (B„/D „ = 1.6(10% for RbOH and 1.1*(2)% for KOH [ 9] ) · 
From the internal consistency of the D -values in Table 1 and 2 one may 
conclude that no strong perturbing Coriolis resonances are present. The 
smoothness and regularity of all observed trends indicates that strong Fermi 
resonances between particular vibrational levels are probably also absent. 
It has been shown in Section 1* that the 1 -dependence of the rotational 
2 
constant for RbOH xe much more anomalous than for KOH. The term γ.... 1 
2 
obviously gives a very poor description of the actual 1 -dependence of the 
rotational energy for RbOH. It may be seem rather arbitrary that 1 -term 
has been taken for description, but the significance of a certain higher 
2 . . . . 
order 1 -dependence is unquestionable. The interaction with stretching 
2 
vibrational mode is large. The anomalous 1 -behaviour seems to be typical 
for the heavy alkali hydroxides, its effect strongly increasing from KOH to 
CsOH. This can be concluded from the data in Table 9· 
Other properties of the bending potential functions for KOH and RbOH 
are similar. For example, the relative contribution to the rotational 
energy of higher order (v. + 1)-terms and mixing terms of the type 
ρ 
(Vp +1)1 is equal for KOH and RbOH, as can be verified by comparing 
Table U in [5] and Table 6 in the present study: for KOH 6 2 2 2 = 0.29 MHz 
and ε 2 2 2 2 = -0.021 MHz which corresponds to 6 2 2 2 = 0.27 MHz and e 2 2 2 2 = 
-0.018 MHz for RbOH. The mixing constants δ = -0.36 MHz and e 2 2 1 1 = 
0.037 MHz for KOH fit well to 6 = -0.26 MHz and ε 2 = 0.027 MHz for 
RbOH. 
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Vitraticnal satellite structure of CsOt 
P. Kuijrers. 1. Törring and A, Dymanu:, 
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Abstract 
The structure of gaseous cesium hydroxide (CsOH) has been studied in 
high temperature microwave absorption spectrometer. Numerous vibrational 
satellites have been observed from which preliminary results on vibration-
rotation interaction have been obtained. The variation of the rotational 
constant with the quantum number 1 is not yet understood. Relative intensity 
measurements show harmonicity of low-lying bending vibrational levels which 
argues against "super-linearity". 
Among the alkali hydroxides cesium hydroxide (CsOH) has the strongest 
line intensities in the microwave region. Lide and Kuczkowski [ 1] ex­
plained the vibrational satellite structure in the 20-1*5 GHz region in 
terms of linear or near-linear equilibrium configuration and large ampli­
tude bending motion. The dependence of the rotational constant on the ben­
ding vibration was described within the experimental accuracy with the con­
stants В
 n >
 Op, Ypp and Υτη· Effects of centrifugal distortion on the 
position of the lines were not observable. 
The present investigation was undertaken at frequencies around 100 GHz 
at much lower operating temperature (300-it00 C) than that reported by Lide 
and Kuczkowski (500-600CC). Rotational transitions J = 10 +• 9 and J = 9 «- 8 
were observed in vibrational states up to ν = 6 and v_ = 7· The strongly 
anomalous 1-dependence of the bending potential function, already noticed 
in [2] for RbOH, prevented assignment for states with 1 ^ . 3. Other features 
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Table 1. The 1-type doubling constants for CsOH (in kHz). 
q0 7833(70) 
q1 851(30) 
q2 -165(20) 
q 1 2 -95{U) 
q11 -IMI*) 
q 2 2 U5(2) 
Table 2. Dependence of the rotational constant В on v„ for v. = 0 series r
 ν 2 1 
fìT Рі^ 
of CsOH, FbOH, RbOK and KOK. The coefficients are given in 
MHz. 
B0,e,0 
a2 
У22 
0222 
e
2222
 X 1 θ 2 
CsOH 
this study 
5518.8(8) 
18.3(11) 
0.5(5) 
0.18(9) 
-1.5(5) 
87Rb0H 
[2] 
6296.6(2) 
31.1(3) 
0.57(16) 
0.29(1») 
-1.9(3) 
5Rb0H 
[2] 
6320.7(2) 
31.42) 
0.66(9) 
0.27(2) 
-1.8(2) 
К0Н 
131 
8253.5(2) 
«16.8(3) 
1.77(12) 
0.29(2) 
-2.1(2) 
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Table 3. Centrifugal distortion coefficients D for sor.e vibrational 
ν 
states of CsOII. 
state D [ kHz] 
0,0,0 5.3lj(5) 
0,1,0 5.1»5>(7) 
0,2,0 Ь.53(5) 
С,1*,0 5-73(6) 
3,0,0 5.36(6) 
6,0,0 5.38(6) 
Table U. Line frequencies of J = 9 * 3 transition used for intensity 
measurements. 
state frequency [ MHz] 
0,1,C,1_ 98627.915(30) 
0,?0,0 98U89.531(30) 
1,0°,С 901'07.177(30) 
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of the satellite spectrum could be well understood. A list of measured fre­
quencies is available on request (about 100 transition frequencies). We 
report only some preliminary results, implicitly using the formulas and 
definitions of [ 2]. The 1-dependence of the bending potential is still 
under investigation. 
In Table 1 the 1-doubling constants are listed. Transitions in vibra-
1 1 
tional states up to (5j1 >0) and (0,7 .0) were included in the fit. The 
results fit within the sequence KOH-RbON-CsOH (cf. Table 3 in [ 2] ). The 
coefficients which describe the variation of the rotational constant with 
ν are listed in Table 2 for CsOH, ''нЬОН, 5RbOH and KOH. The similarity 
of the higher order coefficients <5„„p and ε _„„ is quite remarkable. 
For some states of CsOH the centrifugal distortion coefficients are 
listed in Table 3. The constants D„ . = 5.23(?) kHz and ß 0 = 0.11(1) kHz 
0,e,0 ¿ 
result from fit. As can be seen from the tabulated D(v..,0,0) values for 
ν = 0,3,6 the variation of the distortion coefficients with v. is negli­
gible. 
The vibrational spectra of the alkali hydroxides have not yet been 
thoroughly studied. From matrix isolation studies in the infrared region 
only energy separations E(1,0 ,0)-E(0,0 ,0) and E(0,1 ,0)-E(0,0 ,0) have 
been determined. For a linear molecule the spacing between the low-lying 
vibrational levels of a particular vibrational mode, should be approximate­
ly equal. A slightly bent configuration (quasi-linear) manifests itself in 
anharmonicity in the excited levels of the bending mode, so that the even 
vibrational levels are raised relative to the odd ones. In particular the 
E(0,2 ,0)-E(0,1 ,0) spacing becomes larger than the E(0,1 ,0)-E(0,0 ,0) 
spacing. The energies of the vibrational states can, in principle, be 
determined from quantitative intensity measurements of the microwave spec­
trum. Lide and Kuczkowski [ 1] performed such measurements for the low-
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lying vibrational levels in CsOK. Combination of these results witb matrix 
isolation data yielded 
E(0,20,0) - E(0,11,0) = 230(60) cm"1 , 
which is smaller than the value 
E(0,11,0) - E(0,00,0) = 306 cm"1 
as observed in matrix isolation study [ U] . This deviation is in the oppo­
site direction from that expected for a slightly bent molecular configura­
tion. On basis of this information Yamada and Winnewisser [ 5] suggested 
the possibility of the existence of a "super-linear" molecule. The potential 
function of such a molecule may be described by a negative buir.p potential 
as defined in [ 5] · 
In the present study we have compared the intensities of the J = 9 •<- 8 
transitions in the (0,1 ,0)l_, (1,0 ,0) and (0,2 ,0) states. The frequen­
cies of these transitions (see Table U) differ by not more than 220 KHz 
which promotes the accuracy and reliability of the measurements. We obtained 
0Λ85 for ratio of the intensities of the (0,2 ,0) and (0,1 ,0)l_ transi­
tions which yields 
E(0,20,0) - E(0,11,0) = 32l{h0) cm"1 , 
and 0.51 for ratio of the (0,2 ,0) and (1,0 ,0) transitions, which in com­
bination with Ed.O ,0) - E(0,0 ,0) = ЗЗ6 cm" from [ I4] , yields 
E(0,20,0) - E(0,11,0) = 334ΊΟ) cm 1 
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The uncertainties quoted take into account uncertainty in the sample tem­
perature (T = 65O K) and spread in the intensity measurements. The present 
values for the spacing between (0,2 ,0) and (0,1 ,0) levels are internally 
consistent and, in contrast to measurements of Lide and Kuczkowski, not 
smaller than the (0,1 ,0)-(0,0 ,0) energy separation. Although the errors 
are rather large we believe that there is no reason to suppose that CsOH 
is a "super-linear" molecule. The same applies to KOH where we found from 
relative intensity measurer.ents [3] E(0,2 ,0) - F(0,0 ,0) = 6^0 cm , 
which combined with 
E(0,11,0) - E(0,00,0) = 300 cm"1 
from [ 6] , yields 
b(0,20,0) - E(0,11,0) = 3^0(60) cm"1. 
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Paper 12 
MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF POTASSIUM CYANIDE (KCN) 
Ρ KUIJPbRS, Τ TORRING * and A DYMANUS 
Γ\ sisch laboratorium Katholickt (Jniiersitat \'tfni('t>i η The \tt/urlaiitls 
Received 21 June 1976 
Microwave spectrum of gaseous poljssium c>jnide (K( N) has been inc.isured in the frequency rjngc 85 107 ON? Vapour 
has been produced in equdibnum over the solid phase in an absorption cell at a temperature оГбОО'Ч Altogether 165 lines 
arc reported, all close to the limit of sensitivity of the spectrometer Potassium cyanide is generally accepted to be linear Some 
J dependence similar to that found m common linear molecules is indeed found, at least in the spectral range studied However, 
the resulting В and D values seem to contradict linear structure, cyanide as well as isocyamde Configuration in better agree 
ment with experimental data is discussed 
1. Introduction 
The structure of tlic alkdli cyanide molecules is siili 
in the realm of speculations Although experimental 
evidence is certainly not overwhelming they arc usually 
assumed to be linear As the CN bond is very stable, the 
alkali metal may, in principle, be attached either to the 
С atom (cyanide) or to the N atom (isocyamde) For 
NaCN and KCN the cyanide structure, but lor Li the 
isocyamde (LiNC) structure, is preferred by matrix iso­
lation studies [1,2] A few years ago Clementi et al 
[3) introduced a new type of bond, the so called poly-
lopic bond in which a part of the molecule rotates more 
or less freely about the remaining main structure They 
expect that this type of bond should be somewhat com­
mon for high temperature species For 11 CN the cal 
eulated barrier between cyanide (LiCN) and isocyamde 
(LiNC) is so low that thermal excitation is sufficient to 
overcome it The molecule spends then most of time 
in an energy region where full orbiting of the Li ion 
about the (CN)" group is permitted For the heavier 
alkali cyanides such a bond may also exist As experi­
mental information about these molecules is scarce, a 
bent configuration cannot be completely excluded 
Detection of the microwave spectra of alkali cyanide 
molecules is\ery important in this context because it 
usually permi'san unambiguous determination of the 
Present addn , Institut fur Molckulphysik. I rcie Universität 
Berlin, llerh 
structure Unfortunately all efforts to observe the micro-
wave spectra have been unsuccessful until now The rea-
son is quite obvious The alkali cyanides require moder-
ately high temperatures lor production in the vapour 
phase The rapidly decreasing absorption coefficient 
with increasing temperature and high degree of polymen-
¿jlion reduce the intensity level of an individual line 
to a marginal value This is a general difficulty in the in-
vestigation of triatomie molecules by microwave spec-
troscopy at elevated temperatures The problems are 
particularly severe in molecules with normal modes of 
low frequency Until now mainly the alkali hydroxides 
with relatively high vibrational frequencies have been 
investigated by high-temperature microwave spectros-
copy 
Aniortg the alkali cyanides KCN is believed to offer 
the best prospects for the investigation by microwave 
techniques It is expected that polymerization increases 
strongly going from CsCN to LiCN For the heavier cy-
anides very low vibrational frequencies presumably re-
duce the absorption coefficient greatly Potassium cya-
nide is commercially available It vapon/es congrucnlly 
without decomposition We have succeeded in observing 
165 lines of gaseous KCN in the frequency range 85 
107 GH/ and report now preliminary results Hereafter, 
when not explicitly regarding the molecular configura 
tion, we denote the molecule by potassium cyanide (KCN) 
whatever the structure may be 
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Table I 
Obsuvcd frequencies and relative intensities οΓ KCN in the frequency rangL 85 107 Gil? 
Line 
nunibcr 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
1rtquency 
(Mil?) 
85 034 2(5) 
85 111 4(3 
83 178 3(3) 
85 196 7(3 
85 468 0(4 
86 080 1(4 
86 081 9(4 
87 005 4(2) 
91 100 8(5 
91 438 6(4) 
91 532 1(3) 
91 584 4(3 
91 625 4(2) 
91 643 0(4) 
91 677 4(3) 
91 697 3(2) 
91 813 1(5) 
91 877 5(4 
92 058 2(4) 
92 169 0(3) 
92 272 5(3 
92 621 3(5) 
92 709 0(3) 
92 805 8(3 
92 902 3(3) 
93 188 9(3) 
93 225 6(3) 
93 247 5(3 
93 278 7(4 
93 298 6(3 
93 3131(3 
93 368 9(3) 
93 420 6(2) 
93 451 4(3 
93 514 1(2 
93 527 4(3 
93 529 6(3) 
93 537 7(4) 
93 598 9(4 
93 600 6(4) 
93 605 2(4) 
93 607 3(4) 
93 664 0(4) 
93 719 8(3 
93 920 0(4 
94 360 1(3 
94 382 1(2 
94 480 7(2 
94 556 0(4 
94 565 1(4 
94 566 9(2 
94 643 4(2 
94 647 3(3 
94 714 8(4) 
94 721 0(4) 
Relative 
intensity 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 5 
1 5 
2 5 
1 5 
? 
2 
2 
2 
1 5 
1 5 
2 
1 5 
1 5 
2 
2 5 
2 
2 5 
2 5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
3 
6 
4 
5 
6 
2 5 
3 5 
1 5 
2 
2 5 
1 5 
1 5 
2 5 
6 
5 
3 5 
8 
4 
4 
12 
8 5 
5 5 
3 5 
3 5 
Line 
number 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
I requency 
(Vili?) 
95 019 3(2) 
95 620 0(3) 
95 621 4(3) 
95 731 9(4) 
95 793 3(2) 
96 073 4(5) 
96 649 2(2) 
97 204 5(4) 
97 2100(10) 
97 870 8(3) 
98 481 8(5) 
98 657 0(5) 
98 662 9(5) 
99 030 4(4) 
99 763 2(3) 
99 871 1(3) 
99 900 9(2) 
100 217 3(5) 
100 307 3(10) 
100 316 5(5) 
100 166 6(5) 
100 368 4(3) 
100 445 3(3) 
100 450 9(3) 
100 524 5(3) 
100557 1(2) 
100 685 0(1) 
100 705 8(3) 
100 739 1(3) 
100 756 2(2) 
100 787 5(2) 
100 817 2(3) 
100 824 3(4) 
100 851 2(2) 
100 868 3(2) 
100 958 3(3) 
100 989 5(2) 
100 998 5(5) 
101 068 5(3) 
101093 2(3) 
101 100 2(5) 
101 123 5(2) 
101 130 1(5) 
101 180 7(4) 
101 256 7(3) 
101 259 7(2) 
101 282 6(3) 
101 313 0(3) 
101 383 5(2) 
101 500 1(3) 
101520 4(3) 
101 612 6(4) 
101 6194(3) 
101 747 7(3) 
101 788 4(2) 
Relative 
intensity 
3 5 
35 
I 5 
1 5 
6 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
3 5 
1 5 
2 5 
4 5 
1 5 
1 5 
2 5 
2 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
2 5 
1 ine 
number 
III 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
I requency 
(Mil/) 
101 823 8(4) 
101 858 4(3) 
101 892 1(4) 
101990 5(2) 
102 074 8(2) 
102 087 2(2) 
102 170 6(3) 
102 194 6(2) 
102 203 5(4) 
102 253 1(3) 
102 291 6(4) 
102 301 3(4) 
102 347 5(3) 
102 452 2(3) 
102 462 9(4) 
102 479 2(2) 
102 504 3(2) 
102 600 6(2) 
102 641 6(3) 
102 683 4(3) 
102 694 5(3) 
102 701 2(2) 
102 761 2(2) 
102 793 9(2) 
102 861 9(5) 
102 866 3(2) 
102 871 7(5) 
102 880 1(4) 
102 917 7(4) 
102 963 2(4) 
102 964 6(4) 
102 973 6(4) 
102 975 3(3) 
103 151 4(3) 
103 377 3(4) 
103 379 3(3) 
103 380 7(3) 
103 523 7(3) 
103 535 8(4) 
103 556 9(4) 
103 694 1(2) 
103 705 8(2) 
103 817 0(2) 
103 926 0(3) 
103 978 9(3) 
104 022 3(2) 
104 092 5(3) 
104 108 6(2) 
104 190 9(4) 
104 200 8(5) 
104 473 0(3) 
104 586 9(2) 
105 152 3(3) 
106 284 9(4) 
106 316 2(4) 
Relative 
intensity 
1 5 
6 
1 5 
3 
2 5 
4 
2 
S 
2 
2 5 
2 5 
2 5 
2 5 
3 5 
2 
4 
4 
4 
6 
2 
4 
4 5 
6 5 
5 
3 
6 5 
2 5 
4 
2 5 
1 5 
3 5 
4 
3 
2 
3 
3 5 
2 
2 
1 5 
2 5 
3 5 
4 
6 
8 
3 
10 
3 
7 
3 
3 
2 5 
5 
5 5 
5 
2 
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2 Expenment and results 
The saturation-modulation [4] spectrometer used 
in the present investigation has been described briefly 
elsewhere [5] Absorption cell, with an effective ab­
sorption length of 15- 20 cm, was made of molybde­
num The measurements have been performed on sa­
turated potassium cyanide vapour al a temperature of 
approximately 600 С Mass spectrometric investigation 
has shown that sodium cyanide vapour consists mainly 
of dimers. but monomers are also present [6) In the 
vapour in equilibrium with potassium cyanide the frac­
tion of monomers is probably larger than for sodium 
cyanide This expectation is based on similarity to the 
alkali hahdes and hydroxides Dimers are most probably 
too symmetric to have a microwave spectrum 
Observed lines are very weak and only just above 
the limit of deteclability of the spectrometer Intensity 
of the main line of potassium hydroxide (KOH) inves­
tigated in an earlier study in the same frequency region 
[5], exceeds the strongest KCN line by a factor of 
thirty Deposit of KCN causes a steady decrease of trans­
mission Measuring time was about 2 3 hours In table 
I are listed all frequencies measured in the range 85 
107 GH/ Lines have been numbered m increasing order 
of frequency hour different klystrons were needed to 
cover the whole frequency range In view of the large 
frequency region covered by the lines and the weakness 
ol the spectrum, relative inlcnsities given in table I arc 
only a rough indication The expected approximate 
trend of relative intensitiesis 1<χ-ν but the employed 
saturation modulation may cause serious deviations In 
addition transmission of the cell, properties of the de­
tector, and the klystron noise all depend on frequency 
and/or time of recording because the spectrum lias been 
measured with large time intervals The Ime intensities 
were matched as well as possible by applying an appro­
priate multiplication factor Because of fluctuating sen­
sitivities of the spectrometer quite a number of lines 
can have been missed, especially at lower frequencies 
In fig 1 an over-all view of the spectrum is shown 
Weaker lines at the higher frequency part have been 
omitted Intensities below 90 GH/ have been multiplied 
by a factor of two for a, in our opinion, much more 
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Tabic 2 
Line numbers jml corresponding В and D values icsulliny from 
fit Jtiordmg lo «ι (1) I or line 163, where two Iransmons 
probably coincide, accuracy ofO 6 MHz has been taken 
h 
A 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
mc numbers correspond 
Uh (he transil 
- 8 10· 
62 
58 
57 
56 
53 
52 
51 
48 
ΊΟΠ 
9 11 -
164 
163 
163 
162 
157 
158 
156 
154 
mg 
10 
В 
(МІІ7) 
4838 69(5) 
4787 75(9) 
4787 45(9) 
4736 68(6) 
47 36 54(6) 
4731 97(5) 
4728 65(5) 
4724 59(7) 
D 
(kll/) 
31 2(2) 
33 4(5) 
32 2(5) 
71 4(3) 
20 9(3) 
-1 0(3) 
1 5(3) 
2 8(4) 
fair comparison At first sight the spectrum resembles 
that of a linear molecule Lines seem to be grouped ac­
cording to rotational transitions 9 «-8, 10 +- 9, 11 *- 10 
Frequency scale has been adjusted in fig 1 for a 
better comparison A more thorough examination con-
firms this impression The eight Imcs which an- present 
in three./ states can be fitted within the experimental 
accuracy to the well-known relation 
^ = 2^(7+1) 4/)(У+1)3 (1) 
Resulting constants are shown in table 2 D values are 
spread over an unusually large range, being positive as 
well as negative Unfortunately, it was not possible to 
verify J dependence lor more lines because of limited 
klystron range Within one rotational state average den­
sity of lines increases and intensity roughly decreases 
with decreasing frequency, suggesting some vibrational 
effect 
We have tentatively applied relation (1) to a number 
of lines which appear only in two rotational states The 
lines (with the numbers referring to table 1) with the 
derived В and D values arc ¿iven in table 3 Only lines 
with very small D values arc considered to avoid arbi-
trariness as mud. as possible The trend of the В and 
fable 3 
I me numbers and corresponding В and D values of several transitions tcnlati\elv compiled in groups Intensity given is as observed 
for the highest / transilion 
Line nu unbers com 
with the transition 
9 - 8 
3 
2 
1 
1 0 - 9 
54 
55 
52 
51 
48 
47 
39 
41 
35 
33 
31 
26 
40 
42 
36 
34 
32 
29 
¡spondmg 
11 - 10 
159 
160 
158 
156 
154 
153 
140 
142 
136 
133 
129 
127 
141 
143 
138 
134 
132 
128 
В 
(MHz) 
4734 74 
4734 38 
4731 97(5) 
4728 65(5) 
4724 59(7) 
4719 82 
4678 99 
4678 55 
4675 53 
4671 35 
4666 26 
4660 20 
4679 18 
4678 79 
4676 38 
4673 14 
4669 44 
4665 23 
D 
(kHz) 
5 0 
8 3 
1 0(3) 
15(3) 
2 8(4) 
3 6 
4 8 
8,5 
0 8 
1 6 
3 0 
3 8 
4 3 
7 9 
0 0 
5 0 
6 5 
lutei 
3 
3 
7 
10 
8 
6 
3 5 
4 
6 5 
6 5 
6 
4 
3 5 
3 
4 
5 
4 5 
4 
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D values jnd of tbc relative mlensitics m the lliree groups 
of lines is remarkable. Intensities shown are of highest 
J transition. bciii(; probably the more reliable. 
3. Discussion 
In a recent matrix-isolation study Ismail el al found 
that the structure of potassium cyanide is linear KCN 
[I ]. Very low vibrational freciucncics ω. and ω, were 
found, 276 and 139 cm , respectively The stretching 
frequency ω , of the CN bond is 204') cm"' These re­
sults arc in complete disagreement with earlier infrared 
absorption study of KCN vapour of Lcroi and Klem-
pcrer [7] who reported two vibrational freciucncics 
One of them (ω = 2158 cm"1 ) belongs clearly to the 
C- N stretching mode, the other (ω = 207 cm ) does 
not agree with any of the two low values reported by 
Ismail et al Explanation of this discrepanc> by latter 
authors and arguments upon which their conclusion of 
a linear cyanide structure are based (assignment of hand 
to monomers in the presence of polymers and c\ uñates. 
assumption of a linear configuration, dominating in-
fluence of assumed anharmomc correction) are rallier 
questionable. Moreover the geometrical configuralion 
of a molecule in the matrix may be different from the 
configuration of the molecule in the gas phase. 
Although it may seem contradictory the experimen-
tal results reported in the last section arc not compatible 
with a linear structure. The very low vibrational fre-
quencies reported by Ismail et al. may form an accept-
able explanation of the large number of lines found. 
However, the /i-constant derived from the present ex-
perimental data is about 4.7 СІІ7 for a linear structure. 
The resulting intcrnuclear distance for cyanide (KCN) 
"
s r Kr = ' · 9 '^' an<^ ^ог 1 5 0 С У а п к ' е (KNC)/-KN = 2 0 -\. 
assuming that the CN distance is г..N = 1.15 Л. The 
former distances are by far too short and exceed allowed 
range by so much that linearity is improbable For ex­
ample, the calculated Li С and Li N distances in LiCN 
are LiNC arc about 1.8 \ and 1.7 Л, respectively [8]. 
This argument docs not eliminate the possibility of a 
bent structure for potassium cyanide. However the./ 
dependence in the spectral range studied and the over­
all appearance of the spectrum fo not conform to the 
familiar pattern of an asymmetric rotor, even when con­
sidering low lying vibrational states. Our tentative con­
clusion is, that the basic structure of potassium cyanide 
is a diatom in which the CN- group behaves as one atom 
(pseudo-halogen). The rovibrational spectrum of such 
a diatom is heavily perturbed by the free or hindered 
rotation of the CN" group For the former case Cle­
menti et al. [3] proposed the name of polytopic bond. 
In the polytopic model the cxpeiimcntally found li 
value fits very well in the diatomic range K 1 9 F. K26(CN). 
K1 5CI.K7 9Br 
molecule K 1 9 F K26(CN) K35C1 K79Br 
ß(GII/) 8.4 4.7 3 8 2.4 
The large number of lines found may then be ascribed 
to vibrational effects and splittings because of the mo-
tion of the CN" group. 
We would like to emphasi/c that this is not a well 
founded conclusion but. in our opinion, the most satis-
factory explanation possible at present. It also tits with 
many chemical properties of the alkali cyanides indi-
cating a similarity to the alkali hahdes. For thai reason 
the CN group is sometimes called the pseudo-halogen 
group Л detailed theoretical study of the proposed 
structure using the present results as a guideline and 
new experimental work may remove all doubts about 
the structure of KCN Measurements at low frequencies 
may give valuable supplementary infomialion. but are 
seriously impeded by the outslandmgly low intensity 
of the spectrum. At higher frequencies distortion ef­
fects rapidly increase and probably dominate so much 
that extraction of information is very difficult. At this 
stage of the investigation it is. however, not certain that 
cq. ( I ) is valid also for low and for high ( > 10)У values. 
It is (lie purpose of this preliminary report to excite in­
terest and challenge of both theoretical and experimen­
tal physicists and chemists. 
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Final remarks 
The high requirements on concentration of the molecules to be studied 
and sensitivity of the spectrometer are the main reason of the rather slov 
progress in the field of high temperature microwave spectroscopy. In the 
past investigation has been confined mainly to Σ diatomic molecules which 
were obtained directly by vaporization processes. In this thesis we have 
exploited two techniques by which new classes of high temperature molecules 
become accessible for microwave spectroscopic investigation. 
Firstly, the double-oven method, as introduced for the production of 
the bismuth monohalides, allows production of many typical high temperature 
molecules with the constituting elements in valency states differing from 
those at room temperature. The essence of this method is that the composi­
tion of the vapour phase is regulated independently of the properties of 
the solid compounds in order to give a maximum yield of the desired species. 
Families of molecules which are candidates for future study by this method 
are given in KUI 73 along with production schemes. In general, only a 
slight extension of the temperature range of the present oven system is 
required. The monohalides of the transition metals are the first candidates 
for investigation in the near future. Not much information atout these 
molecules is known from other spectroscopic techniques. In some cases even 
the configuration of the electronic ground state is not yet established. 
Secondly, the results on the alkali hydroxides and KCN prove that the 
present high temperature absorption spectrometer is very sensitive and 
enables detection of very weak unknown transitions, even when large fre­
quency ranges have to be scanned. The saturation effect modulation technique 
is of crucial importance in the latter respect. It is believed that we have 
passed definitely the threshold which impeded microwave spectroscopy to 
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penetrate into the realm of triatomic high temperature molecules. Easily 
volatizable triatomic molecules are in principle candidates for future 
research. The polyatomic high temperature molecules may have unusual 
structures differing from those of the (covalently constructed) polyatomic 
molecules of volatile compounds observed until now in microwave spectros­
copy. It is expected that in many cases the available theory will not 
adequately describe the microwave spectra of polyatomic high temperature 
molecules. The present results on alkali hydroxides and КСК point clearly 
in this direction. Consequently in parallel with future experiments also 
theoretical work is desirable. 
The double-oven technique is in principle also applicable for spec­
troscopic methods others than microwave spectroscopy. There is a special 
application which is worth mentioning. We have shown the existence of 
gaseous BiCl, for example, in absorption and mass spectrometric beam experi­
ment. By leading the reaction products formed in the double-oven, mainly 
BiCl molecules, onto a cold surface instead of into the absorption cell 
or ionisator of the mass spectrometer, solid BiCl may be formed provided 
that the rate of decomposition is slow. Generalizing it may be stated that 
the typical high temperature gases formed in the double-oven may serve as 
starting material for the synthesis of solid substances of unusual struc­
tures . 
Observation of transitions in the absorption spectrometer provides 
basis for the application of other microwave spectroscopic techniques, e.g. 
at higher resolution in order to examine details on specific interactions. 
For most of the molecules studied in this thesis future possibilities have 
been studied in the original papers. It is interesting to extend the 
measurements on the alkali hydroxides to higher frequencies (200-300 GHz). 
High-1 states should then be observable which may throw more light on the 
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potential function associated vith large amplitude of the bending mode. Ey 
application of seeded beam techniques the alkali hydroxides and KCN may be­
come accessible for MbER studies too. Furthermore there are promising pros­
pects for application of the МВЬН technique in order to study irore thorough­
ly hyperfine interactions in the bismuth ronohalides. We have already shown 
in mass spectrometric experiment that a beam of bismuth monohalides can be 
formed. 
Reference 
KUI 73 P. Kuijpers, Monograph (in Dutch), Katholieke Universiteit, Kijir.epen 
The Netherlands (1973) 
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Samenvattinp; 
In dit proefschrift zijn de structuren en eigenschappen van hope tempe-
ratuur moleculen onderzocht met behulp van microgolf absorptie spectrometer. 
De toegepaste verzadigingsmodulatie techniek is bijzonder geschikt voor het 
onderzoek bij hoge temperaturen. 
Het aantal moleculen waarvan het bestaan bij hoge temperaturen in de gas-
fase is aangetoond en die bij kamertemperatuur niet stabiel zijn, is bijzon-
der groot. In het algemeen, zijn böge teirperatuur moleculen, met rane meer-
atomige, spectroscopisch moeilijk toegankelijk. Ze kunnen zicb onderscheiden 
van de moleculen van de vluchtige verbindingen door bijzondere structuren en 
eigenschappen. 
Microgolf spectroscopische techmeker zijn tot op heden hoofdzakelijk 
toegepast om moleculen die bij kamertemperatuur gasvormig zijn, te bestuderen. 
Het onderzoek bij hoge temperaturen beeft zich vrijwel uitsluitend beperkt 
tot tveeatomige moleculen met Σ grondtoestand. Deze werden alle door directe 
verhitting in de gasfase geproduceerd. 
In dit proefschrift hebben ve twee wegen getoond aie het gebied van de 
hoge temperatuur moleculen verder ontsluiten voor microgolf spectroscopisch 
onderzoek. 
Met behulp van de dubbelover methode i'an men de samenstelling van het 
hete gasmengsel regelen onafhankelijk van de eigenschappen van de vaste 
stoffen waaruit de dampen ontstaan. Zo kan de hoogst mogelijke concentratie 
van bet gewenste molecuul verkregen worden, "leze wordt dan uitsluitend be­
paald door de chemische stabilite:t van het molecuul zelf. Deze tecbnek is 
het eerst toegepast op de bismuth irono!aiogenen, Pil, PiBr, EiCl er EiF 
(Publikatie I-1)). De chemische stabiliteit van BiF was verrassend hoog. Dit 
leidde tot een nieuwe thermodynairische waarde voor de dissociatie energie, 
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in strijd met literatuur waardes (Publikatie 6). Voor EiCl werd de techniek 
ook in massa spectrometrisch bundel experiment toegepast (Publikatie 3). 
De intensiteit van de spectraal lijnen van drieatomige moleculen zijn 
zeer gering bij hoge temperaturen. We geloven dat door onze metingen van de 
zeer zwakke spectraal lijnen van de alkali hydroxides КОН, NaOh, RbOH en 
CsOH (Publikatie 7-11) en kalium cyanide, KCN (Publikatie 12) aangetoond is 
op welke wijze genoeg gevoeligheid bereikt kan worden voor microgolf spec­
troscopisch onderzoek van drieatomige hoge temperatuur moleculen. 
Het frequentie bereik van de spectrometer is 55-110 GHz. Rotatie over­
gangen (J + 1 <- J) in elke voldoende bezette vibratie toestand werden ge­
meten. Een grote verscheidenheid aan informatie over de moleculaire struc­
tuur en eigenschappen kan worden bepaald, zoals rotatie-, vibratie- en 
potentiaal-constantes, electrische quadrupool en spin-rotatie hyperfijn con­
stantes. Voor de huidige studies was weinig bekend over de structuur en 
eigenschappen van de bismuth monohalogenen, de alkali hydroxides (uitgezon­
derd RbOH en CsOH) en kalium cyanide. De informatie verkregen uit optische 
en infrarood spectra was gering of nihil. De moleculen onderscheiden zich 
van alle voorheen in de microgolf spectroscopie bestudeerde moleculen door 
ongewone moleculaire interacties. 
De bismuth monohalogenen zijn in principe radicalen met Σ -grondtoe­
stand in de notatie gebruikt voor de (lichte) radicalen tot op heden bestu­
deerd in de microgolf spectroscopie. Onze metingen tonen aan dat Kund's 
koppelingsschema (c) beter toepasbaar is. Baan en spin impulsmoment zijn 
zeer sterk gekoppeld. Spectraal overgangen in de 0 - (sub) grond toestand 
zijn gedetecteerd en beschreven met Dunham coëfficiënten. De interactie 
met 1 -niveau is gering (Publikatie 5)· 
De alkali hydroxides zijn lineair (of quasi-lineair) . Ze hebben een 
buigvibratie met grote amplitudo. De vibratie-rotatie interactie wijkt 
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sterk af van lineaire moleculen var vluchtige verbindingen. 
In het geval van KCK falen moleculaire theorieën om bet micropolf 
spectrum te verklaren. Onze interpretatie, gebaseerd op de experimenteel 
gevonden B-waarde, is dat het К -ion roteert om het (CM) -ion. Pen cron-
dig theoretisch onderzoek is gewenst om deze zeer ongewone structuur te 
verifiëren. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
De conclusies van Gehre omtrent de frequentiebreedte van het 
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met de bijdrage van het gestabiliseerde klystron. 
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Techn. ΜΓΤ-22 (1974 1c6l 
II 
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III 
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br wordt onvoldoende rekening mee gehouden dat de structuur van 
moleculen zoals bepaald in matrix isolatie studies, verschillend kan 
zijn van de werkelijke structuur van de moleculen in de gasfase. 

VI 
De algemeen gebruikte selectieregels voor electrische dipool 
overgangen in symmetrische top moleculen met interne rotatie, bij-
voortjeeld CH3CF3, kunnen gebroken worden door het aanleggen van een 
electrisch veld. Hierdoor 19 het, in tegenstelling tot wat heweerd 
wordt door Gordy en Cook, mogelijk de hoogte van de potentiaal 
barrière ten gevolge van de interne rotatie te bepalen uit directe 
frequentie metingen. 
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